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Abstract
Teaching science through inquiry-based methodologies has been advocated by several
governmental and professional organizations (National Research Council [NRC], 2000; NGSS
Lead States, 2013); however, their use is not widespread. Why is this? What science teachers do
in their classrooms is shaped by their beliefs, especially their beliefs about the nature of science,
about the goals and purposes of school science and the goals of teaching science, and about the
teaching and learning science. By critically examining these core conceptions and their influence
on teacher lesson planning, this study aims to shed light on the role conceptions play when
teachers design their lessons within the context of a specific inquiry-based methodology—the 5DIE instructional methodology. A total of five middle school science teachers participated in this
case study. The findings of this study revealed that teachers’ core conceptions—their
conceptions about the nature of science, the goals and purposes of middle school science, the
goals of teaching science, teaching science, and learning science exhibited coherence among
themselves. This study also found that only the teachers who (1) held the view that subjectivity is
involved in the nature of science, (2) held learner-centered goals, and (3) had student-centered
conceptions about science teaching and learning were able design a 5-DIE lesson plan that was
true to its inquiry nature. Finally, the results of the current study suggest that teachers’
conceptions about the nature of science are not immediately available to them and do not directly
surface as teachers reflect and elaborate on their 5-DIE lesson plan design decisions. However,
the teachers’ conceptions about the goals and purposes of middle school science, the goals of
teaching science, and science teaching and learning are readily available and clearly shape their
design decisions regarding their 5-DIE lesson plans.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Science teacher education researchers have consistently attempted to determine how best
to educate science teachers to be effective in the classroom. Empirical research about effective
teaching can be traced back to the 1920s (Lederman & Lederman, 2015). According to
Lederman and Lederman (2015), the knowledge base for effective teaching has transformed
through six phases of empirical research. The first phase investigated the teachers’ personal
characteristics and traits. After researchers realized that effective teaching depends not just on
who the teacher is, but on what the teacher does, the research shifted into its second phase.
However, in this phase, students were used as a unit of analysis rather than the teacher
(Lederman & Lederman, 2015), meaning that no valid generalization could be made about
effective teaching as the result of these investigations. In the third phase, the research started
focusing on teacher behavioral patterns. Researchers observed classrooms with specific attention
being given to teacher behaviors and what kind of behaviors produced student learning (processproduct research). However, this line of research was non-theoretical, albeit empirical, and
“focused on what worked rather than on why it worked” (Lederman & Lederman, 2015, p. 3).
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a model looking at teacher competencies, knowledge
that contributed to effective teaching, began to emerge as the fourth phase. This competency
model was successful in establishing a knowledge base for effective teaching under certain
circumstances, and it was different from the previous process-product research in terms of its
specificity for certain contexts rather than being stable for all contexts (Lederman & Lederman,
2015).
At the beginning of 1970s, the research probing effective teaching shifted into another
phase. In the fifth phase, researchers started to investigate why a teacher chose to make certain
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decisions before, during, and after instruction. According to Lederman and Lederman (2015),
“the effective teacher was viewed as an expert-decision maker and the focus of research was on
trying to find out how teachers made such decisions” (p. 4). This line of research emphasized the
importance of the maintenance of learning environment, use of student time, and method of
instruction as an effective teacher’s skill set.
The sixth and last phase of research about effective teaching starts with Shulman’s
prominent paper published in 1986. Shulman (1986) criticized policy makers and teacher
educators as they tried to reduce complex acts of a human endeavor (teaching) to generic
principles of effective teaching by ignoring the content-specific nature of teaching. Therefore, he
introduced Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) as the “missing paradigm” to bring
disciplinary knowledge back into the equation of what it takes to be an effective teacher
(Lederman & Lederman, 2015). Pedagogical Content Knowledge is defined as by Shulman
(1987) as “the blending of content and pedagogy into an understanding of how particular topics,
problems, or issues are organized, represented, and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities
of learners, and presented for instruction” (p. 8). As Shulman (1986) described, this sort of
knowledge (PCK) is not possessed by the expert in pedagogy nor the expert in biology. It is the
sort of knowledge that teacher teaching a 10th grade biology class uses that enables her to
represent the content knowledge in the 10th grade curriculum in a way that was readily
understood by 10th grade biology students (Lederman & Lederman, 2015).
Along with PCK, Shulman (1987) further elaborated on teaching knowledge by listing
the knowledge base of teachers as:
•

Content knowledge
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•

General pedagogical knowledge, with special reference to those broad principles and
strategies of classroom management and organization that appear to transcend subject
matter;

•

Curriculum knowledge, with particular grasp of the materials and programs that serve as
‘tools of the trade’ for teachers;

•

Pedagogical content knowledge, that special amalgam of content and pedagogy that is
uniquely at the province of teachers, their own special form of professional
understanding;

•

Knowledge of learners and their characteristics;

•

Knowledge of educational contexts, ranging from the workings of the group or
classroom, the governance and financing of school districts, to the character of
communities and cultures; and

•

Knowledge of educational ends, purposes, and values, and their philosophical and
historical grounds. (p. 8)
Researchers allocated more attention to pedagogical content knowledge because it is the

special professional knowledge that differentiates an expert teacher from a novice one.
Pedagogical content knowledge does not form in a vacuum; it is contextualized, it is special, and
it is a teaching professional knowledge, much like the special knowledge an architect or a doctor
possesses. This specialized knowledge of teachers enables them to transform their content
knowledge into learning experiences for students (Lee & Luft, 2008).
Pedagogical content knowledge has been extensively researched in the areas of teacher
and science education. However, since it is contextual, unique in its nature, and personalized in a
teacher’s knowledge base, it is challenging to study and formulate the way it develops through
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professional and classroom experiences of a science teacher. As De Jong (2003) elucidated,
“PCK is not very easy, because it is, to a large degree, unarticulated and tacit in nature” (p. 375).
Although it may be challenging to define and identify this sort of knowledge, there is agreement
that it is the critical knowledge of expert teaching practice.
Lee and Luft (2008) explained the consensus reached in the literature about the nature of
PCK as (a) “PCK is the experiential knowledge and skills acquired through classroom
experience”; and (b) “PCK is the integrated set of knowledge, concepts, beliefs and values that
teachers develop in the context of the teaching situation” (p. 1345). As teachers acquired more
classroom experience, researchers found out that their conceptions of PCK became more
integrated and complicated compared to pre-service or beginning teachers’ limited or minimal
PCK (Lee et al., 2007).
After several years of experience, science teachers accumulate classroom experience to
formulate their own way of transforming science content knowledge into learning experiences
for students. However, when introduced with a new instructional framework—such as inquiry—
to teach a topic, teachers’ existing beliefs and knowledge structures, as well as their skills, will
be challenged as they adapt the proposed instructional methodology into a form that is suitable
for their classroom context (Lotter, Harwood, & Bonner, 2007). Therefore, it is critical to
question what role the nature of teachers’ PCK plays in the process of adapting a new
instructional teaching methodology. Specifically, how does teachers’ PCK shape the way they
design an instruction that is in line with this new method of teaching science?
Prior to this study, I observed that, despite experiencing the 5-DIE instructional
methodology (Kern et al., 2014)—an inquiry instructional methodology—as a ‘student’ when
completing activities and going through a teacher training program that was mainly structured
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with the 5-DIE lesson plans, middle school science teachers demonstrated difficulties in terms of
adapting the 5-DIE instructional methodology and they exhibited difficulties in structuring
lesson plans within the 5-DIE lesson plan format. Teacher beliefs can provide understanding of
teacher practice (e.g., Pajares, 1992), especially the core teacher beliefs that influence
instructional planning and practice (Friedrichsen et al., 2011). This stimulated my interest to
investigate how core conceptions—beliefs about the nature of science, beliefs about goals of
teaching science, beliefs about goals and purposes of science education, and beliefs about
science teaching and learning—influenced teachers’ 5-DIE lesson plan designs.
Rationale for the Study
Teaching science through inquiry-based methodologies has been advocated by several
governmental and professional organizations (National Research Council [NRC], 2000; NGSS
Lead States, 2013); however, their use are not widespread. When science teachers experience
any professional development program about how to teach science content in a new format, they
naturally go through a process of reflecting on and adjusting this new format for their classroom
teaching. However, their adaption to this new format depends on and is affected by their existing
beliefs and knowledge structures about teaching science. PCK, the specialized teaching
knowledge, is crucial in this regard because hypothetically, it encompasses the knowledge and
beliefs elements that allows teachers to transform their content knowledge into learning
experiences for students (Lee & Luft, 2008).
It is especially important to examine teachers’ orientations toward teaching science
because they shape the manner in which teachers prepare and present content to their students
(Magnusson et al., 1999; Friedrichsen et al., 2011). Therefore, the goal of this study is to
investigate how core conceptions that make up orientations toward science teaching influence
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teachers’ decisions when designing inquiry-based instructional lesson plan in the Five-Featured
Dynamic Inquiry Enterprise (5-DIE) format (Kern et al., 2014).
This study was carried out within the research context of the Cyber-Learning Activities to
Scaffold STEM Practices (CLASSP) project. This project aimed to investigate how cyberenabled instructional methods transform Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) education and increase opportunities for underrepresented populations and rural
students. To serve this purpose, a research-based instructional approach for developing scientific
literacy was employed in the CLASSP project: the 5-DIE approach. It is an instructional
framework embedded within a cyber-learning environment and integrates a badging system to
promote students’ interest, discourse, argumentation, and peer review in online and hybrid
settings. Five-Featured Dynamic Inquiry Enterprise (5-DIE) is based on five essential features of
inquiry proposed by the National Research Council. The National Research Council (2000)
pointed out the following dimensions of essential feature of inquiry:
1) Learners are engaged by scientifically oriented questions;
2) Learners give priority to evidence, which allows them to develop and evaluate
explanations that address scientifically oriented questions;
3) Learners formulate explanations from evidence to address scientifically oriented
questions;
4) Learners evaluate their explanations in light of alternative explanations, particularly
those reflecting scientific understanding;
5) Learners communicate and justify their proposed explanations. (p. 29)
As science teachers go through the process of employing the 5-DIE instructional
approach, they encounter challenges of adapting not only its structure, but also the way science
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content is intended to be delivered within its format. The 5-DIE encompasses not only the five
essential features of inquiry, but also elements of self-regulation, argument creation and
collaborative argumentation. The formulation of this novel method of teaching science was
drawn upon from various branches of research in the literature (Kern et al., 2014). When
planning a 5-DIE lesson, depending on their existing knowledge and beliefs, experienced science
teachers naturally encounter challenges about structuring science content for the format and
adjusting their teaching style so that it aligns with the 5-DIE lesson plan. This process of
adaptation is moderated by and dependent on the consistency or inconsistency of this teaching
methodology with the teachers’ PCK, specifically their orientation toward teaching science. In
other words, teachers’ orientations—the overarching component of PCK—are crucial in this
respect as they either drive or inhibit the process of adaptation.
The 5-DIE instructional format brings in two crucial features that make it distinct for
teaching science. The 5-DIE lesson’s first Feature starts with developing a Big Question—a
scientifically oriented research question—that runs through the rest of the Features. Therefore, as
students advance through a 5-DIE lesson, they are expected to challenge their initial
understanding about science content. By gathering relevant data, they generate claim-evidencereasoning as they advance through each Feature, and their arguments are subject to change based
on pertinent evidence and discussion among peers and teacher. For some science teachers,
having students create claim(s) with supporting evidence and having them explain the connection
between the claim and evidence may not be a common practice in their normal classroom
teachings. To accommodate these changes, science teachers need to reconsider the way they
approach to science content to be aligned with the 5-DIE instructional format.
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Second, science teachers need to adapt to an instructional format that is designed for an
online or hybrid setting. The 5-DIE lessons are designed to be on an online platform, and they
usually are created on and embedded into a website. Students work as individuals or as groups
(depending on teacher’s preference) to carry out such 5-DIE lessons. Therefore, students mainly
learn science through the activities created within a website or a format of teacher preference. In
this new context, the teacher’s role, the students’ role and the instructional methodology are
changed. This new classroom setting is substantially different from the one in which most
science teaching occurs. As a result, science teachers need to reconsider the ways they usually
teach to develop and design lessons in this new format.
Purpose of the Study
By critically examining science teachers’ aforementioned core conceptions and their
influence on lesson planning, this study sheds light on whether these critical knowledge and
belief components play role in teacher lesson planning and science teaching within the context of
the 5-DIE instructional methodology. Therefore, ultimately, this study aims to investigate and
explain the relationship between teacher beliefs and their practice, and the nature of such a
relationship. To this end, the following two research questions are investigated:
1) What are middle school science teachers’ core conceptions (conceptions about the
nature of science, conceptions about goals and purposes of middle school science and
goals of teaching science, and conceptions about learning science and teaching
science)?
2) How do middle school science teachers’ core conceptions influence their 5-DIE
lesson plan designs?
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework
PCK is used as the conceptual framework that guided the design of the study and the
analysis of the data. The purpose of employing PCK as the conceptual framework in this study is
that it provides a clear and a concise framework in classifying knowledge areas of teacher
knowledge. Miller (2007) summarized the theoretical assumptions of PCK as follows:
•

PCK represents a category of teacher knowledge that is the essence of an expert
teacher.

•

PCK provides a framework that can be used to describe the origin of this critical
knowledge, i.e., that PCK represents an epistemological approach to constructing
teaching knowledge.

•

PCK is a constructivist process and therefore a continually changing body of
knowledge. (p. 88)

The following assumptions are made in studies that are informed by PCK as a conceptual
framework: (a) teachers become expert teachers in a specific subject area through constructing
specific knowledge that informs them of effective teaching methods for that subject; (b)
instruments can be devised to identify and measure PCK; (c) “PCK can be shared with other
science educators for use in their classrooms” (Miller, 2007, p. 86); and (d) teachers’ beliefs and
knowledge inform their classroom practices (Miller, 2007).
Shulman (1987) explains that PCK “represents the blending of content and pedagogy into
an understanding of how particular topics, problems, or issues are organized, represented, and
adapted to the diverse interests and abilities of learners, and presented for instruction” (p. 8).
According to Shulman (1987), the knowledge base for teaching is composed of various
knowledge elements. He identifies seven distinctive bodies of teacher knowledge: content
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knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, curriculum knowledge, pedagogical content
knowledge, knowledge of learners and their characteristics, knowledge of educational contexts,
knowledge of educational ends, purposes, and values, and their philosophical and historical
grounds.
Shulman’s original conceptualization of PCK was further elaborated, revised, extended or
critiqued by other researchers (Banks et al., 2005; Barnett & Hodson, 2001; Carlsen, 1991c;
Cochran et al., 1993; Fernandez-Balboa & Stiehl, 1995; Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 1999;
Grossman, 1990; Koballa et al., 1999; Magnusson et al., 1999; Marks, 1990; Tamir, 1998; Veal
and MaKinster, 1999). For example, according to Cochran et al. (1993), Shulman’s use of
knowledge in the phrase pedagogical content knowledge may be inferred as a ‘static’ notion of
learning, but learning and knowing is a continuous process. Therefore, Cochran et al. (1993)
proposed that knowledge must be exchanged with knowing, which refers to the continuous
process of learning. Basing their conceptualization on radical constructivist notion of teaching
and learning, Cochran et al. (1993) introduced a term ‘pedagogical content knowing’ (PCKg).
They explained this iterative process of teacher learning as “teachers continuously integrate each
experience with everything they understand including understanding about teaching” (Cochran et
al., 1993, p. 265).
Kind (2009) summarizes various PCK models and also describes the sorts of teacher
knowledge components that are included in different models of PCK (Table 1). It is necessary to
discuss different models of teacher knowledge and different models of PCK because it will help
readers to realize diverse points of views on these concepts and understand why I choose a
specific teacher knowledge model and a specific model of PCK in this study.
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Table 1
Summary of Different Models of Pedagogical Content Knowledge

Authors

Representations
and instructional
strategies

Students’
subject
specific
learning
difficulties

Purposes/
orientations/
nature of
science

Curricular
Knowledge

Subject
Matter
Knowledge

Context
for
learning

General
pedagogy/
classroom
management

Assessment

Sociocultural
issues

School
Knowledge

Shulman (1987)

P

P

K

K

K

K

K

0

0

0

Grossman (1990)

P

P

P

P

K

K

K

0

0

0

Magnusson, Krajcik
and Borko (1999)

P

P

P

P

K

K

K

P

0

0

Marks (1990)

P

P

0

P

P

0

0

0

0

0

P

P

P

0

P

P

0

0

0

0

0

P

0

P

P

P

P

0

0

0

0

P

0

0

P

P

P

0

0

0

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

0

0

0

0

0

P

0

P

0

0

P

Fernández-Balboa
and Stiehl (1995)
Koballa, Gräber,
Coleman and Kemp
(1999)
Cochran, deRuiter
and King (1993)
Veal and MaKinster
(1999)
Banks, Leach and
Moon (2005)

Note. ‘P’ shows components believed to comprise PCK; ‘K’ denotes a component in a teacher’s knowledge base; ‘0’ shows
components not discussed explicitly. From “Pedagogical Content Knowledge in Science Education: Perspectives and Potential for
Progress,” by V. Kind, 2009, Studies in Science Education, 45(2), p. 175 (https://doi.org/10.1080/03057260903142285). Copyright
2009 by the Routledge Taylor & Francis Group. Reprinted with permission.
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Gess-Newsome (1999) categorized the different conceptualizations of PCK into two
categories: Transformative Models and Integrative Models. Here, I will explain these different
conceptualizations of PCK in detail. In the current study, I adhered to the Shulman’s original
description of teacher knowledge, as extended and conceptualized in the Transformative models.
PCK Models
Transformative Models
Kind (2009) explains that Grossman’s (1990) and Magnusson et al.’s (1999) models
extend Shulman’s line of thought explicitly. They are called Transformative models. Kind (2009)
points out that transformative models identify subject-matter knowledge (SMK) as a distinct
category apart from teachers’ PCK and define PCK as “the special knowledge used by a teacher
to transform his/her SMK to benefit students” (p. 176). For this reason, they are called
Transformative models. Kind also explains, “both models (Grossman’s and Magnusson et al.’s)
added purposes (‘orientations’ in the Magnusson et al. model) and curricular knowledge” (p.
176). Furthermore, Magnusson et al. (1999) adds knowledge of assessment to their model, which
is defined as knowledge of what to assess and how to assess student learning (Abell, 2007).
One of Shulman’s doctoral students, Pamela Grossman (1990) extended ending
Shulman’s ideas, proposing a model for teacher knowledge that includes four components:
subject-matter knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, knowledge of context, and PCK
(Figure 1). In this model, PCK is at the center of the three other components, and it is influenced
by and influences these other three domains.
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Figure 1
Grossman’s Model for Pedagogical Content Knowledge
General Pedagogical Content
Knowledge

Subject Matter Knowledge

Pedagogical Content Knowledge

PC

Knowledge of Context

According to Grossman (1990), PCK itself consists of four distinct components: (1)
knowledge and beliefs about the purposes and goals for teaching science, (2) knowledge of
students’ understanding of science, (3) knowledge of science curricula and curricular resources,
and (4) knowledge of representations and instructional strategies. In this model, knowledge and
beliefs about the purposes and goals for teaching science is the overarching component and
influences the three other PCK components (2, 3, and 4). Grossman (1990) explains that
“teachers’ beliefs about the goals for teaching their subject become a form of conceptual map for
instructional decision making” (p. 86). This overarching component is later referred to by
Magnusson et al. (1999) as the teachers’ “orientations” toward science teaching. According to
Grossman (1990):
•

Subject matter knowledge and beliefs include teachers’ substantive knowledge and
beliefs and their syntactic knowledge and beliefs. Shulman (1986) defined substantive
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knowledge structures as “the variety of ways in which the basic concepts and
principles of the discipline are organized to incorporate its facts” (p. 9), and the
syntactic structure as “the set of ways in which truth or falsehood, validity or
invalidity, are established” (p. 9).
•

Pedagogical knowledge and beliefs include teachers’ knowledge of classroom
management, instructional principles, learners and learning, and educational aims.

•

Contextual knowledge and beliefs include teachers’ knowledge about the community,
students, school and district.

A teacher’s knowledge regarding these knowledge domains influences his/her PCK
formation.
The teacher knowledge model proposed by Magnusson et al. (1999) includes similar
knowledge and beliefs components for teacher knowledge as the Grossman model, but differs
with respect to the sources of the major knowledge and beliefs components (Figure 2).
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Figure 2
Magnusson et al.’s Model of Teacher Knowledge
Substantive
Knowledge
and Beliefs

Instructional
Principles

Syntactic
Knowledge
and Beliefs

Classroom
Management

Subject Matter
Knowledge
and Beliefs

Learners &
Learners
Educational Aims

Pedagogical
Knowledge
and Beliefs

Influences

Influences

Pedagogical
Content
Knowledge
and Beliefs
Influences

Knowledge
and Beliefs
about
Context
Community

Students

District
School

Note. From Nature, Sources and Development of Pedagogical Content Knowledge for Science
Teaching (p. 98), by S. Magnusson, J. Krajcik and H. Borko, 1999, Springer. Copyright 1999 by
Kluwer Academic Publishers. Reprinted with permission.

When they constructed their model of PCK (Figure 3), Magnusson et al. (1999) posited
that PCK consists of five components: (a) orientations to science teaching, which refers to
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Figure 3
Magnusson et al.’s Model of Teacher Knowledge
PCK
includes

Orientation to
Science Teaching
shapes

shapes
shapes

shapes

Knowledge of
Assessment of
Scientific Literacy

Knowledge of Science
Curricula
including
including
Science
Goals and
Objectives
Specific
Science
Curricula

Knowledge of
Students’
Understanding of
Science

Requirements
for Learning

Areas of
Student
Difficulty

Knowledge of
Instructional
Strategies

Science-specific
Strategies (for any
topic)

Methods of
Dimensions Assessing
of Science Science
Learning to Learning
Assess

Strategies for
Specific Science
Topics
Activities
Representations

Note. From Nature, Sources and Development of Pedagogical Content Knowledge for Science
Teaching (p. 99), by S. Magnusson, J. Krajcik and H. Borko, 1999, Springer. Copyright 1999 by
Kluwer Academic Publishers. Reprinted with permission.
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teacher knowledge of general approaches and goals for science teaching; (b) knowledge of
science curriculum, which refers not only to national, state, and district standards, but also
specific science curricula; (c) knowledge of assessment for science, which refers to what to
assess and how to assess; (d) knowledge of science instructional strategies, which refers to
representations, activities, and methods; and (e) knowledge of student science understanding,
which refers to common misconceptions and areas of difficulty.
To better explain the process of PCK formation in the Transformative Models, GessNewsome (1999) used the analogy of a ‘compound’ from chemistry. Gess-Newsome (1999)
explains:
Compounds are created by the addition or release of energy. Parent ingredients can no
longer be easily separated and their initial properties can no longer be detected. The
Transformative model implies that initial knowledge bases are inextricably combined into
new form of knowledge, PCK, in which the parent domain may be discovered only
through complicated analysis. (p. 11)
Integrative Models
Gess-Newsome (1999) calls other models Integrative models (Banks et al., 2005;
Fernández-Balboa & Stiehl, 1995; Koballa et al., 1999; Marks, 1990; Cochran et al., 1993; Veal
& MaKinster, 1999). In these models, PCK does not exist as a separate domain of knowledge;
when teaching, teachers integrate three knowledge domains (subject-matter, pedagogy, context)
and that intersection is their teaching knowledge: PCK (Gess-Newsome, 1999).
The Integrative modelists view expert teachers as having a highly organized knowledge
base. From that base, they selectively draw upon “independent knowledge bases of subjectmatter, pedagogy, and context and integrate them as needed to create effective learning
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opportunities” (Gess-Newsome, 1999, p. 11). In their Integrative model, Fernández-Balboa and
Stiehl (1995) identify five knowledge components of PCK: subject matter, the students,
instructional strategies, the teaching context, and one’s teaching purposes. To better explain the
Integrative models, Gess-Newsome (1999) describes uses the analogy of chemical mixtures:
In mixtures, original elements remain originally distinct, though their visual impact may
imply a total integration. Regardless of the level of apparent combination, the parent
ingredients in a mixture can be separated through physical means. Elements of
knowledge from subject matter, pedagogical and context domains are called upon and
melded in classroom practice. Upon reflection, the parent domains can be found in the
justifications for planned and interactive classroom decisions. (p. 11)
Why Are the Transformative Models Appropriate for the Current Study?
Abd-El-Khalick (2006) asserts that the Integrative models lack explanatory power
because they do not express any mechanism about the development of PCK as a result of the
interaction of subject-matter knowledge, knowledge of context and pedagogy. According to
Transformative models, on the other hand, as Gess-Newsome (1999) explained, “PCK is the
transformation of subject matter, pedagogical, and contextual knowledge into a unique form -the only form of knowledge that impacts teaching practice” (p. 10). Therefore, the
Transformative models imply that a mechanism exists that is converting SMK to PCK and that
once the process of development of expert teachers’ PCK is understood, it can provide strategies
for training pre-service teachers in accordance with emergent findings.
I defined PCK as the transformation of subject matter knowledge, pedagogical
knowledge, and contextual knowledge into a distinct form of knowledge for science teaching in
this study. Thus, I chose to use a Transformative model to describe the mechanism of
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development of pedagogical content knowledge. As I described earlier, this model is Shulman’s
original conceptualization of PCK, which is also similar to Grossman’s and Magnusson et al.’s
conceptualization of PCK. However, Magnusson et al.’s dual-definition of the orientations
caused issues when others studied the construct previously (Friedrichsen et al., 2011). Therefore,
here, I will elaborate on these issues and articulate my definition of orientations.
Magnusson et al. (1999) not only define orientations as “knowledge and beliefs about the
purposes and goals for teaching science at a particular grade level” (p. 97), but also as a “general
way of viewing or conceptualizing science teaching” (p. 97). Friedrichsen et al. (2011) explained
why the orientations in the Magnusson et al. model are problematic in detail. As I discussed
earlier, Grossman (1990) defined the overarching component of PCK as the conceptions of
purposes for teaching subject matter. Similarly, Magnusson et al. named the overarching
component of PCK as orientations toward science teaching, which they defined it as “knowledge
and beliefs about the purposes and goals for teaching science at a particular grade level” (p. 97).
These two models have consistent conceptualizations of orientations. However, Magnusson et al.
later added another sentence that defined orientations as “a general way of viewing or
conceptualizing science teaching” (p. 97), which is closer to Anderson and Smith’s (1987)
definition of orientations. Anderson and Smith used the term “orientations” to categorize
different approaches to science teaching such as activity-driven, didactic, discovery, etc.
According to Friedrichsen et al. (2011), Magnusson et al.’s model “equated Grossman’s
‘conceptions’ to Anderson and Smith’s ‘teachers’ orientations’ to their own ‘orientations toward
teaching science’” (p. 361) and this name change is problematic “because of real differences in
how each construct was defined” (p. 362). Friedrichsen et al. (2011) demonstrate this dual
conceptualization issue by reviewing the studies conducted about the orientation construct. They
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found that several studies use science teaching orientations as either “purposes for science
teaching,” or as “general views about teaching science” (p. 370).
There is “evidence to support Magnusson et al.’s placement of science teaching
orientations as filtering or shaping the content and development of the other PCK components”
(Friedrichsen et al., 2011, p. 370), and several studies found supporting evidence to this
placement (e.g., Boesdorfer, 2015; Brown et a., 2013; Da-Silva et al., 2007). After synthesizing
the literature, Friedrichsen et al. (2011) identified three important types of teachers’ knowledge
and beliefs that play determining roles in shaping the content and development of PCK
components: (a) conceptions about the nature of science; (b) conceptions about the goals or
functions of science education in general; and (c) conceptions of science teaching and learning.
Friedrichsen et al. (2011) explain the importance of creating specific instruments to investigate
these conceptions, and they also describe the method of investigating such conceptions as:
Typical patterns or profiles of these dimensions need to be identified, in terms of
interrelated beliefs about purposes of science teaching, views about science, and beliefs
about learning and teaching science. Patterns or profiles that are found empirically should
be interpreted from a theoretical point of view, leading to the identification of labels or
categories of distinctly different science teaching orientations. (p. 372)
The influential orientation model of Magnusson et al. (1990) led researchers to focus on
the orientation construct as goals and purposes for teaching science at a particular grade level.
However, empirical studies on this orientation model were limited (Friedrichsen & Dana, 2005).
To meet this need, Friedrichsen and Dana (2005) examined the nature of science teaching
orientation based on the Magnusson et al.’s (1999) model in an empirical study. Interestingly, the
empirical data indicated that viewing orientations as goals and purposes for teaching science was
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complex and layered, including both central and peripheral components. They defined the central
components as “goals that dominated the teacher’s thinking and appeared to drive the
instructional decision-making process” (p. 255). These types of goals are labelled as the goals of
teaching science in this study. Friedrichsen and Dana (2005) also found that teachers had other
goals and purposes that had less influence on their instruction, but they are still pursued
(“peripheral goals”). These types of goals are defined as goals and purposes of middle school
science in this study. Both central and peripheral goals have influence on teachers’ instructional
decision makings, but the former has more so.
Considering Friedrichsen et al.’s (2011) recommendations and the results of the
Friedrichsen and Dana (2005) study, I used the following categories to represent teachers’
orientations toward science teaching: (a) conceptions about the nature of science; (b) conceptions
about goals and purposes of middle school science and goals of teaching science; (c) conceptions
about learning science; and (d) conceptions about teaching science. All four conceptions are
labelled as the core conceptions. The purpose of this study is to explain characteristics of
teachers’ core conceptions and how these core conceptions influence science teachers’ 5-DIE
lesson plan designs.
5-DIE Inquiry Methodology
The Five-Featured Dynamic Inquiry Enterprise methodology (5-DIE) is based on 5
essential features of inquiry (Kern et al., 2014), and each stage of the 5-DIE is aligned to the five
essential features of inquiry proposed by the National Research Council (2000):
1. Learners are engaged by scientifically oriented questions.
2. Learners give priority to evidence, which allows them to develop and evaluate
explanations that address scientifically oriented questions.
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3. Learners formulate explanations from evidence to address scientifically oriented
questions.
4. Learners evaluate their explanations in light of alternative explanations, particularly those
reflecting scientific understanding.
5. Learners communicate and justify their proposed explanations. (p. 29)
By using structured guided-inquiry, 5-DIE (Figure 4) promotes self-driven explorations,
argumentation and knowledge integration to leverage student learning (Kern et al., 2014).

Figure 4
Process Diagram Illustrating Partially Sequenced Structure of 5-DIE

Note. This figure demonstrates the process diagram of 5-DIE of its partially sequenced structure.
From “The Fidelity and Usability of 5-DIE: A Design Study of Enacted Cyberlearning,” by C. L.
Kern, K. J. Crippen, and H. Skaza, 2014, Journal of Computers in Mathematics and Science
Teaching, (33)1, p. 54. Copyright 2014 by the Association for the Advancement of Computing in
Education. Reprinted with permission.
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Each lesson designed in the 5-DIE format is divided into 5 sections called “Features.”
Each Feature presents an activity in which students engage. The first activity (“Feature 1”) in the
5-DIE format presents a scientific question, referred to as the “Big Question.” An example of a
Big Question is, “What is the relationship between light and matter?” Students begin with
responding to this Big Question by recording their initial ideas related to this Big Question. For
example, a student might think that there is no relationship or interaction with light and matter.
In Feature 2, students are given opportunities to collect evidence related to the content of the Big
Question. For example, they can collect data from a simulation that demonstrates the interaction
between light and matter. Students can return to Feature 2 at any point in the lesson to either
examine the evidence they have already collected or to collect different evidence in order to
support the arguments they make in answering the Big Question. In Feature 3, students record
their answers to the Big Question, basing these answers on the data they collected in Feature 2.
Students are prompted to record their answers to the Big Question in the form of evidence-claimreasoning. In Feature 4, students compare and contrast their personal answers to the Big
Question to scientifically accepted understandings of content related to the Big Question.
Students have the opportunity to modify their answers to the Big Question at this point. Finally,
in Feature 5, students share and justify their personal answers to the Big Question among peers
and with the teacher at Research Council (Kern et al., 2014). Research Council may occur
online, face-to-face or both, depending on teachers’ preferred design. However, as the main
activity in Research Council, students explain, discuss, and defend their understandings with
peers and the teacher. As students go through the lesson, they complete a formal document called
a Research Brief. Kern et al. (2014) explained that this document is similar to a white paper or
pre-print in the scientific research community.
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The purposes of 5-DIE lesson, as Kern et al. (2014) described, are “to develop the
learners’ inquiry skills and abilities as well as content and skills of self-regulation.” (p. 5). To
promote self-regulation and argumentation skills, structured examples and various types of
sentence starter prompts are used within the 5-DIE lesson (Kern et al., 2014). The types of
structured examples used in the 5-DIE lesson are partially worked and worked examples, and
sentence starter prompts are activity starter prompts, self-explanation prompts, reflective starter
prompts, thought starter prompts, and planning starter prompts (Table 2).
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Table 2
Examples of Types of Worked Examples and Different Types of Prompts.
Types

Purpose

Worked Examples

Demonstrate how a problem is
solved step-by-step

Partially Worked
Examples

Demonstrate how a problem is
solved step-by-step and expect
learner to solve a missing step
in another example

Activity Starter
Prompts

Engage learner to the purpose
of a specific activity

Self-explanation
prompts

Engage learner in a personal
dialogue or a dialogue with a
peer about the meaning of a
collected data

Reflective starter
prompts

Elicit learner’s prior
conceptions

Thought starter
prompts

Elicit thoughts, ideas, and
personal questions

Planning starter
prompts

Develop self-regulatory skills
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Example
Calculation of velocities of a
stationary and a moving object after
perfectly elastic collision
A calculation of velocities of two
objects after a perfectly elastic
collision. Then, in another example,
one step is removed and learner
solves the missing step
In Feature 3 of the 5-DIE lesson
plan, scientific knowledge claim
starter prompt may be, “I claim ...”
Another example is, “As evidence
by ...” to state the evidence that
supports the claim.
In Feature 2 of the 5-DIE lesson
plan, self-explanation prompt may
be, “... explains/points out/clarifies
...”
In Feature 1 of the 5-DIE lesson
plan, reflective prompt may be, “I
think ...”
In Feature 1 of the 5-DIE lesson
plan, thought starter prompt may be
“This Big Question makes me
wonder about ...”
In Feature 4 of the 5-DIE lesson
plan, planning starter prompt may
be, “To complete this Feature, it will
be important for me to ...”

All teachers participating in the CLASSP project were instructed about the 5-DIE
instructional methodology and its components. However, they were given freedom to design
their 5-DIE lesson plan in any way that they thought was suitable for their teaching practices.
Most teachers designed their 5-DIE lesson plan in a hybrid format which combined face-to-face
classroom instruction with online activities. The 5-DIE methodology is compatible with a hybrid
format because while students are given the opportunity to construct their own understanding,
the teacher is also present in the classroom to help students and answer questions when
necessary.
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Chapter 3: Review of Literature
Before detailing the literature review findings, it is important to describe the process of
finding relevant articles and book chapters. Because this study is concerned with how teachers
designed a hybrid guided inquiry lesson plan, the research inquiry began with exploring the
factors influencing teachers’ lesson planning decisions. After exploring and examining the
research on teacher planning, it became apparent that teacher beliefs, especially the conceptions
that make up science teaching orientations, play a pivotal role in the process and, thus, the
research on this area of literature was explored. Finally, because this study concerned teachers’
lesson plans constructed with an inquiry-based method and their decision making in the process,
factors impacting inquiry lesson implementation and use of technology in classrooms were
explored.
To find relevant articles and book chapters, determining the terms used in the areas of the
research was crucial. Certain terms (e.g., science teacher lesson planning decisions, teachers’
thought processes, instructional planning) were used at the beginning of my search. After finding
relevant peer-reviewed articles on this research topic, my search continued with reading their
abstracts to verify whether such scientific articles are relevant to the area of research of this
study. Throughout this search, keywords that were related to: (a) pedagogical content
knowledge; (b) in-service teacher lesson planning; (c) technology; (d) inquiry-based instruction
were investigated. Then, the following steps were carried out. First, the articles related to science
teachers’ lesson planning and the factors that influence their way of designing lesson plans (e.g.,
teacher beliefs, their content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge) were examined.
Second, my research focused on exploring articles about teachers’ pedagogical content
knowledge and especially teacher orientations and how they influence teachers’ decision
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making. Then, the articles using the TPACK theoretical framework were removed because some
of the knowledge domains (e.g., technological content knowledge, technological pedagogical
knowledge) may not exist (Archambault & Barnett, 2010). Here are the searches conducted at
various databases and journals:
ERIC – the following terms were used: pedagogical content knowledge, science, lesson
plan. I found 45 articles. After eliminating TPACK articles and reading the abstracts for
relevancy, I found 27 articles as relevant.
EdITLib – the following terms were used: pedagogical content knowledge, in-service
teacher lesson planning, science education. After eliminating TPACK articles and reading the
abstracts for relevancy, I found 50 articles as relevant.
JSTOR – the following terms were used: pedagogical content knowledge (abstract),
science education (abstract), in-service teachers’ lesson planning (abstract). After eliminating
TPACK articles and reading the abstracts for relevancy, I found 55 articles as relevant.
Additionally, certain journals were investigated: Journal of Research in Science
Teaching, Science Education Journal, International Journal of Science Education, Journal of
Science Education and Technology, School Science and Mathematics, Journal of Science
Teacher Education and Journal of Science Teacher Education. The terms used in the inquiries
were “lesson planning” or “science teacher” as the first search and “technology”, “inquiry-based
instruction” and “science” as the second search. Reading abstracts of the articles further
decreased the number of selected articles. The resulting articles were further reviewed for
relevancy in terms of teachers’ lesson planning, teachers’ decision-making, teachers’ belief and
knowledge influencing teaching practice, and factors influencing teachers’ inquiry planning and
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implementation. A total of 26 articles are selected to be reviewed as the result of the search
process.
The following part of the literature review begins with reporting general factors
influencing teacher lesson planning. After that, it narrows the focus on certain specific factors
such as teacher beliefs, content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, and orientations and
how they influence teacher practice. Finally, it ends with a synthesis of the literature about the
factors that impact teachers’ inquiry lesson planning and implementation.
Lesson Planning
It has been reported through the literature of science teacher education research that there
exists a myriad of factors—both conscious and subconscious—that influence science teachers’
decisions when they plan to teach and implement a lesson. The dynamic nature of teaching and
the tacit nature of teacher cognition make it challenging to dissect these factors and determine
their influence on teachers’ decision-making processes. Teachers come into classrooms with
certain ideas about delivering the content in a certain shape and form to support students’ content
learning and understanding. Shulman (1986) states:
Teaching necessarily begins with a teacher’s understanding of what is to be learned and
how it is to be taught. It proceeds through a series of activities during which the students
are provided specific instruction and opportunities for learning, though the learning itself
ultimately remains the responsibility of the students. Teaching ends with new
comprehension by both the teacher and the student. (p. 7)
Similar to students, teachers are learners in the process of teaching as well. Therefore,
researchers look at planning for teaching as a cyclic, continuous, and interactive process (Yinger,
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1980), with the result being applied to a social, dynamic, and interactive classroom environment
(Bettie, 1995).
The research on teacher thought processes began to surface at the beginning of the 1970s
(Clark & Peterson, 1986). Before this era, researchers were paying particular attention to a type
of research called process-product research, with which they attempted to find sets or patterns of
teacher behavior that correlated with higher student achievement. However, subsequent
researchers, upon gaining the view of effective teachers being “expert decision makers,” were
able ponder the questions that investigated how those decisions were made (Lederman &
Lederman, 2015). Despites its empirical nature, process-product research was criticized as a
non-theoretical type of research (Lederman & Lederman, 2013). The following literature review
mainly explores the studies conducted after this era. The following section specifically examines
what in-service teachers consider when lesson planning, and the factors that influence their
decisions throughout the lesson planning process.
Factors Influencing Lesson Planning Process
Before reporting, it is important to define the term lesson planning. When this term is
used, it refers to science teachers’ decision making related to an instruction and which occurs
before the interactive part of the teaching in which instruction occurs. These pre-active decisions
are different from the interactive decisions that originate during the act of teaching (Jackson,
1970). Therefore, the term lesson planning is defined and used within the boundaries of such a
definition in this literature review.
The major components of a typical lesson plan were proposed by Tyler (1950) in his
influential book, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction, as (a) specifying behavioral
objectives; (b) choosing appropriate materials; (c) organizing and sequencing the chosen
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activities; and (d) selecting appropriate evaluation procedures. Tyler’s proposed model is
referred as the objectives-first model (Tyler, 1950). We still observe similar formats in teacher
education programs. However, many studies (e.g., Aikenhead, 1984; McCutcheon, 1980;
Zahorik, 1975) showed that in-service science teachers do not strictly follow this lesson planning
format as offered by Tyler. In this section, teachers of all subject areas are included in the
analysis in order to figure out the common factors influencing lesson planning of all teachers, not
only science teachers.
The content of what teachers seek to teach has higher significance than other components
in their planning. Zahorik (1975) examined planning decisions of 194 teachers before entering
the classroom. These teachers were from all grades, teaching variety of subjects and with a range
teaching experience from one to twenty years. Teachers were asked to list their decisions prior to
teaching, and then they exemplified those decisions. The results of the study indicated that 81%
of the teachers made decision(s) about activities and 70% made decision(s) about content. In
addition, when starting planning, the first decision most teachers (51%) made was about content
and only few teachers (3%) made decisions about activities, which are used to teach the content.
Therefore, Zahorik concluded that content is the most important decision of teacher planning
prior to teaching. Objectives were not particularly important in the planning decisions. Other
decisions were made more frequently and earlier than objectives.
In addition to content, teachers consider information about students when lesson
planning. Yinger (1980) investigated an elementary school teacher’s lesson planning and
decision making when lesson planning over a five-month period. The teacher had five years of
teaching experience and was teaching in a combined first and second grade classroom at the time
of the case study. Yinger collected data for 40 school days as a participant observer in the
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classroom. He collected data in the form of written descriptions of teaching and think-aloud
protocols in which the teacher reflected on the student activities. In addition, the teacher
participated in tasks that manifested her perceptions of her students and her instructional
activities. The result of this study indicated that the most important and most frequent planning
concern of the elementary teacher was activities. However, in her planning, activities were not
separate from subject matter; content and materials were distinctive aspects of activities.
Therefore, this finding is consistent with Zahorik’s (1975) study. Similar to the findings of
Zahorik (1975), objectives did not have a pivotal role in her planning. In addition, student
background characteristics were taken into consideration in her lesson planning process.
Although it was not visible in her actual lesson plans, it was evident in her planning process that
student characteristics were the important component at all levels of planning. The student
characteristics were mainly identified as students’ background and the teacher’s judgement about
students’ ability.
Middle school teachers’ decision making regarding lesson planning was mainly
influenced by teachers’ prior experience of teaching the topic, the school context and their
conceptions about students. Sardo-Brown (1988) studied teachers’ planning decisions within the
organizational context of schools and schooling. A group of teachers from a single school
district, 12 middle school teachers, were chosen as the cases. They had 15 years of teaching
experience on average. To examine the types of decisions teachers make while planning, several
types of data sources were utilized, including formal interviews, analysis of written plans, thinkaloud transcripts, and questionnaires. The study found out after the analysis of think-aloud
transcripts that all teachers’ daily lesson planning was influenced by student ability and interest,
prior experience when teaching the topic, school calendar, classroom timespan, and curriculum
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guide objectives. This result was also consistent with the daily interview data of the teachers. In
addition, 10 out of 12 teachers reported textbooks; four mentioned curriculum guides; and two
noted state competencies as influencing their daily lesson planning.
Another study found similar results in regard to the influence of prior teaching
experience. Science teachers’ planning decisions regarding instruction are mainly a function of
their beliefs about science and their experiential knowledge gained from teaching. Aikenhead
(1984) explored science teachers’ decision making when they plan for instruction. A high school
experiencing a decrease in enrollment and science being taught by teachers of other subject areas
was chosen for a case study. Aikenhead chose five secondary school science teachers in this
context. The results of the analysis indicated that high school science teachers’ decisions emerge
from “a stable and reliable set of ‘theories-in-use’” (Aikenhead, 1984, p. 194), which is mainly
formed by integration of teachers’ beliefs regarding their academic discipline (science) and
practical classroom knowledge. The author also concluded that teacher beliefs about the
academic discipline, science in this case, are essentially defined by their university science
experiences.
A variety of factors beyond the classroom play a part in teacher lesson planning. Egeler
(1993) examined factors influencing secondary school teachers’ decisions when they plan for
instruction. Two hundred seventy-four teachers’ responses to a questionnaire that was
specifically designed to capture the factors influencing instructional planning were analyzed. The
results revealed that teachers consider six factors when planning for instruction: district and state
guidelines, facilitating student learning, professional expectations, textbook influence, classroom
management, and undergraduate teacher education. Another result was that experienced teachers
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(4 or more years) are influenced more by facilitating student learning than less experienced
counterparts (less than 4 years) when planning for instruction.
Another study examined the nature of lesson planning of twelve elementary school
teachers, the influences on their planning and what they consider in their planning (McCutheon,
1980). McCutheon collected anecdotal records of observations in classrooms, transcripts of
meetings with teachers and administrators, notes on informal interviews, teachers’ planbooks and
additional data sources. The result showed that, first, teachers’ planning does not follow the
objectives-first model. Second, teachers’ planning involves a complex, simultaneous juggling of
much information about children, subject matter, school practices, and policies. Third, textbooks
are the main agents influencing teachers’ decisions about the scope and sequence of lessons
especially when planning for teaching mathematics and reading. Finally, teacher planning and
plans are influenced by external factors such as teachers’ isolation, administrative practice, and
insufficient knowledge about planning.
Summary
The objectives-first model proposed by Taylor (1950) does not represent in-service
teachers’ actual lesson planning process. Teachers usually begin with the content and activities
of the lesson they plan to teach. Additional factors such as student characteristics, facilitation of
student learning, curriculum, textbooks, teacher educational background, and school
administration also play a role in teachers’ lesson planning process. The factors that influence
teachers’ lesson planning process can be categorized as teachers’ ideas about content, students,
teaching and teaching experience, and school context. Not only the empirical evidence from the
reviewed studies, but also the theoretical framework of PCK suggests that examining teachers’
beliefs about the nature of science, goals and purposes for teaching science, and learning and
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teaching science would provide us with probable cause(s) about why teachers plan in certain
ways. The next section of the literature review illustrates how such factors influence science
teachers’ lesson planning.
The Impact of Teacher Knowledge and Beliefs on the Practice of Teaching
Goals of Teaching Science and Goals and Purposes of Science Education
Teachers’ goals are envisioned as being two-layered in this study and include goals for
teaching science and goals and purposes of science education. Friedrichsen and Dana’s (2005)
study empirically supported this conceptualization. Although this conceptualization was used in
some studies, the following studies investigated goals within their own definitions and
conceptualizations similar to or different from this study’s one. There are a total of 7 studies
reviewed in this section. This section ends with the summary of the findings that emerged as a
result of this review.
Brickhouse (1993) explored a high school chemistry teacher’s goals of teaching the
subject matter and the teacher’s evaluation of his progress towards achieving those goals. David,
the chemistry teacher, had 26 years of teaching experience and was teaching a college
preparatory chemistry course and an honors chemistry course at the time of the study. The author
used classroom observations and interviews to study events in the classroom as well as the
teacher’s assessment of those events. This study found that David had a set of aims for his
students and these goals were content goals, making connections between chemistry knowledge
and the natural and social world, and students’ mathematical and laboratory skills development.
He used tasks to tackle a single specific goal, but more often several goals. One of his goals (i.e.,
motivation) was essential and prerequisite to achieving all his other goals, and he followed this
goal on a daily basis. Therefore, he held one central goal, and once he realized that students were
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not achieving this goal, he changed the flow of instruction he planned previously. For example,
when students’ interest diminished after collecting data on a field trip, to help the students regain
their motivation, David skipped the following steps of his instructional plan. He also placed
emphasis on some goals over others based on students’ abilities and what he believed particular
students needed the most. For example, for the honors course, which included students that
would take higher level chemistry course in college, David emphasized the goals of experimental
skill development and quantitative problem-solving skills. For the college preparatory class, he
emphasized making connections between school chemistry and everyday life events. Therefore,
this study provides evidence for the argument that teachers have multiple instructional goals, and
they prioritize or change goals based on students and their levels and needs.
Friedrichsen and Dana (2005) examined the nature of science teaching orientation and its
probable sources of development for highly regarded biology teachers. The authors defined
science teaching orientations as the teachers’ knowledge and beliefs about the purposes and
goals for teaching science, which is consistent with Magnusson et al.’s (1999) PCK model. By
employing a methodology informed by grounded theory, the authors inductively co-constructed
the nature of science teaching orientations and their probable sources with four respected biology
teachers. The authors added the “means” for enacting goals to better understand science teaching
orientations. They defined “means” as a “teacher’s purposefully selected and visible use of
curricula, as well as instructional and assessment strategies, for supporting students in achieving
the purposes and goals of the biology course” (p. 225). The data sources of this study included
classroom observations and interviews along with the field notes to study participants’ teaching
and the school context. In addition, a card-sorting task was administered to elicit teachers’
science teaching orientations. The result of study showed that science teaching orientations were
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complex because teachers held multiple purposes and goals. The researchers differentiated these
goals and purposes as central and peripheral goals. The central goals were found to have more
influence on teachers’ instructional decision-making process than the peripheral goals. Teachers
addressed these goals through different means and as authors clarified, the inclusion of means
“provided a more complete picture of an individual’s science teaching orientation” (p. 225). For
example, one of the participant’s central goals of “doing science” was depicted by her means of
involving students in regional and national science fairs. Another important finding was that all
teachers held general schooling goals that were mainly related to preparing students for the next
phases of their lives. These goals were peripheral goals rather than central. Finally, the context of
their school not only influenced the means, but also the goals teachers held. Science teaching
orientations were significantly shaped by the school context that teachers were in. Teacher means
were influence by students and their conceptions about learning. Time was the other factor
teachers reported that shaped the means and the goals teachers had.
Anderson (2015) investigated the nature of teacher beliefs and their influence on science
teaching practice of year 7 and 8 teachers in New Zealand. The dimensions of the studied beliefs
were purposes of science education, the nature of science, and science teaching and learning. The
purpose of science education was defined as what “was important for students to learn in
science” (p. 406), which is similar to the goals of teaching science defined in this study. Three
teachers, one male and two females, who had teaching experience ranging from 6 to 35 years,
were selected as the cases. The belief dimensions of these teachers were investigated as they
taught a science unit. The author used semi-structured interviews as well as informal interviews,
lesson observations, and field notes as data sources. The result of this study indicated that
teachers’ beliefs about the purposes of science education were more influential on the practice of
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teaching than their nature of science and science teaching and learning beliefs. Teachers’ beliefs
about the purposes of science education primarily shaped the nature and focus of learning
opportunities experienced by their students. In addition, although the teachers’ beliefs about the
nature of science were found to be connected with their beliefs about purposes of science
education, the beliefs about the nature of science were less influential on teacher practice. The
researcher concluded that teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning “appear to have
influenced the way students learned more than what [they learned]” (p. 416). However, the focus
of learning was determined by teachers’ beliefs about the purposes of science education.
Boesdorfer and Lorsbach (2014) explored orientation towards science teaching and its
connection to teacher practice. The authors defined orientation towards science as including
beliefs about the goals and purposes of science teaching, the nature of science and science
teaching and learning. However, they did not investigate beliefs about the nature of science in
this study. They chose a chemistry teacher with more than 10 years of teaching experience in the
subject as their case to study. The focus of the teaching unit was the periodic table. The data
sources used in this study were interviews, observations, and teaching documents. The results of
this study revealed that her beliefs about science teaching and learning closely aligned with the
methods and activities she used while teaching about the periodic table. She mainly used guided
inquiry along with analogies, which was consistent with her constructivist view of teaching and
learning. In addition, her purpose of student learning in chemistry (for students to be able to
solve problems) and her goal for teaching science (to teach her students apply their knowledge)
were clearly evident in her practice, as she asked students to apply what they learned in
performance assessments. This study supports the argument that teachers’ beliefs about goals of
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teaching science and science teaching and learning are consistent with teacher classroom
practices.
Davis, Beyer, Forbes, and Stevens (2011) explored the factors influencing teachers’
decision making regarding curricular adaptations. The researchers investigated what knowledge,
beliefs or experiences two elementary teachers drew upon when they adapted an inquiry-based
curriculum. The authors chose two cases: Maggie and Catie. They have six and four years of
teaching experience, respectively. These teachers, as a part of their work, taught at least one
inquiry-oriented science unit in a technology-mediated learning environment called CASES. The
data sources used in the research study were phone interviews, online discussion posts built in
CASES, and narratives in which teachers described their use of lessons within CASES units. The
results of this study showed that, when changing the curriculum materials, Maggie relied on her
extensive knowledge about her students and inquiry-oriented science teachings. Additionally, she
used learning goals that had both a content focus and an inquiry focus to inform her changes. The
term learning goals used in this study refers to the “goals of teaching science” used in other
studies. Catie mainly referred to her learning goals when making curricular adaptations.
However, her learning goals were not well-matched with the ones intended by the curriculum
materials. Although Catie also drew on her knowledge of students and her own previous
experience teaching the CASES unit, it was less refined than Maggie’s. The researchers
concluded in light of these results that teachers’ learning goals, as well as their knowledge of
students, influence how teachers adapt curriculum materials, and that even when a minute
difference exists between the goals of teacher and the curriculum, the adaptation may not occur
as intended by curriculum materials.
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Campbell et al. (2014) examined how science teaching orientations changed over a
professional development that was designed to encourage inquiry-based instructional model. As
the theoretical framework, the researchers adapted Friedrichsen et al.’s (2011) model that
consists of three dimensions: beliefs about the goals and purposes of science teaching, beliefs
about the nature of science, and beliefs about science teaching and learning. The participants
were total of 8 eighth grade science teachers with an undergraduate science major background
and ranged from 1 to 20 years of teaching experience. The primary data source of this study was
learning journals that teachers used and reflected throughout the professional development.
Participants were prompted each day frequently so that they could reflect and synthesize what
they learned. The researcher chose to create “units of meaning” from participants’ learning
journals. Then they developed themes for each dimension of the aforementioned orientation
construct to come up with orientation profiles for each participant. The result of this study
indicated that three different belief profiles existed. Profile I teachers held the beliefs consistent
with ‘knowledge of’ or Vision I goals (Roberts, 2007) in which the emphasis is placed more on
concepts to be learned and little to no emphasis is placed on the practice of science. They also
exhibited naïve beliefs about the nature of science as being focused on getting ‘the right
answers.’ In addition, they held the beliefs about science teaching and learning that corresponded
to teacher-centered teaching practices. Teachers in Profile II exhibited more holistic ‘knowledge
of’/Vision I goals and purposes that contained both products (canonical knowledge) and
processes of science. While Profile II teachers held more sophisticated beliefs about the nature of
science compared to Profile I teachers, especially about the empirical nature of science, they
clearly held transitional, supportive and responsive beliefs about science teaching and learning,
which are closer to reform-based conceptions. There was only one Profile III teacher who
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displayed both Vision I and Vision II goals (Roberts, 2007) which, similar to Profile II teachers,
envisioned both products and processes of science. The beliefs about the nature of science of this
profile were informed and included more sophisticated beliefs, such as understanding science as
a way of thinking and problem-solving and as being tentative. Another interesting result of this
study was that participants’ profiles shifted towards reform-based belief profiles as the result of
the professional development. Interestingly, this shift in profiles occurred holistically; teachers of
Profile I changed to have the Profile II, and Profile II teacher became Profile III by the end of the
professional development. This result supports the argument that these three belief dimensions
are internally related and connected and that such beliefs could also be altered.
Lotter, Harwood, Bonner (2007) investigated the nature of teachers’ core conceptions and
their relationship with teachers’ use of inquiry-based instructional strategies as a result of a
professional development program. The researchers identified these core conceptions as the
conceptions about the nature of science, the purpose of education, students, and effective
teaching. For the purpose of the study, three biology teachers, Charles, Jane, and Steve, were
chosen as the cases. They had 6, 10, and 12 years of teaching experience, respectively. The data
sources of this study included classroom observations, field notes, and interviews. The results of
this study indicated that all three secondary science teachers’ core conceptions remained
relatively stable with small changes throughout the inquiry-oriented professional development
program. The authors categorized teachers’ core beliefs about the nature of science ranging from
“facts” to “process,” purpose of education ranging from “amass information” to “develop
problem solving skills,” conceptions about students ranging from “limited ability” to “expanding
ability,” and conceptions about effective teaching ranging from “transmission of information” to
“encouraging independent thought.” Another key finding is that once teachers’ core conceptions
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were not aligned with the inquiry instructional methodology, they inhibited their adoption of the
inquiry instructional methodology. For example, Charles’s conception of science teaching was to
transmit science content to his students. Similarly, he believed that the purpose of science
education was to teach science content to students. Accordingly, although he successfully
incorporated student group discussions of teacher questions into his teaching, he continued
teaching science from PowerPoint lectures and application activities that were teacher-directed
teaching practices.
Summary. The search of articles related to this area of research indicated that there are
fewer studies conducted at the middle school level than at the high school level. Even fewer
studies were conducted at the elementary school level. A total of four studies were conducted at
the high school, two at the middle school and only one at the elementary level. As evidenced by
the reviewed literature, teachers held multiple goals (Brickhouse, 1990; Boesdorfer & Lorsbach,
2014; Friedrichsen & Dana, 2005) and these goals were modified based on student level and
what teachers think students’ needs are (Brickhouse, 1990; Friedrichsen & Dana, 2005).
Teachers’ classroom teaching practices indicated consistencies with their goals of
teaching science (Boesdorfer & Lorsbach, 2014; Davis et al., 2011; Lotter et al., 2007) and their
focus of learning was influenced by the teachers’ goals for teaching science (Anderson, 2015).
The impact of teacher goals was eminent even when they are adapting to reform-based
curriculum programs. A misalignment between teacher and curriculum program goals hinders
the adoption of such intended curriculum goals (Davis et al., 2011; Lotter et al., 2007).
Beliefs about the goals and purposes of science teaching, the nature of science, and
science teaching and learning exhibit consistencies, and when one of these beliefs’ dimensions
changed, the others followed course (Campbell et al., 2014). This result emerged as a result of
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professional development designed around an inquiry-based instructional model. Another study
in a similar context, however, found that the ‘core beliefs’— conceptions about the nature of
science, purpose of education, students, and effective teaching—were relatively stable and were
resistant to change.
Nature of Science
This section includes a discussion of 8 studies. Four of them examined the relationship
between nature of science beliefs and classroom practice. Two of them investigated the
interaction between nature of science beliefs and science teaching and learning beliefs. The rest
of the studies explored the relationship among nature of science beliefs, instructional goals,
science teaching and learning beliefs, and teaching practice.
Benson (1989) examined biology teachers’ conceptions of biology, their nature of
biological knowledge, and how they teach biology in the classroom. Three high school teachers
became the participants for this study. The researcher found that all three teachers held a realist
conception of biology and science. This is a belief that “all aspects studied in science exist in the
real world” (p. 339) and that truth is established through the rigorous testing of hypotheses—the
scientific method. All three teachers’ classroom practices demonstrated similarities; they were
highly teacher-centered, and the curriculum was interpreted as a collection of information.
Interestingly, these teachers were unaware of how strong the influence of their conceptions to
their teaching practices was. When prompted, they all justified their curriculum interpretations
based on the situational constraints of the school and schooling. The researcher concluded that
“the combination of these situational constraints and a realist view of knowledge resulted in
curriculum being interpreted as a collection of information” (p. 340).
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Kang and Wallace (2005) examined secondary school science teachers’ epistemological
beliefs and instructional goals and their influence on teachers’ use of lab activities. The authors
investigated two aspects of teacher epistemologies: the ontological and relational aspects. The
ontological aspect is concerned with whether a person views knowledge as one certain truth or
multiple truths. The relational aspect is about the relationship between the knowledge and the
known; it is about whether to include or exclude oneself from the sense-making process. In other
words, it is about whether individuals include themselves in knowledge construction processes or
passive receiver of set of knowledge given to them. Three high school teachers, Tom, Pam, and
Jerry, were chosen for this case study. All teachers had 16 or more years of teaching experience.
The researchers collected formal and informal interviews, classroom observations, and teaching
materials as data. The findings of this study indicated that as teachers’ epistemological beliefs
get complicated, so do the connections between their beliefs and their practices. Pam viewed
science as body of factual knowledge to be received. Consistent with her epistemological beliefs,
her instructional goal was to deliver information and her laboratory actions involved replacing
students’ lab activities with demonstrations, which she performed to “convince” students of the
truth of the information she was sharing. Tom held nature of science beliefs that included both
processes of problem solving and factual knowledge. Correspondingly, he held goals of engaging
students in doing science as well as delivering information. To achieve these goals, he used both
open-ended labs encouraging multiple methods and answers, and demonstrations and structured
labs. Jerry’s beliefs and actions exhibited an added level of complexity. Jerry held the beliefs that
multiple truths are valid depending on contexts: science is valid in the school context whereas,
science is tentative and requires rigorous inquiry in real science context. His goal for science
teaching was to help students appreciate science. His lab activities only demonstrated the
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rigorous validation processes of science: a partial aspect of his nature of science view. Therefore,
this study supports the argument that teachers’ sophisticated epistemological beliefs are rarely
reflected in their teaching practices, whereas naïve epistemological beliefs are more clearly
reflected in teachers’ teaching practices.
Brickhouse (1990) investigated the influence of teachers’ nature of science beliefs on
their practice. The study specifically focused on the teachers’ beliefs about the nature of
scientific theories, scientific processes, and how science progresses and the influence of these
beliefs on the methods teachers employ when teaching science. The author chose three science
teachers—two middle school teachers and a high school teacher—by employing purposive
sampling. McGee was a middle school science teacher in his second year of teaching. Cathcart
had been teaching middle school science for 26 years when he participated in the study. Finally,
Lawson was a high school physics teacher in her 15th year of teaching. The author collected
interview and classroom observation data as well as teacher documents such as tests, worksheets,
and laboratory activity sheets. The study found a highly consistent relationship between teachers’
nature of science beliefs and their actions in the classroom; it was especially evident in the
experienced teachers’ cases. The inconsistency of the beginning teacher’s beliefs of the nature of
science and his actions were attributed to the impact of institutional constraints or his own
conflicting beliefs. While Cathcart viewed theories as truths and the scientific method as a linear
process that leads to one unambiguous scientific truth, Lawson saw theories as tools to solve
problems and her beliefs about the scientific method were related to the interplay between theory
and observation. Both of these experienced teachers designed classroom and laboratory activities
consistent with their espoused belief about the nature of science.
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Da-Silva et al. (2007) conducted a longitudinal study to examine changes in conceptions
of the nature of science and science teaching and learning along with the factors that influenced
such changes. The changes of such conceptions over the time span of 13 years were studied. The
first author was the one and only participant in this study. She was a biology teacher with 16
years of teaching experience at the time of the study. She was an informant at the initial stage,
and later she became a part of the research team as she became involved in discussions and
reflections. Her initial conceptions were captured with a cognitive map questionnaire, stimulated
recall interviews, and her reflections as texts about the entire process. The study indicated that
the change of Consuelo’s conceptions about the nature of science and science teaching and
learning were not linear and were complex. Her initial conceptions about the nature of science
were empiricist, and her conceptions about science teaching and learning were consistent with a
teacher- and content-centered model. Four years later, although her conceptions about the nature
of science were stationary, her conceptions about science teaching and learning evolved towards
a more student-centered, constructivist model. This change of conception is attributed to her
increase in awareness of students’ alternative ideas that they bring to the classroom. Nine years
later, she espoused not only constructivist conceptions about science teaching and learning, but
also a coherent set of nature of science beliefs as the result of her further reflection and
modifications of her conceptions about teaching and learning science.
Duschl and Wright (1989) investigated the influence of secondary science teachers’
nature of science beliefs on the planning and delivery of instructional tasks. Nature of science
beliefs are defined as beliefs about the nature and role of theories in science in this study. The
researchers chose a high school with 13 teachers of all science subjects and carried out a number
of data analyses to generate a set of grounded theories. Teachers had a range of experience from
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2 to 21 years. The data sources included instructional materials (e.g., tests, quizzes, labs, lesson
plans), a survey (nature of science scale), and observations, as well as interview data that was
collected over sixteen weeks. The result of this study showed that teachers did not consider or
implement activities targeting the use of theories in science. This lack of consideration was
explained by teachers’ lack of nature of science beliefs and constraints that emerged from the
institution of schools and schooling (e.g., pressures, accountability). This result supports the
arguments that teachers cannot teach what they don’t know and that contextual factors should be
taken into account when advocating reform-based activities.
Lederman (1999) investigated teachers’ nature of science beliefs and enactment of those
beliefs in their classroom teaching practices. Having three male and two female high school
teachers with a range of 2 to 15 years of teaching experience, he not only interviewed these
teachers and some of their students, but also collected questionnaires, instructional materials, and
classroom observation data. The researcher employed an analytical inductive approach to
formulate and validate assertions and conceptualizations that aimed to explain the phenomenon
under investigation. The findings of this study indicated that all five teachers held nature of
science views that were consistent with the visions of U.S. reforms. However, the manifestation
of these informed nature of science (NOS) conceptions to classroom practices exhibited
differences depending on years of teaching experience: while teachers with less than five years
of teaching experience struggled with classroom management issues, the two most experienced
teachers (14 and 15 years of experience) were able to exhibit classroom practices consistent with
their professed views about the nature of science. Teachers’ lack of experience of classroom
teaching hindered their ability to implement their conceptions about the nature of science to their
classroom practices although they held informed views on the nature of science. In addition,
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students of all teachers who held informed nature of science views exhibited understandings of
the nature of science that were inconsistent with their teachers’ view and with science education
reforms. Thus, the researcher concluded that an implicit, instructional modeling of the nature of
science does not necessarily translate into the development of informed nature of science views
of students.
Tsai (2002a) explored the relationship among science teachers’ beliefs about teaching,
learning, and science. The author employed cluster sampling to select 37 Taiwanese secondary
school science teachers with an average of 7.3 years of teaching experience. After gathering and
analyzing three separate interviews on beliefs about teaching, learning, and science, the
researchers identified three categories of beliefs of each dimension and labeled them as
traditional, process, and constructivist beliefs. The researcher explained these belief categories as
follows:
The ‘traditional’ category perceives teaching science as transferring knowledge from
teacher to students, learning science as acquiring or ‘reproducing’ knowledge from
credible sources, and scientific knowledge as correct answers or established truths. The
‘process’ category perceives teaching science and learning science as an activity focusing
the processes of science or problem-solving procedures, and scientific knowledge is
viewed as facts being discovered through ‘the’ scientific method or by following codified
procedures. The ‘constructivist’ category views teaching science as helping students
construct knowledge, learning science as constructing personal understanding and science
as a way of knowing. (p. 773)
The result of this study indicated that majority of teachers exhibited consistent beliefs
across the three belief dimensions: teaching, learning, and science. In other words, a teacher
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holding a ‘traditional’ view on teaching also held the beliefs that were ‘traditional’ on learning
and science and so on. The study calls these consistent belief systems ‘nested epistemologies.’
Additionally, the ‘nested epistemologies’ tend to be prevalent when teaching experience
increases. As the teaching experience of teachers increased, the number of teachers with ‘nested’
beliefs also increased. Therefore, this study supports the argument that these three belief
dimensions are interrelated, and teacher beliefs become congruent as classroom experience
increases.
Tsai (2007) investigated the relationships between science teachers’ scientific
epistemological views (SEVs) and their beliefs about teaching and learning science. The study
also studied the connection between teachers’ SEVs and their classroom practice. The researcher
chose six participants with highly different SEVs based on their responses to an SEV instrument.
All teachers had a science education background and had 5 to 10 years of teaching experience.
For data sources, the researcher used interviews and classroom observations. The SEV interview
questions focused on five dimensions: the nature of observations, the nature of scientific
knowledge, tentativeness, validation of scientific knowledge, and the influence of sociocultural
values. Participants’ views on science teaching and learning were also revealed through another
interview. In addition to these data sources, each participant’s classroom teaching was observed
for eight instructional periods, each lasting 45 minutes. All instances of classroom time were
classified and categorized as one-way teacher-directed lecture, tutorial problem practice, in-class
examinations, lab or small group inquiry, and interactive discussion and questioning. The
researcher categorized teachers’ SEVs as positivist, mixed, and constructivist on each of the
aforementioned SEV dimensions. On the relationship between teachers’ SEVs and beliefs about
science teaching and learning, the results of this study indicated that teachers with relatively
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positivist SEVs expressed their tendencies to underscore students’ receiving correct knowledge
and attaining better grades for science learning. On the other hand, teachers with constructivistoriented SEVs tended to elicit science teaching and learning beliefs that are also constructivist
oriented. For the relationship between SEVs and classroom practices, this study found coherency
between beliefs and practice. Teachers with positivist-oriented SEVs tended to use one-way
teacher-directed lecture, practicing tutorial problem or in-class examinations. Additionally,
teachers with constructivist aligned SEVs mainly dedicated more time to inquiry activities and
utilized interactive discussion methods when teaching. Therefore, the results of this study
provide evidence for the argument that teachers’ SEVs, beliefs about science teaching and
learning, and their classroom practices demonstrate consistency and coherency.
Summary. Nature of science beliefs (NOS) influence not only the classroom teaching
practices of teachers but also teachers’ interpretation of curriculum itself (Benson, 1989).
Teachers’ views about science directly translate into the teaching practices through the belief
lens teachers hold (Benson, 1989; Brickhouse, 1990; Duschl & Wright, 1989; Tsai, 2007). A
highly positivist view of science could result in teaching practices that only aim at students’
receiving the “correct knowledge” (Tsai, 2007). Although some studies found inconsistencies
between beginning science teachers’ beliefs about the nature of science and their classroom
practices (Brickhouse, 1990; Lederman, 1999), this contradiction was attributed to the contextual
constraints in which teachers reside. Several studies, on the other hand, found that experienced
science teachers (>5 years) exhibited teaching practices that were highly consistent with their
nature of science beliefs (Benson, 1989; Brickhouse, 1990; Duschl & Wright, 1989; Kang &
Wallace, 2005; Lederman, 1999; Tsai, 2007). An implicit translation of nature of science
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understanding into teaching practices demonstrated unsuccessful results in terms of students’
attainment of such NOS views (Lederman, 1999).
Some studies investigated the relationship among beliefs about the nature of science,
instructional goals, and beliefs about science teaching and learning. In the study of Kang and
Wallace (2005), nature of science beliefs and science teaching and learning beliefs were found to
be highly consistent with teachers’ instructional goals, especially when the former beliefs are
naïve (Kang & Wallace, 2005). Another study investigated the relationship between NOS beliefs
and science teaching and learning beliefs. Interestingly, they found that a teacher’s beliefs about
the NOS change only after a change in the teachers’ conceptions about science teaching and
learning (Da-Silva et al., 2007). Other studies found that the NOS beliefs and science teaching
and learning beliefs were highly related and consistent (Tsai 2002a; Tsai, 2007).
Science Teaching and Learning
This section includes a discussion about 6 studies. Two of them investigated the
connection between science teaching and learning beliefs and teaching practice. Three of them
focused on the relationship among science teaching and learning beliefs, nature of science
beliefs, and teaching practice. Only one study examined science teaching and learning beliefs,
goals and purposes of teaching science, and teaching practice.
Cronin-Jones (1991) attempted to identify the main types of beliefs influencing science
teachers’ curriculum implementation and the way in which these beliefs influenced the
implementation process. To answer research questions of this sort, a grounded theory method
was employed with two middle school science teachers as the two cases. The two middle school
science teachers were purposefully chosen to represent two prevalent types of middle school
teachers: (a) teachers educated as secondary subject area teachers; and (b) teachers educated as
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elementary teachers. The researchers also designed a curriculum, an intended curriculum, with
its content and organization aligned with the discovery-oriented constructivist model of
knowledge acquisition. The curriculum package content was focused on wildlife species and
their strategies for survival. The study captured the experience of the two middle school science
teachers with transcriptions of formal and informal interviews, as well as daily field notes taken
before, during and after the implementations of the new curriculum. Both of the teachers held the
following beliefs: (a) the most important learning outcome for students was to obtain the factual
content; and (b) students learn science through repeated drill and practice and they constantly
need direction from the teacher. As a result, teachers’ conceptions about science teaching and
learning had strongly influenced and inhibited the implementation of a discovery-oriented
curriculum. Specifically, these beliefs were how students learn, the teacher’s role in the
classroom, and students’ level of abilities in a particular age group. The consistency (or
inconsistency) of these beliefs with the ones intended by the curriculum package determined the
success or hindered the process of implementation.
Hashweh (1996) examined the relationship between teachers’ epistemological beliefs,
knowledge of science and learning science, and their teaching practices. The author first
determined 35 science teachers’ epistemological stances regarding knowledge and learning with
a questionnaire and then assessed the teachers’ use of teaching strategies through use of indirect
open-ended and direct closed-ended techniques such as critical incidents and questionnaire. After
the data analysis, the researcher was able to classify teachers’ views based on their recognition of
alternative student conceptions, the types of teaching strategies they used, the frequency of use of
those strategies, and their epistemological stances. Teachers’ views on knowledge and learning
were categorized as empiricist or constructivist. Empiricist teachers underscored the role of
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external reinforcement in learning. Constructivist teachers emphasized the “active role of the
learner in constructing the world” (p. 49). The knowledge view of empiricist and constructivist
teachers were described as follows:
Knowledge constructivist teachers believed that the aim of science was to develop
theories to understand the world, absolute objectivity was impossible (observations are
theory-laden), testing theories against experience was more important than their origins,
scientific knowledge was tentative and invented, and emphasized the importance of
scientific revolutions and conceptual change. In contrast, knowledge empiricists believed
that the aim of science was to collect facts about the world, scientific knowledge was
objective, permanent, and discovered (rather than invented), and emphasized the role of
observations, the “scientific method” and the gradual and accumulative aspects of the
growth of scientific knowledge (rather than the conceptual change aspect). (p. 49)
The researcher identified “empiricist teachers” as having both empiricist knowledge and
learning views and “constructivist teachers” as having both constructivist knowledge and
learning beliefs. The result of this study showed that most of the constructivist teachers were able
to identify students’ alternative conceptions in comparison to empiricist teachers who could
detect much smaller percentage of student alternative conceptions. When faced with students’
alternative conceptions, empiricist teachers’ only strategy was to explain the “correct” answer.
On the other hand, constructivist teachers used a variety of strategies, such using anomalies and
using models as representations, to make students question alternative conceptions. While
empiricist teachers rarely used the effective strategies of refutation and restructuring,
constructivist teachers frequently used them. In addition, when asked to rate teaching strategies,
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constructivist teachers tended to place higher value on more effective teaching strategies when
compared to empiricist teachers.
Smith and Neale (1989) studied primary teachers’ substantive content knowledge,
pedagogical content knowledge, and orientations. The study also included changes in such
knowledge and belief components as a result of a teacher training program focusing on
facilitating expansion of teachers’ content knowledge regarding conceptual change teaching. The
researchers defined orientations as Shulman’s definition of syntactic knowledge of subject matter
knowledge, which is defined as the ways in which scientific knowledge is established and
developed. Through the lenses of this definition, they captured 10 primary teachers’ beliefs on
what science is, what school science is, what learning is, and what teaching science is. Therefore,
their orientations definition entails beliefs about the nature of science and science teaching and
learning. After collecting and analyzing the data gathered through questionnaire, interviews, and
observations of actual classroom teachings revealing such beliefs, primary teachers with range of
five to 27 years of teaching experience demonstrated orientations categorized as discovery,
processes, didactic/content mastery, and conceptual change. Most of the teachers held a view of
learning that was centered on an empiricist view of learning. That is, students learned science
best by direct experience with events, materials, and natural phenomena (discovery learning).
Despite the fact that they held this kind of belief, the primary teachers’ classroom teachings were
more consistent with didactic/content mastery teaching practices: a belief-practice discrepancy.
This discrepancy was attributed to the pressure of “content coverage” in the schooling system.
Another critical result of this study revealed that teachers’ beliefs about effective teaching
strategies, knowledge about students’ alternative conceptions, knowledge of the content
(substantive content knowledge) and translation of that content into practices (pedagogical
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content knowledge) all played a role in their implementation of science curricula and in their
teaching effective science lessons. This study suggests that teachers’ beliefs about what science
is and about what science teaching and learning is may hinder or speed up any efforts at adopting
reform-based educational programs.
Boesdorfer (2015) investigated the relationship between two secondary chemistry
teachers’ choice of representations and their science teaching orientations. The teachers’ science
teaching orientations were identified by capturing each teacher’s beliefs about the goals and
purposes for teaching science and science teaching and learning. Two chemistry teachers, Carla
and Louise, had 11 and 27 years of teaching experience respectively. The researcher used
interviews, classroom observations, and classroom documents such as worksheets, handouts,
lesson plans, and tests to examine science teaching orientations. The results of the study
indicated that the science teachers’ choice of representations were in coherence with their
science teaching orientations. Louise held traditional and teacher-centered beliefs about science
teaching and learning. She described her role as a teacher as a “coach” and a “mentor” and saw
herself as responsible for students’ learning. Her goals and purposes for teaching chemistry were
to prepare students for their next course(s). Consistent with these beliefs, her content
representations were teacher-generated and did not require student participation to them. On the
other hand, Carla displayed beliefs about science teaching and learning that were studentcentered and consistent with reform-based beliefs. She described herself as a “planner” and a
“facilitator” and was there to help students construct their own knowledge. Her goals and
purposes for teaching chemistry were for students to learn how to apply their knowledge and use
their resources to solve problems. Similar to these conceptions, her content representations were
teacher-generated, but student-focused, and some of her representations required student
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participation. Therefore, both of the teachers’ selections and use of content representations for
teaching the periodic table and the electronic structure of the atom were highly consistent with
their orientations towards science teaching.
Luft (2001) explored the influence of an inquiry-based in-service program on the science
teaching beliefs and practices of 14 secondary science teachers. The teachers’ classroom
teaching experience ranged from 0 to 17 years. Teachers’ science teachings were assessed based
on their level of inquiry. These data were collected in a pre- and post-test design to determine the
effectiveness of an inquiry-based in-service program. Additional data points were collected as
observations and field notes. The interview data were also collected on different occasions to
capture participants’ beliefs about teaching and teacher philosophies. Although two of the 14
participants did not, the rest implemented an inquiry cycle in their classroom. Teachers with
more than three years of teaching experience were more likely to implement inquiry cycles than
their less experienced counterparts. However, teachers with more than three years of teaching
experience held on to their science teaching and learning beliefs more firmly as compared to the
less experienced teachers. Their beliefs about science teaching and learning did not shift as much
as the less experienced teachers’ did after the inquiry-based in-service program. Another result of
this study is that teachers with low motivation and low achieving students changed their science
teaching roles to traditional model of teaching. Even though these teachers held student-centered
science teaching beliefs, student characteristics influenced their beliefs about the teacher’s role in
a way that they adopted more teacher-centered teaching practices. Therefore, the teachers’
beliefs about their role in the classroom were shaped based on their perceptions of their student
abilities.
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Yerrick, Parke, and Nugent (1997) examined the influence of an inquiry-based program
on teachers’ beliefs about the nature of scientific knowledge, science teaching and learning
beliefs, and assessment practices. The total of 8 middle school science teachers participated to
this study, which was carried out in a 2-week summer institute aimed at implementation of
inquiry-based curriculum. The result of this study showed that teachers initially held the view of
science as long list of concepts. Consistent with this belief, their science teachings were focused
on the transmission of scientific concepts, and their choices of assessment practices were a
measurement of students’ acquisition of such scientific concepts. In addition, students were
disregarded when teachers made decisions about what to teach and how to teach science
concepts, as the students were viewed as mere recipients of knowledge. Although participants’
views indicated changes after the program, these changes were mainly an assimilation of the
inquiry knowledge into their initial views regarding knowledge, practice and assessment;
teachers “fit new messages into their initial sets of beliefs” (p. 154). For example, teachers began
generating responses that indicated dialoging with students, assessing student learning, and
choosing teaching strategies where students had more active role in choosing the topic and in
classroom conversations. However, this was a change on the surface; they all held on to their
initial views of science and teaching.
Summary. The results of several studies indicated that teachers’ beliefs about science
teaching and learning are consistent with their teaching practices (Boesdorfer, 2015; CroninJones, 1991; Hashweh, 1996; Yerrick et al., 1997). Teachers with constructivist views of science
teaching and learning were able to portray their vision in the classroom by employing variety of
teaching strategies. When faced with student alternative conceptions, constructivist teachers used
models and make students question those conceptions by underscoring anomalies. On the other
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hand, teachers with empiricist views of science teaching and learning only responded with
explanations of the “correct” answer in similar circumstances (Hashweh, 1996; Smith & Neale,
1989). Another study found similar result in terms of consistency between teachers’ conceptions
about science teaching and learning and their teaching practice in addition to their conceptions
about goals and purposes of teaching science (Boesdorfer, 2015).
Other studies found an inconsistent relationship between teachers’ science teaching and
learning beliefs and their teaching practices (Luft, 2001; Smith & Neale, 1989). The
inconsistencies were attributed to the following reasons in these studies: (a) incompatibility of
individual beliefs about science teaching and learning with the realities of the schooling
system—contextual barriers; and (b) student characteristics. Low achieving or low motivation
students were also found to influence the role teachers assign themselves in the classroom.
Consequently, this impacted their conceptions about science teaching and learning (Luft, 2001).
However, this was only until the third year of teaching experience. Teachers with more than
three years of teaching experience held on to their conceptions about science teaching and
learning more firmly (Luft, 2001). A similar result was found in another study: that beliefs about
science teaching and learning are stable and resistant to change (Yerrick et al., 1997).
The results of many studies showed that teachers’ beliefs about science teaching and
learning enable or hinder the process of implementation of a proposed curriculum. The success
of implementing a proposed curriculum is found to depend on the consistency of science
teaching and learning beliefs a teacher holds with the views of that proposed curriculum (CroninJones, 1991; Smith & Neale, 1989; Yerrick et al., 1997). In addition to this consistency, other
knowledge and beliefs such as substantive content knowledge, beliefs about effective teaching
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strategies, knowledge about student alternative conceptions have been found to play a role in
implementing science curricula (Smith & Neale, 1989).
Gaps in the Literature
The review of literature revealed that several studies are investigating the influence of
teachers’ beliefs on their practice at the high school level (Boesdorfer, 2015; Brown et al., 2013;
Lotter et al., 2007; Tsai, 2007). There are a few studies focused on this relationship at the
elementary level (Anderson, 2015; Smith & Neale, 1989). In addition, several studies
investigated beginning or prospective teachers’ beliefs and their practices (Simmons et al, 1999).
However, there is a lack of literature about middle school science teachers’ conceptions and the
influence of those conceptions on how they teach science. Two out of 21 studies were found that
investigated the impact of all three conceptions (nature of science, goals of teaching science,
science teaching and learning) on the practice of teaching at the middle school level. In addition,
there was not a single study that focused on such an interaction conducted within the context of
an online or a hybrid teaching setting. This study fills the gaps in the literature by examining the
influence of middle school science teachers’ core conceptions on designing guided inquiry
teaching within the context of an online or a hybrid teaching setting.
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Chapter 4: The Research Process
I investigated the following research questions in this study:
1) What are middle school science teachers’ core conceptions (conceptions about the
nature of science, conceptions about goals and purposes of middle school science and
goals of teaching science, and conceptions about learning science and teaching
science)?
2) How do middle school science teachers’ core conceptions influence their 5-DIE
lesson plan designs?
This study examines teacher core conceptions and how these conceptions influence their
5-DIE instructional designs. By examining such relationship, it aims to shed light on how beliefs
play a role in adapting an inquiry teaching strategy—5-DIE inquiry methodology in this case.
Context of the Study
The Cyber-learning Activities to Scaffold STEM Practices (CLASSP) project’s goals
were to investigate how cyber-enabled instructional methods transform Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education and increase opportunities for
underrepresented populations and rural students in order to increase their numbers in STEM
fields. To serve this purpose, this project employed an instructional methodology called FiveFeatured Dynamic Inquiry Enterprise (5-DIE) (Kern et al., 2014). This instructional method
enables inquiry learning by promoting students’ interest, discourse, argumentation, and peer
review in online and hybrid settings. CLASSP provided workshops aimed at training middle
school science teachers to create lessons in the 5-DIE format and facilitated the collaboration
between teacher peers who would use this format to support their implementation of the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and the Common Core State Standards in Math (CCSS).
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Experienced science teachers’ current beliefs and knowledge structures are based on their
experiences within a classroom setting. However, when faced with 5-DIE as the instructional
method designed for a hybrid setting, we expected that experienced science teachers’ initial
beliefs and knowledge play a critical role as they adapt to this new teaching environment. Thus,
the main purpose of this study was to understand how those beliefs and knowledge structures
came into play as the teachers participating in the CLASSP project adapted the 5-DIE
instructional methodology for use in their own classrooms.
Teacher Training
Teachers participating in the CLASSP project were serving underrepresented minorities
and rural students in a southwestern state. Most of the participating teachers were teaching
middle school level math and science content courses. Through the teacher training, teachers
were expected to expand their knowledge of STEM content, develop necessary skills to design
their own cyber-learning materials, align the products with appropriate content standards,
implement the 5-DIE instructional approach to their classrooms and create and integrate an
effective feedback mechanism through a badging system. This study focuses only on to the
aspects of the CLASSP project that are related to the influence of aforementioned conceptions on
the design of their 5-DIE lesson plans.
A total of 18 math and science teachers participated in a face-to-face meeting at the
beginning of the CLASSP project. In this face-to-face training, teachers were given information
about the CLASSP project, including a project introduction, project expectations, the 5-DIE
instructional methodology, and how and why feedback and badging can be integrated into the 5DIE instructional methodology. Participating teachers also had a chance to experience a 5-DIE
lesson as a student as they completed the two 5-DIE lessons previously designed by mentor
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teachers. One teacher group was assigned to the “Measures of Center” 5-DIE lesson plan and the
other teacher group was assigned to the “Statistical Measures and Display” 5-DIE lesson plan.
The next phase of teacher training took place on an online platform called Moodle. All courses in
the CLASSP Moodle site were constructed within the 5-DIE instructional format. In the teacher
training, each participating teacher, as a student, engaged in 5-DIE lessons about (a) radiometric
dating; (b) the 5-DIE instructional method; and (c) argumentation and badging. They also
received online training in the technical skills they would need to create their own 5-DIE lesson
in an online platform called SoftChalk, where all 5-DIE lessons were presented. Each of these
teacher training topics took one week of the teacher training time except for the SoftChalk
training, which took two weeks. After the teacher training was completed, each teacher was
assigned to a mentor who provided guidance when teachers were planning their 5-DIE lesson
plans. I, as a graduate assistant of the CLASSP project, also served as a mentor of three science
teachers when they were in the process of designing their 5-DIE lesson plans.
Participants
I reached out to all teachers who received CLASSP teacher training with an email and
asked if they were willing to be a part of this study. A total of five teachers who I identified with
the pseudonyms Linda, Pam, Karen, Carol, and Lucy agreed to participate in this study (Table 3).
I limited the number of participants to five because of the significant amount of work all cases
require. I also limited participation to only middle school science teachers because I was
interested in examining middle school science teachers’ knowledge and beliefs of relevance to
their orientations.
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Table 3
Participants’ Academic Backgrounds

Pseudonym

Gender

Undergraduate degrees

Graduate degrees

Endorsements on
Teaching License

Linda

Female

BS Biology & Earth Science

MA Secondary
Science Education

Biological science
Earth science

Pam

Female

BS Business Administration
BA Elementary Education

MA Literacy
Studies

K-8 TESL
K-12 Reading Specialist

Karen

Female

BA Liberal Arts

MED Elementary
Education

Gifted and Talented

Carol

Female

BS Elementary Education

MA Secondary
Science Education

Science

Lucy

Female

BS Elementary Education
Minors: Science, English,
Math

MED Secondary
Science Education

K-8 Elementary, 6-8
Science

All participants had master’s degrees in the education field on top of their bachelor’s
degrees and also held various teaching license endorsements. The participants’ teaching
experiences ranged from twelve to twenty-five years, and their school demographics indicated
differences in terms of racial diversity (Table 4).
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Table 4
Participants’ Teaching Experience, Courses Taught and School Demographics

Pseudonym

Years of Teaching
Experience

Courses Taught

School Demographics
White: 69%
Hispanic: 21%
Asian: 2.4%
Black: 1%
Hispanic: 72%
White: 11%
Black: 6%
Asian: 3%
White: 65%
Hispanic: 30%
Native American & Pacific
Islander: 5%
Hispanic: 63%
Native American: 15%
White: 13%
Black: 3%
White: 55%
Hispanic: 16%
Asian: 11%
Black: 5%

Linda

25

Earth Science
Life Science
Pre-algebra
Spanish

Pam

20

4th - 6th All subjects

Karen

12

Grades – 1st, 3rd, 5th
Social Science – 8th
Gifted and Talented – 4th to 8th
grades

Carol

14

Life Science
Earth Science
Physical Science

Lucy

10

Earth Science
Physical Science

My Role in the CLASSP Project
I joined the CLASSP Project as a Graduate Research Assistant and participated in
designing teacher training activities about argumentation and badging and how these two
concepts could be integrated into the 5-DIE lesson plan. I also served as a mentor for three
middle school science teachers. However, although one of these teachers participated in this
study, she did not reach out to me or contact me as she planned her 5-DIE lesson plan. I saw her
5-DIE lesson plan only after she agreed to participate in this study.
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Although participating teachers knew that I was one of the teacher trainers, when I
contacted the teachers about potentially participating in this study, I explained that the goal of the
study was completely independent of the work they were expected to complete as part of the
CLASSP project. This helped resolve some of the power issues that could have existed between
the researcher and the participants.
Design of the Study
Multiple-case study was the most suitable research method to address the research
questions. According to Yin (2003), case study design should be considered when (a) the focus
of the study is to answer “how” and “why” questions; and (b) contextual conditions are relevant
to the phenomenon under study. Pedagogical content knowledge “is the integrated set of
knowledge, concepts, beliefs and values that teachers develop in the context of the teaching
situation” (Lee & Luft, 2008, p. 1345). As Abell (2008) clarified, “learning to teach science is
not about acquiring a bag of tricks based on a set of general pedagogical strategies, it is about
developing a complex and contextualized set of knowledge to apply to specific problems of
practice” (p. 1414). Since all participating science teachers have at least nine years of teaching
experience, it can be assumed that they possessed certain sets of knowledge and beliefs that
informed their teaching practices within their classroom contexts. Therefore, multiple case study
was deemed as the most appropriate research design for this study because this study investigates
“how” type of question and in what contexts teachers’ knowledge and belief components
emerged and how these knowledge and beliefs deviate.
Yin (2003) defined the case study method as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (p. 13). Therefore, multiple case study is the
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most suitable method when examining the entangled nature of teachers’ PCK, especially their
core conceptions embodying orientations.
As Eisenhardt (1989) explained, “the case study is a research strategy, which focuses on
understanding the dynamics present within single settings” (p. 534). I seek to understand how
various knowledge and beliefs of middle school science teachers can serve a function in the
process of adapting the 5-DIE inquiry framework. Yin (2013) underlined, “case study allows
investigators to focus on a ‘case’ and retain a holistic and real-world perspective” (p. 4).
Therefore, all five science teachers’ core conceptions were subjected to intensive holistic
descriptions by gathering various data sources that shed light on the nature of their core
conceptions and how these conceptions influenced their 5-DIE lesson plan designs.
Experienced middle school science teachers are the participants of this study, and
teachers’ beliefs and actions become more congruent as they gain experience in the classroom
(Simmons et al., 1999). Specifically, I assumed that the teachers who participated in this study
have already developed certain sets of conceptions, knowledge, and skills to deliver content
(PCK) to their students. Another assumption was that teachers’ orientations were stable and
CLASSP teacher training did not change their orientations. Since this teacher training mainly
focused on how to teach science with the 5-DIE instructional methodology and it did not
explicitly train teachers about the nature of science and/or science teaching and learning, the
project’s impact on the participants’ science teaching orientations was assumed to be minimal.
The final assumption was that science teachers’ PCK—and especially their science teaching
orientation—affects their lesson planning.
There exist different conceptualizations of orientation toward science teaching in the
literature, as I discussed earlier. However, there is evidence that science teaching orientations
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serve as a conceptual map that guides instructional decisions during planning and teaching
(Borko & Putnam, 1996) In this study, Friedrichsen et al.’s (2011) conceptualization of teachers’
orientations are used and this conceptualization includes the following knowledge and belief
components: (a) the nature of science; (b) goals and purposes of middle school science (GPMSS)
and goals of teaching science (GTS); (c) conceptions about learning science; (d) conceptions
about teaching science. These data helped me portray how science teachers conceived science,
the goals and purposes of middle school science, the goals of teaching science, students’ role in
learning science, how students learn science best, the teacher’s role in conveying science content,
and effective ways of teaching science. However, teaching a science topic within the 5-DIE
instructional methodology was expected to pose certain challenges depending on teachers’ core
conceptions because the role of students and the teacher, and the nature of instruction were
different from those in a regular classroom context.
Data Collection
Middle school science teachers’ core conceptions were examined through a series of data
sources (Table 5).
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Table 5
Data Sources and Their Corresponding Core Conceptions
Purpose

Data Sources

Conceptions about the nature of science

Views on Science and Education Survey (VOSE)

Conceptions about goals and purposes of middle
school science (GPMSS) & goals of teaching

Interview I & Interview II

science (GTS)
Conceptions about learning science and teaching
science

Interview I & Interview II

Core conceptions influence on the 5-DIE lesson

VOSE, Interview I, Interview II, Teachers’ 5-DIE

plan designs

lesson plans & Interview III

Views on Science and Education Survey (VOSE)
Chen (2006a) developed the Views on Science and Education (VOSE) survey (Appendix
A) to measure participants’ conceptions about the nature of science (NOS) and attitudes toward
teaching NOS issues. Chen (2006b) clarified that the researchers may chose to implement these
parts separately. From the two parts of the VOSE survey, the teacher attitude toward teaching
NOS issues part was not included in the analysis since this study was specifically concerned with
teachers’ conceptions about the nature of science. Therefore, this study collected data only on the
following NOS issues: tentativeness, nature of observations, use of scientific methods, nature of
theories and laws, use of imagination, validation of scientific knowledge, and subjectivity and
objectivity. I purposefully employed the survey method to depict science teachers’ conceptions
about the nature of science to minimize my influence on their choices and inadvertently reveal
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informed views on the nature of science. The VOSE survey data was collected before the middle
school science teachers participated to the CLASSP teacher training.
The rest of the data sources were used to investigate the knowledge and beliefs that were
contextualized in classroom settings with accumulated experience of teaching. Because there
were no validated instruments for assessing this set of knowledge and beliefs, I conducted semistructured and in-depth interviews with the participants.
Interview I
The first semi-structured interview (Appendix B) focused on teachers’ background,
school setting, views of the goals and purposes of middle school science and goals of teaching
science in general, conceptions about effective teaching, and conceptions of inquiry. One of the
interview questions is, “What do you think are the reasons for studying science at the middle
school level?” The interview questions were adapted from the Avraamidou and Zembal-Saul
(2010) study and modified to fit the purposes of this study. [For reference, in the Avraamidou
and Zembal-Saul (2010) study, two elementary teachers’ practices were investigated in order to
determine if they were consistent with inquiry practices, and what PCK components facilitated
these practices.] This interview mainly investigated any evidence that shed light on teachers’
conceptions of the goals and purposes of middle school science and the goals of teaching
science, their conceptions about learning science, and their conceptions about teaching science.
These interview data were collected before the CLASSP face-to-face teacher training. Interviews
lasted from 20 to 30 minutes.
Interview II
The second semi-structured interview (Appendix C) focused on obtaining any additional
information about teachers’ background, conceptions about the teachers’ goals of teaching
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science, and their conceptions about learning science and teaching science. This questions for
this interview were adapted from the Teacher Beliefs Interview (TBI) used in a study by Luft and
Roehrig (2007). The main purpose of TBI was to determine science teachers’ beliefs about
science teaching and learning by categorizing teachers’ conceptions as teacher-focused and/or
student-focused. Four questions in the TBI examined teachers’ conceptions about learning
science by elucidating their conceptions about how learning occurs, students’ role in learning
process, how students learn science best, and how teachers maximize student learning in their
classrooms. For example, “Now, I want you to think about student learning. Think about your
classroom. How do you know when your students are learning in your classroom?” Three
additional questions examined teachers’ conceptions about teaching science — the teacher’s role,
how the teachers decided what to teach, and how they decide to move on to a new topic. These
interview data were collected after the CLASSP teacher training, and interviews ranged from 21
to 34 minutes in length.
Interview III
The final interview (Appendix D) was an in-depth interview that sought to investigate
science teachers’ 5-DIE lesson plan decision-makings about (a) their goals and purposes for the
lesson; (b) their planning process; (c) factors that influenced the way they designed the lessons;
(d) challenges they encountered when designing the lessons; (e) their reasons for specific design
features; (f) how teaching with the lessons took place; and (g) expected student learning from the
lessons. Science teachers’ reflections, explanations, and elaborations on their 5-DIE lesson plans
were highly significant for the purpose of this study. Interviews allowed me to probe into
teachers’ decision-making processes as they were rationalizing their design choices and
portraying how they conceived student learning and teaching science. These interview data were
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collected after the CLASSP teacher training and after the teachers completed their 5-DIE lesson
plans. The length of these interviews ranged from 40 to 60 minutes. During all these interviews, I
asked for clarifications when science teachers’ responses were vague, irrelevant, or incomplete.
5-DIE Lesson Plans
An additional data source was middle school science teachers’ actual 5-DIE lesson plans.
Their 5-DIE lessons demonstrated the means through which they intended to deliver science
content to their students. In particular, the 5-DIE lesson plan designs contained crucial
information about what they taught, how they taught it, and in what way they delivered science
content. I used the 5-DIE lesson plans, in combination with interview data, to determine how
teachers’ core conceptions might have influenced their 5-DIE lesson plan designs.
Data Analysis
I used pattern-matching, explanation building and cross-case synthesis when analyzing
data in this study (Yin, 2013). Pattern-matching enabled me to compare my empirically based
pattern (based on the data I collected) with the predicted outcome (based on the literature). The
goal of explanation building was “to analyze case study data by building an explanation about
the case” (Yin, 2013, p. 147), and general explanations were developed through a series of
iterations. The process began with making an initial theoretical statement and comparing the
findings of an initial case against that statement. Then, it followed with revising the statement
and comparing other details of the case against the revision. Finally, it ended with comparing the
revision to the findings that emerged from other cases and repeating this iterative process until
all explanations were built (Yin, 2013). Then the analysis continued with cross-case synthesis. In
cross-case synthesis, the goal is to generate generalizable themes by identifying common and
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different themes across all cases (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Here, I continue with explaining the
process of the data analysis in detail.
VOSE Analysis
The VOSE survey is widely used and has been shown to be valid and reliable (Burton,
2013; Liang et al., 2008). The VOSE survey was designed to provide an indication of
participants’ views on the nature of science. Each issue is evaluated using a corresponding subscale, which contains 1-10 items. Specifically, these sub-scales are: 1) tentativeness of scientific
knowledge, 2) nature of observations, 3) scientific methods, 4) theories and laws, 5) use of
imagination, 6) validation of scientific knowledge, and 7) objectivity and subjectivity in science.
A copy of the VOSE survey is included in Appendix A.
Tentativeness. The tentativeness of NOS is about the changing nature of science.
Scientific knowledge is reliable and durable, but it is subject to change in light of new evidence
or new interpretation of existing evidence. According to the VOSE survey, this change can occur
in three different phases: revolutionary, cumulative, and evolutionary. These phases indicate
different stages of development of scientific knowledge. The cumulative and evolutionary phases
are considered the normal phase of science. In the cumulative phase, scientific knowledge is
further developed as scientists continue theorizing, observing, and experimenting within a settled
paradigm or explanatory framework. In the evolutionary phase, with the accumulation of
research data and information, a theory will evolve more accurately and completely without
being disapproved (Chen, 2006a). In the revolutionary phase, scientific knowledge and the way
science is practiced are drastically changed; paradigm shift occurs (Kuhn, 1970). There is no
naïve conception in this NOS issue: an acceptance of any one or more of the three phases
indicates an informed view on this NOS issue.
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Nature of Observations. This NOS issue is about the influence of scientists’
preconceptions and their anticipations about an outcome of a scientific experiment on what they
choose to observe and ways that they observe and interpret phenomena. All observations are
influenced by the theoretical presupposition held by the investigator. Therefore, the view that
observations are independent of the observer’s preconceptions is considered as a naïve
conception on this NOS issue (Chen, 2006b). The VOSE survey has three statements indicating
the theory-laden nature of observations and two items indicating the theory-independent nature
of observations.
Scientific Methods. This NOS issue is about scientists’ use of methods as they engage in
scientific investigations. Scientists do not use a single universal scientific method in their
investigations. They employ a variety of research methods as they carry out scientific work
(Chen, 2006b).
Theories and Laws. Scientific theories and scientific laws are different in nature and
hold different statuses in science. Although they both have substantial supporting evidence, they
are two different types of knowledge, and one does not become the other. Chen (2006a) defined
a scientific law in the VOSE instrument as something that expresses what scientists have
observed and that predicts what has not yet been observed. In addition, scientific theory is
defined as “explanation of phenomena and associated laws according to Benchmarks for Science
Literacy” (Chen, 2006a, p. 806). The only naïve conception in this NOS issue is that scientific
laws are more certain than theories. The rest of the philosophical positions (e.g., scientific
theories are invented, scientific theories are discovered, scientific laws are invented) are not
considered as naïve or informed conceptions: They just present participants’ philosophical
position on the nature of scientific theories and laws (Chen, 2006b).
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Use of Imagination. This NOS issue is about the influence of imagination on scientific
practices. Scientists depend on their imagination as they generate scientific knowledge, and
imagination is involved, along with logic and prior knowledge, when scientists engage in
scientific practices (Chen, 2006a).
Validation of Scientific Knowledge. This NOS issue focuses on the factors that can
influence the scientific community as they evaluate the merit of a scientific theory. Empirical
results play the determining role when evaluating the merit of a theory. However, other factors
such as a particular way of practicing science (paradigm), core theories, a worldview, simplicity
(parsimony) or the reputation of theory’s proposers (authority) may influence the scientific
community’s judgment of competing theories (Chen, 2006a). An informed conception of this
NOS issue is that participants regard that empirical evidence and at least one of the rest of the
factors (paradigm, parsimony, authority, or intuition) influence scientists as they evaluate the
merit of a theory. Failure to acknowledge empirical evidence or the other factor(s) is a naïve
conception on this NOS issue (Chen, 2006b).
Subjectivity and Objectivity. Several different factors affect scientists as they are
engaged in scientific activities. Scientific knowledge is based on empirical evidence, and it is the
source with which scientific knowledge is further developed. Although scientists employ certain
processes—such as peer-review and data triangulation—to improve objectivity, factors such as
personal beliefs, judgement, creativity, opportunity, and psychology all play a role in scientific
activities (Chen, 2006a). In addition, Chen (2006a) explained, “Science and scientists are
influenced by the society, culture, and discipline in which they are embedded or educated. This
subjectivity may be reflected in their observations, interpretations, use of imagination, and theory
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choice” (p. 806). Chen (2006a) clarified that the VOSE survey uses the term “subjectivity” to
represent factors other than objectivity and rationality.
How Is the VOSE Analyzed?
The VOSE survey uses a Likert-type scale ranged from one to five to describe a
participant’s position on a given NOS issue. A score of “1” represents “strongly disagree” and a
score of “5” represents “strongly agree.” A score of “3” represents “uncertain or no comment.”
The number of items that are used to determine a participant’s position on a given NOS issue
varies. Sometimes, a single item is used to determine the participant’s position. For example, a
single item is used to determine to what extent the participant agrees with the revolutionary
aspect of the NOS or not. Other times, more than one item is used to determine participant’s
view about an issue. For example, three items are used to determine to what extent the
participant agrees or disagrees with the theory laden aspect of the nature of observations.
In the analysis of the VOSE survey, when it presented a single item to determine a
participant’s position on a NOS issue, then that item score determined the participant’s position
on that NOS issue. However, when multiple items were used to determine a participant’s
participant for a given NOS issue, the average score of those items was calculated to determine
the participant’s position on that NOS issue.
In the VOSE survey, some of NOS issues had items that included naïve conceptions.
There are only five NOS issues that contained naïve conceptions items: nature of observations,
scientific methods, theories and laws, use of imagination, and subjectivity and objectivity. I
reversed the scores of the naïve conceptions and calculated the average of the total score to
determine participants’ view on that NOS issue. For example, to find Linda’s view on the
scientific methods employed in science, I first reversed the three item scores on the naïve
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conception, and then added them to the other three item scores. Finally, I took an average of all
six scores, which was calculated as 1.5. A score less than 3.0 indicates disagreement on that
particular view. Therefore, a score of 1.5 indicated that Linda disagreed with the informed view
on scientists’ use of diverse methods. The analysis continued until all calculations were finished.
The participants’ views on all NOS issues were depicted based only on their scores on the VOSE
survey items.
Analysis of Conceptions about Science Teaching and Learning
Luft and Roehrig’s (2007) Teacher Belief Interview (TBI) was modified and employed to
capture teachers’ conceptions about science teaching and learning (Appendix C). The modified
version of the TBI has seven central questions with specific follow-up questions that are used to
help participants elaborate on their responses. Here are the seven central interview questions of
the TBI that were employed in this study:
1. How do you know when learning is occurring in your classroom?
2. How do you know when your students understand?
3. How do your students learn science best?
4. How do you maximize student learning in your classroom?
5. How do you describe your role as teacher?
6. In the school setting, how do you decide what to teach and what not to teach?
7. How do you decide when to move on to a new topic in your class?
How is the TBI Analyzed for the Cross-Case Analysis Chapter?. In their study, Luft
and Roehrig (2007) listed five distinct response categories for the seven central questions of the
TBI. These response categories emerged from the analysis of 75 interviews of beginning and
experienced science teachers (Luft & Roehrig, 2007). These categories are:
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•

Traditional: “Focuses on information, transmission, structure, or sources”

•

Instructive: “Focuses on providing experiences; teacher-focused, or teacher decisionfocused”

•

Transitional: “Focuses on teacher/student relationships, subjective decisions, or affective
responses”

•

Responsive: “Focuses on collaboration, feedback, or knowledge development”

•

Reform-based: “Focuses on mediating student knowledge or interactions” (Luft &
Roehrig, 2007, p. 54).
Traditional and Instructive beliefs are teacher-centered beliefs that view science as based

on facts and methods that are transferrable, whereas Responsive and Reform-based beliefs are
student-centered beliefs that view science as a dynamic field that is subjected to revision.
Transitional beliefs, Luft and Roehrig (2007) described, “reflect a view of students that focuses
on primarily behaviorist and affective attributes of students, not always the cognitive
involvement” and “represent science as a body of certain knowledge” (p. 42).
In the current study, the analysis of the Teacher Belief Interview was carried out by the
method provided in Luft and Roehrig (2007) study (Appendix E). All teachers’ explanations and
reflections to the modified Teacher Belief Interview questions were analyzed in-depth to
determine which of the five distinct response categories (Traditional, Instructive, Transitional,
Responsive, Reform-based) they belong to.
Development of Codes
Drawing upon Friedrichsen et al.’s (2011) recommendations, I developed codes for
science teachers’ orientations within the five dimensions of teacher knowledge and beliefs: (a)
conceptions about the nature of science; (b) goals and purposes of middle school science
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(GPMSS); (c) goals of teaching science (GTS); (d) conceptions about learning science; and (e)
conceptions about teaching science. The process of coding was both deductive and inductive.
Codes developed from the aforementioned five dimensions were deductive codes; and after
reading and analyzing the interview transcripts, I added additional codes as they emerged from
the data.
Case Profiles. The case profiles were constructed through several steps. First, I
combined data from multiple sources (Interview I, Interview II) and analyzed them based on the
codes described in the previous section. Second, I started constructing case profiles for all
participants within the five dimensions identified by Friedrichsen et al (2011). I created thick
descriptions by using multiple data sources to explain their conceptions about GPMSS and GTS,
conceptions about learning science, and conceptions about teaching science. The analysis of the
VOSE survey was done separately first but then added to the case profiles. Any evidence from
other data sources supporting teachers’ conceptions about the nature of science was also added to
support descriptions of their conceptions about the nature of science. Constructing case profiles
continued with an analysis of the 5-DIE lesson plan designs and reflective interviews elaborating
teachers’ conceptions within the five dimensions mentioned before. I returned to the data sources
to test claims and find additional supporting evidence when constructing case narratives.
Triangulation of multiple data sources allowed me to extract participants’ core conceptions and
how they influenced their 5-DIE lesson plan designs (Stake, 2004).
Cross-Case Synthesis. The goal of the cross-case synthesis is to replicate findings across
cases (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Each case is treated as a separate study, and I looked across the
cases to identify common themes and unique themes to induce sets of tentative claims. Herriot
and Firestone (1983) posit that the evidence from multiple cases is often considered more
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compelling, and the overall study is therefore regarded as being more robust, than single case
studies. The process of comparing the core conceptions and their influence on the 5-DIE lesson
plan designs across the case profiles allowed me to gain a deeper understanding of the data. As a
result, the cross-case synthesis allowed me to develop specific assertions about teachers’ core
conceptions and how they influenced the 5-DIE lesson plan designs.
Establishing Trustworthiness and Dependability for the Study
In any research study, four common tests are used to establish the quality of the research
design. These tests are confirmability, credibility, transferability, and dependability (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). I will explain the tactics I employed to satisfy each set of criteria in detail in the
subsequent section.
Confirmability
As a qualitative researcher, I am aware that my personal beliefs and views have some
influence on the nature of this case research. By being aware of this, I limited my personal
influence throughout the data collection and data analysis process. I aimed at increasing
confirmability of this study through collecting multiple sources of evidence (Flick, 1992; Yin,
2003) and engaging in data triangulation (Patton, 2002; Stake, 2004). As I described earlier, I
collected teacher artifacts, interview data, and survey responses for the purpose of the
development of a converging line of inquiries (Yin, 2013) and also for the protection against my
personal bias (Flick, 1992).
Credibility
Credibility of a case study is concerned with the confirmation of research findings by
either interviewees or peers because of the possible different interpretations of realities (Riege,
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2003). However, credibility is only a concern in explanatory studies; and since this study is not
an explanatory, but an exploratory study, no tactics were not employed to address credibility.
Transferability
This test mainly concerns with whether the findings of the immediate study are
generalizable beyond the study (Yin, 2013). To increase transferability of the study, I provided
thick descriptions for readers so that they can assess to what extent the context of the cases is
congruent with other contexts or circumstances. The cases tell stories of each participant,
describing the science teachers’ backgrounds, their school settings and student demographics,
their knowledge and beliefs, and how these core conceptions influenced the teachers’ 5-DIE
lesson plan designs. These stories are highly structured and in-depth in their nature. Therefore,
these detailed descriptions can help readers by providing necessary evidence to decide if the
findings can be generalized to other contexts and circumstances.
Dependability
Dependability of case study design deals with the idea that if a researcher conducts this
same case study with the same procedures, s/he should reach the same findings and conclusions
(Yin, 2013). Yin (2013) suggests the use of a case study protocol to document the procedures
and the general rules to be followed in detail. As I described earlier, I clearly outlined the data
sources that were collected and also, explained how they were subjected to analysis. Another
principle to increase dependability is creating a case study database (Yin, 2013). According to
Yin (2013), this database should include two separate collections: (a) the raw data; and (b) the
researcher’s report. Each participant’s collected raw data were compiled in folders in a computer
that only I and my doctoral dissertation committee had access to. In this respect, each folder
contains teacher artifacts, interview data, and surveys obtained through the data collection
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procedures. My case study report, including notes and documents, were added to this database so
that both of these collections are ready to be investigated on request.
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Chapter 5: Linda’s Case
This chapter begins with the analysis of Linda’s core conceptions (conceptions about the
nature of science, conceptions about the goals and purposes of middle school science,
conceptions about the goals of teaching science, and conceptions about science teaching and
learning). It continues with her decisions and reflections about how she designed each Feature of
the 5-DIE lesson plan. It follows with her reflections and explanations about the using the 5-DIE
lesson plan in general: her goals and purposes for teaching the topic she chose to address in the
5-DIE lesson and the factors that influenced her design. Finally, it will present the findings about
how her core conceptions influenced her 5-DIE lesson plan design. A similar format will be
employed in each of the cases.
Linda’s Background
Linda (pseudonym) was in her 25th year of teaching at the time of the study. She taught
Science, Math and Spanish courses in the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th grades throughout her educational
career. Her school at the time of the study had approximately 500 students. Of these, 69% were
White, 21% Hispanic, 2.4% Asian, and around 1% Black students. She had been teaching at this
school located in the Southwest region of the U.S. for 23 years.
Linda started off as an elementary education major in college. However, her personal
interest in science, especially when she took a genetics class, made her “[fall] in love with
science”; and she decided to major in secondary science education and Earth Science instead.
She also has a master’s degree in secondary science education. She explained that her decision to
be a science teacher was mainly based on three factors: the influence of her “really good”
genetics teacher; the nature of the genetics class—that it was very much lab-based, including
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hands-on activities such as crossing fruit flies—and her own personal curiosity—“the mystery
behind of figuring things out.”
Linda’s Core Conceptions
Conceptions About the Nature of Science
All five teachers’ conceptions about the Nature of Science (NOS) were captured through
their responses to the Views on the Nature of Science (VOSE) survey. The NOS issues in the
VOSE survey are tentativeness, nature of observations, scientific methods, status of scientific
theories and scientific laws, use of imagination, validation of scientific knowledge, and
subjectivity and objectivity. Each NOS issue has different philosophical positions. For example,
the NOS issue of the nature of observations has two philosophical positions: theory laden and
theory independent (Table 6). The items in the VOSE survey present statements that support
these positions, and participants choose to indicate to what extent they agree or disagree with
these philosophical positions. The goal of using this survey was to determine the participants’
views on these NOS issues and understand if they have naïve or informed views on NOS issues.
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Table 6
Linda’s Views on Nature of Science Issues
Nature of Science Issues

Position

Scorea, b

Tentativeness

Revolutionary
Cumulative
Evolutionary
Theory laden
Theory independentc
The universal scientific methodc
Diverse methods
Epistemology
Discovered – theory / law
Invented – theory / law
Discovered or invented – theory / law
Comparison
Laws are being more certainc
Different types of ideas
Yes
Noc
Empirical evidence
Paradigm
Parsimony
Authority
Intuition
Subjectivity
Parsimony
Authority
Paradigm
Personal factors
Sociocultural influence
Imagination
Methodology
Objectivity
No influence of socioculturec
Use no imagination
Based on experimental facts
No influence of personal beliefsc
Methodology

5.0
2.0
4.0
2.7 (3)
5.0 (2)
4.7 (3)
1.7 (3)

Nature of observations
Scientific methods
Theories and laws

Use of imagination
Validation of scientific knowledge

Subjectivity and objectivity

3.5 (2) / 3.0 (2)
3.0 (3) / 2.0 (2)
4.0 / 4.0
4.0 (2)
3.0 (2)
4.0 (2)
2.3 (3)
3.5 (2)
2.5 (2)
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0 (4)
2.7 (5)
3.0 (4)
4.0 (2)
1.0
4.0 (3)
2.5 (2)
4.0 (3)
4.0 (3)
4.7 (3)

Note. a Scores represent a scale from 1 to 5. Score of “1” is strongly disagree and a score of “5” is strongly agree. A score of “3” represents
“uncertain” or “no comment.”
b
Numbers in parentheses report the total number of item responses used to determine that specific theoretical stance. All scores are obtained
through calculating the average of corresponding item responses.
c
Scores higher than “3” indicate naïve conceptions.
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Tentativeness. The tentativeness of NOS is about the changing nature of science.
Scientific knowledge is reliable and durable, but it is subject to change in light of new evidence
or new interpretation of existing evidence. There is no naïve conception in this NOS issue: an
acceptance of any one or more of the three phases indicates an informed view on this NOS issue.
Linda’s responses to the three items on the tentativeness issue showed that she agreed
with the existence of the evolutionary phase and strongly agreed with the existence of the
revolutionary phase, but she disagreed with the view that scientific knowledge can undergo a
cumulative phase (Table 6). Having agreed with at least one of the phases, Linda held an
informed view on tentativeness issue of the nature of science.
Nature of Observations. All observations are influenced by the theoretical
presuppositions held by the investigator. Therefore, the view that observations are independent
of the observer’s preconceptions is considered as a naïve conception on this NOS issue (Chen,
2006b). The VOSE survey had three statements indicating the theory-laden nature of
observations and two items indicating the theory-independent nature of observations.
The average of Linda’s two items that supported the theory-independent view was 5.0
(Table 6). Since these are related to the naïve view on this NOS issue, all item scores were
reversed and then added to the item scores on the informed view (theory-laden) to calculate all
five items’ grand average. The reversed score of the two item scores indicating the naïve view
was 1.0 and the average of the three items indicating the informed view was 2.7. The grand
average of these five items was calculated as 1.8 (1.0 to 3.0 indicate disagreement and 3.0 to 5.0
indicate agreement), which showed that she disagreed with the informed view and, thus,
exhibited the naïve conception about the nature of observation.
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Scientific Methods. Scientists do not use a single universal scientific method in their
investigations. They employ a variety of research methods as they carry out scientific work
(Chen, 2006b). The average of the three item scores indicating the universal scientific method
was 4.7 (Table 6). This score is reversed since it is the naïve conception, and then used to
calculate the grand average of all six items on this NOS issue. I calculated the grand average as
1.5, which showed that Linda disagreed with the informed view on scientists’ use of diverse
methods. Therefore, she held the naïve conception that scientists use the one, single universal
scientific method.
Theories and Laws. Scientific theories and scientific laws hold different nature and
status in science. Although they both have substantial supporting evidence, they are two different
types of knowledge, and one does not become the other. The only naïve conception in this NOS
issue is that scientific laws are more certain than theories. The rest of the philosophical positions
(e.g., scientific theories are invented, scientific theories are discovered, scientific laws are
invented) are not considered as naïve or informed conceptions: They just present participants’
philosophical position on the nature of scientific theories and laws (Chen, 2006b).
Linda’s responses (Table 6) on the nature of scientific theories in science indicated that
she agreed with the view that scientific theories are discovered (the average of the two items’
scores was 3.5). She was also not certain if scientific theories are invented (the average of the
three items’ score was 3.0). However, she agreed with the item stating that some scientific
theories are discovered and some are invented (the item’s score was 4.0). Therefore, her
responses to the nature of scientific theories exhibited the view that scientific theories can be
discovered or invented.
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Linda’s responses to the nature of scientific laws in science indicated that she was
uncertain if scientific laws are discovered (the average of the two items’ score was 3.0), and she
disagreed with the view that scientific laws are invented (the average of the three items’ score
was 2.0). However, she agreed with the item stating that some scientific laws are discovered, and
some are invented (the item’s score was 4.0). Therefore, her responses to the nature of scientific
laws in science exhibited an unclear view as a result of this analysis.
When comparing the status of scientific theories and scientific laws, Linda’s score
indicated that ‘laws are more certain’ (the average of the two items’ score was 4.0). Also, she
was not certain if scientific theories and scientific laws are two different types of ideas (the
average of the two items’ score was 3.0). Having the view that scientific laws are a more certain
type of knowledge than scientific theories is the naïve conception of the status of scientific
theories and scientific laws.
Use of Imagination. This NOS issue is about the influence of imagination on scientific
practices. Scientists depend on their imagination as they generate scientific knowledge, and
imagination is involved along with logic and prior knowledge when scientists engage in
scientific practices (Chen, 2006a).
The average of Linda’s two items’ score on the presence of imagination was 4.0, and the
average of her three items’ score on the absence of imagination was 2.3 (Table 6). These
responses indicate that she agreed with the presence of imagination and disagreed with the
absence of imagination in scientific practices. Therefore, Linda exhibited the informed view on
this NOS issue that imagination is involved as scientists engage in scientific practices.
Validation of Scientific Knowledge. This NOS issue focuses on the factors that can
influence the scientific community as they evaluate the merit of a scientific theory. Empirical
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results play the determining role when evaluating the merit of a theory. However, other factors
such as a particular way of practicing science (paradigm), core theories, a worldview, simplicity
(parsimony) or the reputation of theory’s proposers (authority) may influence the science
community’s judgment of competing theories (Chen, 2006a). An informed conception of this
NOS issue is that participants regard empirical evidence and at least one of the rest of the factors
(paradigm, parsimony, authority, or intuition) influence scientists as they evaluate the merit of a
theory. Failure to acknowledge empirical evidence or the other factor(s) is considered a naïve
conception on this NOS issue (Chen, 2006b).
Linda’s responses (Table 6) indicated her view that empirical evidence is the only source
used by the scientific community when evaluating the merit of a theory (the average of her two
items’ score was 3.5). She disagreed or strongly disagreed that scientists are affected by the
theory they are more familiar with (paradigm; the average of her two items’ score was 2.5),
preference of simpler theories over complex ones (parsimony; her item’s score was 1.0), the
theory proposer’s reputation (authority; her item’s score was 1.0), or scientists’ intuition
(intuition; her item’s score was 1.0). Therefore, Linda exhibited a naïve conception of this NOS
issue because she only acknowledged consideration of empirical evidence when evaluating the
merit of a scientific theory and she did not think that any of the other factors (paradigm,
parsimony, authority, or intuition) are involved.
Subjectivity and Objectivity. Several different components affect scientists as they are
engaged in scientific activities. Scientific knowledge is based on empirical evidence, and it is the
source with which the scientific knowledge is further developed. Although scientists employ
certain processes such as peer-review and data triangulation to improve objectivity, factors such
as personal beliefs, judgement, creativity, opportunity, and psychology all play a role in
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scientific activities (Chen, 2006a). In addition, Chen (2006a) explained, “Science and scientists
are influenced by the society, culture, and discipline in which they are embedded or educated.
This subjectivity may be reflected in their observations, interpretations, use of imagination, and
theory choice” (p. 806). Chen (2006a) clarified that the VOSE survey uses the term subjectivity
to mean factors other than objectivity and rationality.
The VOSE includes only two naïve conceptions related to the subjectivity and objectivity
of science: (1) that there is no influence of personal beliefs on science and (2) and that there is no
influence of sociocultural values on science. It also has two positions that present oppositional
stances: imagination vs. no imagination and use of a single universal method vs. diverse
methods. The following method was applied to clarify all participants’ views on the subjectivity
and objectivity issue. I first examined a participant’s scores on each of the positions related to
objectivity and subjectivity; and, when needed, I calculated averages of the items’ scores on
those positions. Second, I determined to what extent that participant supported that position
based on the calculated values. Third, I reversed that participant’s items of lower score and then
added those values to the higher score to calculate the grand average of all item scores on that
position. This calculation helped me identify whether that participant’s view leaned toward the
objective or the subjective side of that position. After that, if that participant’s view was on the
objective side on that position, I wrote descriptions and explanations based on that objective
view and vice versa.
Once the objectivity portion of the subjectivity and objectivity issue of the NOS was
examined (Table 6), Linda exhibited the views that science is an objective endeavor because (a)
science is based on experimental facts (the average of the three items was 4.0); (b) scientists use
a universal scientific methodology (the grand average of the one reversed and the three items
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was 4.7); (c) personal beliefs do not influence scientists’ scientific investigations (the grand
average of the five reversed and the three items totaling eight items was 3.6, naïve conception);
(d) scientists are not influenced by sociocultural values in which they are embedded in (the grand
average of the four reversed and the three items totaling seven items was 3.4, naïve conception);
(e) scientists do not have a tendency to accept the simpler theories and avoid complex ones:
parsimony (the reversed item score was 5.0); (f) the theory proposer’s reputation does not
influence scientific activities: authority (the reversed item score was 5.0); and (g) scientists do
not have tendencies to accept the theory they are more familiar with: paradigm (the average four
reversed item scores was 4.0).
On the subjectivity portion of the subjectivity and objectivity issue of the NOS (Table 6),
Linda exhibited the view that subjectivity is involved in science, because scientists use
imagination as they engage in scientific activities (the grand average of the two reversed and the
two item scores was 3.8). This was the only subjectivity she thought was involved in the nature
of science.
When her scores on the objectivity and subjectivity of NOS are evaluated holistically,
Linda’s average score of all of the items that focused on the objectivity of the NOS was 3.9 (the
average of 14 items), and her average score of all of the items that focused on the subjectivity of
the NOS was 2.4 (the average of 18 items). Therefore, she conceived science as a highly
objective endeavor. In addition, she held the two naïve conceptions on this NOS issue: that there
is no influence of personal beliefs and no influence of sociocultural values on science. This result
indicated that she mostly disagreed with the involvement of any subjectivity in the nature of
science.
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Summary of Linda’s NOS Conceptions. Linda displayed the following conceptions:
1. Science is tentative and undergoes two phases of knowledge development: revolutionary
and evolutionary (informed view).
2. Observations are theory independent (naïve conception).
3. Scientists use a universal scientific method (naïve conception).
4. Scientific theories can be discovered and can be invented. Her conceptions about the
nature of scientific laws exhibited inconsistent and unclear results. Scientific laws are
more certain than scientific theories (naïve conception).
5. Imagination is involved in scientific practices (informed view).
6. Empirical evidence is the only factor that influences scientists as they are evaluating the
merit of a theory; paradigm, parsimony, authority and intuition do not play role in this
process (naïve conception).
7. Science is a highly objective endeavor: it is based on experimental facts, a universal
scientific method is used, and sociocultural values (naïve conception), personal beliefs
(naïve conception), parsimony, and paradigm have no influence on science. However,
imagination can be the only factor that might contribute to the subjectivity of the NOS.
Conceptions About the Goals and Purposes of Middle School Science & the Goals of Science
Teaching
I conceptualized the goals and purposes of middle school science (GPMSS) and the goals
of teaching (GTS) as two separate concepts. The former goal (GPMSS) was about what a teacher
thinks that middle school science is for and what end purpose it serves. The latter goal (GTS)
was about teachers’ aim as they engage in the practice of teaching science. Both of these
conceptions were captured during teachers’ first interview. However, the second interview was
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also analyzed to collect any additional evidence related to teachers’ conceptions about these
goals.
When asked about her GPMSS, Linda pointed out that it was to introduce science to
students and get them excited about science. She did not elaborate on this goal in the interview.
In addition, her GTS were to lay science foundations for students, having them do science and
having them be able to write about science. She elaborated on her goal of teaching science:
I have bunch of goals, but some of them would be to like I already said, enjoy it. Also,
learn about just kind of what science is. I want them to do science and have a lot of
hands-on experiences and also have a goal of … to be able to put their thoughts and
thinking and reasoning on papers and to be able to write and do science and be able to
write about it.
In the second interview, Linda reflected on her goal of teaching science in a way that
served as additional support for the conceptions she expressed in the first interview. She said, “I
think my main goal in teaching science is to help the kids, when they discover something, to help
them make a connection to what we are learning ... to help them understand what it means.” As a
result, both of her goals (GPMSS and GTS) focused on having students learn what science is and
acquire science content.
Conceptions About Science Teaching and Learning
Teachers’ conceptions about science teaching and learning were categorized as two
separate conceptions: conceptions about science learning and conceptions about teaching science
in general. The analysis of conceptions about learning science focused on the teachers’
conceptions about learning science: their definitions, understandings and descriptions of how
students learn science and their conceptions about students’ role in this respect. The conceptions
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about science teaching were about how they see their role as a teacher when teaching science and
their conceptions about effective ways of teaching science.
Science Learning. Linda wants her students to be able to explain their reasoning behind
scientific phenomena and observations. She clarified her conception with an example:
We have been studying Newton’s laws. So, I might try to explain what one of the laws
are and then they will do a lab where they figure out the connection between what they
are doing and the law.
Linda explained that students’ role in the classroom is to use the science knowledge she
provides to make sense of activities. Therefore, she expects students to create explanations that
confirm the science knowledge she gave beforehand. In her teachings, Linda provides materials,
resources, or websites. However, it is up to her students to figure out why things are the way they
are. She added that students learn best by doing science because when they are doing science,
they are more interested and learning becomes more intuitive for them. She explained:
First of all, I think they are more interested when they are doing things rather than sitting
there listening or looking. So, doing is more fun for them; and I think when you are doing
things, I think the learning is little more intuitive. It just happens naturally versus ...
Although a lot of people are good at learning through reading or something like that and
we do some reading in here, but I think the doing is the most important part.
When reflecting on how she maximizes student learning, Linda stated that she does it by
being organized, having certain behavioral expectations, and being prepared about what she
wants them to learn. When asked how she knows when her students are learning in classroom,
she said, “I mostly can tell that they are learning just by observing them.” She does group work
and, if they don’t ask questions, she asks questions to make sure that they are all learning.
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Therefore, Linda knows if students are learning with two measures: observing them and asking
questions. She also assesses student learning by grading the writing they do after the lab and by
periodically giving them a quiz or test.
Science Teaching. Linda explained her role in teaching science is to help students
understand science content by helping them connect what they discover to what they are learning
about, to help them understand what it means. She carries this goal out as a facilitator or “coach.”
She said that she mostly teaches science with hands on activities, where she provides “actual
background knowledge” and a “little bit of foundation or some guidelines” for students. Then
she “turns them loose”; and, after, they debrief together.
When asked about effective teaching, Linda described this as occurring when she
discusses a concept, has students make predictions or claims about it, has students perform an
experiment, has students give their reasoning behind why the experiment turned out the way it
did in the form of writing and then follows up with a class discussion. After the discussion, she
allows students to edit and resubmit their work if they want to change their thinking.
Linda chooses what to teach or what not to teach based on the standards. She explained
that she has to follow the standards; she had little freedom in deciding which concepts to cover.
In fact, when asked about what she considers before moving on to a new topic, she clarified:
We have a certain number of topics we have to cover and we have a certain amount of
time, sometimes you have to move on whether you want to or not; but I feel like the way
the new standards are set up, we do get a fair amount of time to cover things thoroughly.
Moreover, Linda said that she has a sense of what her students seem to understand it and
when they are ready for something new. She explained what triggers her decision to move
another topic:
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I guess whatever standards said in a certain topic and I feel like I covered them pretty
well and I feel like the kids seem to understand and we have done plenty of different
activities and stuff, then I move on to the next topic.
Summary of Linda’s Core Conceptions
A summary of Linda’s conceptions about the nature of science, about the goals and
purposes of middle school science and the goals of teaching science, and about learning science
and teaching science is displayed in Table 7.
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Table 7
Summary of Linda’s Core Conceptions
Conceptions about the
nature of science

Conceptions about
the GPMSS & GTS

Conceptions about
science learning

Conceptions about
science teaching

• Scientific knowledge is
tentative.

GPMMS:
• Introduce science to
students and get
them excited about
it.

• Students learn best by
doing science; they
become interested and
learning becomes more
intuitive for them.

• The goal of teaching
science to help students
understand what science
is.

GTS:
• Lay science
foundations for
them.

• Students should be able
to explain the
reasoning behind why
things turned out the
way they did in the
form of writing.

• Observations are theory
independent.
• Scientists use the
universal scientific
method.
• Scientific laws are more
certain type of
knowledge than
scientific theories.

• Have them do
science and be able
to write about it.

• Provides background
knowledge, along with a
little bit of foundation or
some guidelines before
tasks.
• Usually teaches science
with hands on activities.
• Decides on what to or
what not to teach based
on the standards.

• Imagination is involved
in science.

• Evaluates student
learning by observing
and also with quizzes or
tests.

• Scientific knowledge is
the only factor that
influences when
evaluating the merit of a
theory.
• Highly objectivist view
of science.

Linda’s Decisions and Reflections About the 5-DIE Lesson
Although teachers were introduced to the website SoftChalk and were expected to create
their 5-DIE lesson plans on it, some teachers decided to use other formats (e.g., PowerPoint,
Word) that they thought would be better fits for their classrooms. Linda created her 5-DIE lesson
on the Earth’s seasons topic in a PowerPoint consisting of 22 slides. After the title slide, she had
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two slides where she introduced each Feature of the 5-DIE and the Research Brief document
students use to record their observation, collected data, calculations, diagrams, thoughts, etc. She
had three, seven, three, two, four slides for each of the 5-DIE Features, respectively. The
interview took place after the teachers designed and implemented their 5-DIE lessons in their
classrooms.
Feature One: Big Question
Description of Linda’s Feature One and Her Reflections on It. For Feature one, Linda
started with the Big Question, “Why does Earth experience seasons?” (Figure 5).
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Figure 5
Linda’s Design of the Feature One’s Introduction Section

After the Big Question, Linda asked, “When you think about what to wear each day, you
probably think about the temperature outside. Why do temperatures change throughout the
year?” Then, she wrote the objective of the 5-DIE lesson: “This lesson is designed to explain the
motions of Earth and their relationship to the Sun, and help you understand how these motions
affect life for us on our planet Earth.” After that, she asked students to watch an animation that
showed the motion of the Earth, Moon, and Sun as the Earth orbits the Sun. She also added three
sentences to direct students’ attention to specific features of the animation, such as “notice the tilt
of the Earth and the faster rotation of the Earth compared to the moon.”
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Next, Linda asked students to compare the animation video to a pictorial representation
of the Earth revolving around Sun (Figure 6).

Figure 6
Linda’s Feature One Design Continued

She continued with the following sentences: (a) “Notice the clockwise revolution of the
Earth around the sun, as seen from above, and remember that the Earth rotates on its axis while it
revolves around the Sun”; (b) “The shape of Earth’s orbit around the sun is a slightly elongated
circle, known as an ellipse. The sun sits just slightly off-center in this ellipse.” Next, she wrote,
“In the video, you saw the motions of Earth rotating on its axis about 365 times per one
revolution, or orbit, around the sun. You noticed that the Earth’s axis was tilted and that tilt did
not wobble as Earth moved around the sun. Instead, it remained tilted in a fixed position.” Thus,
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in Feature one, Linda provided some background information and told students what she wanted
them to notice about the representations they watched. The last section was the reflections
(Figure 7).

Figure 7
Research Brief Activities of Linda’s Feature One Design

Linda asked, “How do these motions of Earth around the Sun affect our seasons?” and
prompted students to respond: “I think the motions of Earth affect our seasons by ... because ...”
The next reflection asked students to identify things they want to know about why the Earth
experiences seasons. Students were prompted to respond with the phrase, “This big question
makes me wonder about ... because ...”
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In Feature one, Linda explained that the first two slides presented background
information about the season topic. The last slide of Feature one had sentence starter prompts.
She said that she used sentence prompts a lot because she wanted the students to get used to
them. She also pointed out, “They [Students] are like 13 years old and some of them are starting
to be good writers and some are advanced for their age and some are behind. So, by giving them
starters, I typically get better thoughtful answers than if I don’t do them.”
Reason(s) Why She Asked the Big Question in the Way She Did. Her Big Question
was, “Why does Earth experience seasons?” Linda tied the purpose of the Big Question to the
learning outcome she expected students to have. She wanted students to understand “why
seasons happen” by the time they finished the 5-DIE lesson.
Feature Two: Explore the Evidence
Description of Linda’s Feature Two and Her Reflections on It. Linda’s Feature two
began with, “Imagine you are packing for a Christmas vacation in Australia. What should you
pack? When you think of Christmas, you may think of snow and ski slopes, but people who live
in the Southern hemisphere think of sunscreen and beaches. Why is this?” (Figure 8) Then, she
wrote, “Your task: To better understand the motion of Earth around the Sun and how this motion,
combined with the tilt of the Earth, cause the seasons. In this feature of the lesson you will
investigate the cause of the seasons using two different simulations.”
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Figure 8
The Introduction Section of Linda’s Feature Two

After that, she had another written paragraph in which she described the content
background she expected students to learn in Feature one. Then she explained what students will
do in Feature two. Feature two is divided into two different tasks with two different simulations.
When students clicked on the links provided in the slides, they were directed to different
simulations embedded in webpages. The first simulation was entitled, “Task 1: Simulation 1.”
She gave directions of what students were going to do in the simulation (Figure 9).
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Figure 9
The First Task of Linda’s Feature Two

Simulation 1 had total of 23 slides with animations in most of them. She asked the
students to read the written portion of those slides carefully and write what they learned in their
Research Briefs. The title of this task was, “The Sun: Our Seasons and Their Temperature” and
the next title was, “Why we have seasons.” The simulation explained why we have seasons and
included subsections about the following topics:
1. Earth’s elliptical orbit,
2. Earth’s angle of inclination,
3. Earth’s spin,
4. Latitude and Longitude,
5. Solstices and Equinoxes,
6. Seasons in Hemispheres, and
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7. Day or Night is caused by the Earth’s spin and tilt.
This simulation activity was information heavy. Students could only read and watch the
science content by clicking through the slides. The interactive side of the simulation was
minimal. Students were asked to read the first five slides, which were about the Earth’s elliptical
orbit and Earth’s angle of inclination (Figure 10).

Figure 10
Linda’s Feature Two Task One Directions

After that, Linda told the students to summarize their findings on the Research Brief.
When teaching this 5-DIE lesson in her class, she explained that she verbally asked students to
jump to the last two slides, which focused on seasons in the Hemispheres and how the Earth’s
spin and tilt cause day or night. In the reflection section, Linda asked students to describe the
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shape of Earth’s orbit and the distance between the Sun and Earth at different times during the
year (Figure 11).

Figure 11
Linda’s Feature Two Task One Research Brief Activity

Students responded to the following prompts: (a) “According to the reading and
simulation, Earth’s orbit is shaped as an ... and the Earth is closest to the Sun in ... and farthest
from the Sun in ...”; (b) “This change in distance from the Sun (does/does not) have much effect
on Earth’s temperatures.” Then, she asked, “What does the website say about Earth’s Angle of
Inclination and its effect on temperature?” Then students responded to, “Angle of Inclination
refers to ... and I learned that ...” Finally, Linda wanted students to report their general
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observations: (a) “I saw ...”; (b) “When the tilt of the Earth is ... the season on Earth is ...”; (c)
“When the sun is shining fully on the North Pole, the South Pole is ...”
The second simulation was entitled, “Task 2: Simulation 2.” Linda gave directions for what
students will do in the simulation (Figure 12).

Figure 12
Linda’s Feature Two Task Two and Its Directions

It was an interactive simulation; and as students changed the month or tilt of the Earth,
they could observe the changes of daylight hours and temperatures of certain locations on the
Earth as a result of their actions. The first subtask was about the introduction of the vocabulary
words such as “equator” and “latitude,” and students filled out latitudes of certain locations on a
data table.
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The second subtask was, “What if the Earth had no tilt?” (Figure 13).

Figure 13
The First Two Tasks of Linda’s Feature Two Related to the Simulation Two

She asked students to do the following steps: (a) “On the interactive, click on ‘Show
Tropics/Equator’ and set Earth’s Tilt to 0°”; (b) “Click on the arrow to advance the earth around
the sun. Keep clicking until you’ve gone through the entire year, back to January”; (c) “Make
careful observations and then complete Task 2 on your Research Brief. Be prepared to go back
through these steps in order to answer the questions.” Then, students responded to: (a) “When
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the Earth has no tilt, the hours of daylight that each location receives is ...”; (b) “Without a tilt,
the temperatures for different locations all over Earth were ...”; (c) “Without a tilt, seasons on
Earth were ...”
The third subtask was, “Does Earth’s distance from the Sun cause the seasons?” (Figure
14).

Figure 14
The Last Two Tasks of Linda’s Feature Two Related to the Simulation Two
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Students followed these steps: (a) “On the interactive, set Earth’s tilt back to normal
(23.5°)”; (b) “Click through the months of the year again, paying attention to Earth’s distance
from the Sun (bottom right corner)”; (c) “Make careful observations and then answer questions
on your Research Brief.” Then, students responded to: (a) “What months is the Earth closest to
the Sun?”; (b) “What is the temperature in Chicago during these months?”; (c) “What months is
Earth farthest from the Sun?”; (d) “What is the temperature in Chicago during those months?”;
(e) “Based on your data (above) does the distance from the Sun cause Earth’s seasons?”; (f)
“Distance … (does/does not) cause the seasons. This is proven because when the U.S. is having
winter, the Earth is ... kilometers from the Sun, and when the U.S. is having summer, the Earth is
... kilometers from the Sun.”
The fourth subtask was, “Does the tilt cause the seasons?” Linda wrote, “Make sure Earth
is tilted and the month is set to December. Click on ‘SHOW’ for Chicago and Melbourne.” Then,
students answered the following questions: (a) “How many hours of sunlight does Chicago
have?”; (b) “What is the average temperature for Chicago?”; (c) “What season is it in the US?”;
(d) “How is Melbourne’s data different from Chicago?”; (e) “What season is it in Australia?”; (f)
“Save a screenshot of the Earth in this position.” Next, Linda wrote, “Move Earth to the position
for March.” Then, students responded to the following questions: (a) “Look at the amount of
sunlight for all four locations. What do you notice?”; (b) “During the month of March does the
tilt have much influence on daylight hours? Explain why or why not.” Then, she wrote, “Move
the Earth to the position for June.” Next, students responded to the following questions: (a)
“How many hours of sunlight does Chicago have?”; (b) “What is the average temperature for
Chicago?”; (c) “What season is it in the U.S.?”; d) “How is Melbourne’s data different from
Chicago?”; (e) “What season is it in Australia?”; f) “Save a screenshot of the Earth in this
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position.” As the final question of the Feature two, Linda asked students, “With the Big Question
in mind, ‘Why does the Earth experience seasons?’ What are you thinking about after
completing the investigations?” Then, students responded to the following prompt: “After using
the simulations, I am still curious about how ...”
When reflecting on her Feature two, Linda said that it was time consuming for students to
complete. Although she said that she liked the information on it, she had to have students skip a
lot to the parts that she wanted them to learn about. For the task two, she said that she had very
specific things that she had them do. She said, “All the data they gather was proving the tilt
causes the seasons.”
What Did Linda Expect in Terms of Student Learning in This Feature? When
reflecting the kind of data she wanted students to collect, she said:
All the data they were collecting from the interactive was things like how many hours of
sunlight a certain spot is getting compared to what the temperature was and also on the
interactive, you can turn the tilt of and you can put the tilt back on, and then you can see
how that affects the temperature and the amount of sunlight, which hopefully leads them
to understand why we have seasons.
She explained the purpose of this Feature as “To get some data that is going to open their
eyes and help them be able to prove what they think that it will be.”
Feature Three: Creating Explanations
Description of Linda’s Feature Three and Her Reflections on It. In Feature three,
Linda started with a hands-on activity: Direct and Indirect Sunlight Activity (Figure 15).
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Figure 15
The Hands-On Activity of Linda’s Feature Three

The objective of this activity was for students to determine the relationship between the
angle of light striking a piece of graph paper and the surface area on the paper that light covers.
Students shined a flashlight on a piece of graph paper at different angles (30°, 60°, 90°), and then
they measured the surface the light covered as they changed the angle. When Linda reflected on
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this portion of the Feature three, she said, “The activity was going to give them another
connection to that data they had just collected. It was going to support that data by doing this
activity.” Linda also mentioned that the instructions on the handout were confusing for students,
and she would “definitely rewrite the instructions into her own words and explain it a little bit
better” if she were to include this activity for the next time. After the hands-on activity, Linda
asked, “What can you infer about temperatures on Earth in places where sunlight is more direct?
Where it is less direct?” Then students responded to, “In places on Earth where sunlight is more
direct the temperatures are ..., and in places on Earth where sunlight is less direct, the
temperatures are ...”
The next section of Feature three was “Research Brief Activity: My Scientific Argument”
(Figure 16).
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Figure 16
The Final Section of Linda’s Feature Three

She asked, “Based upon your experiences in the investigations, how do you think your
understanding of Earth’s tilt, the amount of sunlight received, and Earth’s revolution around the
Sun could be used to explain the reason for seasons?” Students then completed the following
prompts: (a) “Claim: Seasons on Earth are due to ...; (b) “As evidenced by ... (share the data to
support your claim); (c) “Reasoning: My evidence supports my claim because ...”
The final section of Feature three was, “Research Brief Activity: My Thoughts.” (Figure
16) Linda asked the students:
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In these investigations you collected data about patterns of temperatures, daylight hours,
and amount of sunlight found at different locations on Earth, depending on the tilt and
Earth’s location in its orbit around the Sun. What questions do you still have about how
this process occurs?
Then, students responded to the following prompt: “I understand how ... occurs, but I
need to know more about ...”
What Sort of Argument(s) Did Linda Think That Students Could Generate? Linda
reflected on her Feature three that the hands-on activity “was going to give them another
connection to that data they had just collected in Feature two.” By the end of the hands-on
activity, she expected students to have an answer as to why we have seasons. In other words,
they should have an answer to the Big Question.
Feature Four: Compare Scientific Explanations to Scientific Knowledge
The Format and the Order in Which Linda Presented the Scientific Knowledge. In
Feature four, Linda chose videos from two famous scientists—Bill Nye and Neil deGrasse
Tyson—so students could compare their explanations to current scientific knowledge (Figure
17).
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Figure 17
The Entire Design of Linda’s Feature Four
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In the video clips, these scientists explained why the Earth has seasons: Bill Nye’s video
used experimental demonstrations to explain the concept, whereas Neil deGrasse Tyson’s
explanation was mostly verbal. Linda explicitly asked students to think about what they learned
in the previous Features and compare them to these scientists’ explanations for why the Earth has
seasons.
When asked why she chose to use a video format in Feature four, Linda clarified that her
5-DIE lesson had a lot of reading in it and she wanted to “break it up a little bit.” She also
mentioned that the videos were not the ideal ones, but they were “good ones” for what she
wanted.
What Sort of Explanations Did Linda Expect Students to Generate by the End of
Feature Four? By the end of Feature four, Linda expected students to “have confidence that
they came up with the right explanation for why we have seasons or perhaps they would realize
that they were wrong.”
Feature Five – Research Council.
The Goal(s) of the Research Council. When asked about her goal of the Research
Council, Linda explained, “for them [students] to be able to explain what they learned in their
own words and to read other students’ explanations and form an opinion of whether they agree
with the explanations of their fellow students.”
How Did Linda Plan to Carry Out the Research Council (How Did the Interactions
Take Place? Student Role, Teacher Role)? Linda designed the Research Council to occur
through an online platform, Google classroom. Students’ tasks were to share their explanations
about why the Earth has seasons and then respond to others’ explanations. All of these
discussions took place online, but Linda expressed that she would turn this format into more of a
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class discussion if she were to do it next time. When asked about her role, she reported that she
“didn’t really have much of a role.” Students just did it everything online. Students’ role was to
“just post their explanations and respond to three other kids’ explanations and make some kind
of comments.”
What Did Linda Think about What Students Should Learn Through the Research
Council? Through the Research Council, students are expected to revise their arguments about
the topic under discussion. Though Linda designed a section in which students talk about how
their initial thoughts changed, she explained that by the time students went through the first four
Features, they understood why seasons happen. As Linda highlighted, “most of them (students)
said that just because they read each other’s comments, they did not really change anything.”
How Did Linda Assess Student Learning? Linda assessed student knowledge of
seasons. Though she could not remember exactly if it was a test or quiz, she said, “Typically at
the end of each unit, my kids get that (a test). I do a lot of quizzes along the way like every
couple weeks we do have quiz that has like 5 questions.”
Linda’s Decisions and Reflections About the 5-DIE in General
Goals and Purposes of Teaching the Topic. Linda explained why she wanted to teach
the seasons topic. First, it is a part of her standards. Second, she wanted to tackle students’
misconceptions about the seasons. And lastly, she wanted to promote accurate understanding of
seasons. She underscored the goals and purposes of designing her 5-DIE lesson as students “truly
understand why we have seasons from an astronomy point of view, an accurate understanding of
it.”
How Did Linda Think About the Content She Wanted to Teach? At first, Linda was
planning to create her 5-DIE lesson plan on eclipses or moon phases, but she decided to focus on
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the seasons topic instead because she felt the need to focus on something more specific. She said,
“As far as the content, I just basically used the content that I would use it in the past with asking
the question and then try to develop it in a chronological sense.”
Linda said that she had taught the seasons topic before she developed the 5-DIE lesson
about it. So, she started applying the lesson that she taught before and changed it to the 5-DIE
lesson plan format. She said, “It was just a matter of putting them into the right place of the 5DIE and putting them into the 5-DIE format.” She started creating the 5-DIE lesson plan from
Feature one and progressed through it in order: Feature two, Feature three, etc. She said, “As I
came to each feature, I already had the resources that I knew that I wanted to use.”
How Did Linda Take Students’ Prior Knowledge Into Consideration When
Planning Her 5-DIE Lesson? When asked about how student learning affected her 5-DIE
lesson planning, Linda explained that since her students enjoy using technology and doing virtual
learning and hands-on learning, she incorporated a hands-on activity and used google slides
format for her 5-DIE lesson plan. She also mentioned that she considered students’ age and
abilities by breaking things into chunks that might make more sense to students.
What Other Factor(s) Influenced Linda as She Planned the 5-DIE Lesson? She said
that she didn’t receive any feedback from her mentor, and she planned her 5-DIE with the
resources she had used previously.
What Were the Similarities/Differences of Teaching This Topic in the 5-DIE as
Opposed to Her Regular Teaching? When this question was directed to her, Linda pointed out
that the 5-DIE style of teaching is different from her regular teaching in two ways:
It would be the fact that students worked through it on their own pace. So, it is definitely
self-paced. The other way would be the Feature 5 ... when they go into a part where they
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share their answers (Research Council). That is something I have not done much of in the
past.
Linda said that the 5-DIE teaching style is similar to her teaching style in that both use
inquiry and both use technology. She said, “For science teaching, inquiry is a pretty much a
standard way of teaching things, at least to me.”
What Difficulties Did Linda Encounter as She Taught the 5-DIE Lesson Plan? Linda
explained that it was cumbersome for students to go back and forth from the 5-DIE lesson to the
Research Brief. However, she said that students did not have any issues with creating claim,
evidence, and reasoning statements because she was doing claim, evidence, and reasoning in her
classroom teachings. She also said, “By the time they [students] were done, a lot of them said
they really did understand seasons a lot better.” For Linda, the whole process of 5-DIE lesson
plan design made more sense to her as students went through it. She especially understood the
purpose of the Research Council after she saw her students participate in it: “It helped them put
their learning into words.”
Analysis of Linda’s Core Conceptions
Linda’s conceptions about the nature of science, about the goals middle school and
teaching science and about science teaching and learning exhibited high consistencies. She
conveyed the views that science is a highly objective endeavor. In other words, she indicated that
scientific activities represent objective realities of nature and are independent of individuals’
subjective values, judgements, or interpretations. Her conceptions about the goals of middle
school science and the goals of teaching science were basically focused on introducing science
and laying foundations of science for students. Additionally, she conceived the aim of learning
science as having students understand science by “doing science.” In particular, she gives
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students science content first and then expects them to make sense of it or “figure out why it is
the way it is” by doing some sort of activities. Thus, her role when teaching science was to help
students make sense of science content. In summary, her views about the nature of science were
highly objectivist, both of her goals and purposes of middle school science and goals of teaching
science were science content-focused, and her conceptions about science teaching and learning
closely aligned with traditional and teacher-centered practices.
How Did Linda’s Core Conceptions Influence Her 5-DIE Lesson Design?
Linda’s 5-DIE lesson plan design did not present inquiry features even if it was created
with the 5-DIE instructional format. In Feature one, she started with having students watch an
animation that showed how the motion of a tilted Earth around the Sun. Then she directly asked
them, “How do you think these motions affect seasons on Earth?” This sentence pointed students
toward the variable on which they should be focused when thinking about why Earth experiences
seasons: the motion of Earth. Instead of collecting data to determine which variable influences
the existence of seasons, students’ task, according to what Linda recorded in her 5-DIE lesson,
was to “collect evidence about how the motions of Earth cause our seasons.” Linda directly told
students that it is the motion of Earth that caused the seasons at this point. She continued to
direct students to “the right answer” and even wrote it clearly at the beginning of Feature two,
“Your task: To better understand the motion of Earth around the Sun and how this motion,
combined with the tilt of the Earth, cause the seasons.” Students read “the right answer” of the
Big Question before they even started “Feature two: Collect Evidence.” It is especially evident in
the “Task 1: Simulation 1,” which directly informed students about why the tilt and the motion
of the Earth around the Sun cause seasons. Thus, the following task, “Task 2: Simulation 2”
served the purpose of further verifying “the right answer” they learned merely through reading
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and watching the Task 1: Simulation 1. In Task 2: Simulation 2, students were simulating the
scenarios that Linda created for them, such as removing the tilt of the Earth and changing the
distance between the Earth and the Sun to further support the science content knowledge they
were given beforehand.
Her design indicated that instead of expecting students to figure out or construct their
understanding about “Why does the Earth experience seasons?” Linda intended and designed
Feature two in a way in which students were expected to read, watch and learn the science
content, merely a didactic lesson. When Linda was reflecting on Feature two, she said that all the
data students gathered in this Feature were proving that the tilt of the Earth causes the seasons,
which further supports my claim that Linda’s 5-DIE was mainly a didactic lesson. When she was
reflecting on her Feature four design, Linda explained what she wanted students to achieve by
the end as “Just to have confidence that they come up with the right explanation for why we have
seasons or perhaps they would realize, ‘Oh, I am wrong’.” It is also evident in her explanations
about what students should learn through the Research Council that students didn’t feel the need
to revise their explanation and felt that they got the “right answer” indicated that, despite the fact
that 5-DIE has the potential to support inquiry based learning in which students are supposed to
construct their own understanding and argue based on their explanations, Linda essentially
expected students to get to the “right” answer and designed her 5-DIE lesson accordingly.
The influence of Linda’s core conceptions on her 5-DIE lesson design was highly visible.
First, Linda’s both goals (GPMSS and GTS) primarily focused on introducing science to students
and laying the foundations of science for students. The way she conceived these goals as
described in the conceptions section was that although “science” is actively constructed,
“students” have a passive role in learning science. In other words, learners were detached from
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the learning process; they were expected to be the receivers what she thinks “science” is
(amassing information). Similarly, she pursued this goal when she explained that she wanted
them to “truly understand why we have seasons from an astronomy point of view, an accurate
understanding of it” as her goal of teaching seasons topic in her 5-DIE lesson plan. She also
expressed the goal of the Research Council as “to be able to explain what they learned in their
own words.” Therefore, she wanted students to receive what science provided as “the answer”
rather than helping them build their own explanations. Therefore, her GMPSS, GTS and goal of
teaching the topic in 5-DIE instructional methodology were highly congruent.
Second, her conceptions about learning science and teaching science were mainly
traditional and teacher-centered practices. Her 5-DIE lesson design was highly aligned with her
conceptions about science teaching and learning as discussed in detail in the previous paragraph.
She mainly constructed a 5-DIE lesson plan that exhibited highly didactic characteristics even
though she thought that the 5-DIE lesson plan was inquiry-based in nature. In her regular
classroom, Linda believed that students’ role was “to be able to explain their reasoning behind
why things turned out the way they did” and her role was “to help students understand science
content by helping them connect what they discover to what they are learning about.” On a
surface level, Linda’s conceptions about the students’ role and her role in regular science
classroom might seem contradictory. However, Linda’s conception was that she is the one tying
all student learning to the science content under discussion by the end of instruction. The focus
was on the science content, and her role was to make sure that students make sense of that
science content. Therefore, Linda planned a 5-DIE lesson that left little room for student
argument creation or knowledge construction. Instead, Linda directly gave students the science
content she wanted them to learn about. In addition, she did not mention if she considered
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students’ prior knowledge of the science content, or anything related to students’ preconceptions.
In summary, her focus was not on students and their learning, but rather it was on just the science
content itself and teaching that science content through didactic means.
Linda’s conceptions about the nature of inquiry teaching were problematic. She thought
that she was teaching science with inquiry in her regular class before she learned about the 5-DIE
instructional methodology, but her conceptions about science teaching and learning included
traditional, teacher-centered practices. This result was also consistent with her 5-DIE lesson plan,
which displayed a didactic nature. It was evident that she viewed the 5-DIE instructional
methodology as a template to which she could “fit” the activities in which she had students
participate previously: “It was just a matter of putting them (resources) into the right place of the
5-DIE and putting them into the 5-DIE format.” In Linda’s case, she did not adapt her teaching
practices to fit 5-DIE’s inquiry format. Rather, she adapted the 5-DIE format to fit her own
didactic practices.
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Chapter 6: Pam’s Case
Pam’s Background
Pam (pseudonym) has a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration. She has
a teaching certification and a master’s degree in literacy and has a TESOL endorsement. At the
time of the study, she was in her 20th year of teaching. She had taught all subjects from 4th
through 6th grade at Title I schools during her teaching career. At the time of the study, she was
at a 100% free and reduced lunch school. There were over 700 students in the school, with 72%
Hispanic, 11% White, 6% Black, and 3% Asian students.
Prior to teaching, Pam worked at a private science company that developed hands-on and
inquiry-based activities for students. Her job in that company was to do science presentations at
science summer camps, after school clubs, and elementary schools. Pam’s experience at this
private company drastically influenced her ideas about science. As she explains, “I really did not
like science because of the way it was taught; it was very difficult for me to understand. It was
taught in a way where you read text and answered question. There was very little hands-on.”
After her experiencing hands-on, inquiry-based learning activities, her conceptions about
teaching science changed and encouraged her to teach the way she learned at the private
institution.
Pam’s Core Conceptions
Conceptions About the Nature of Science
Pam’s conceptions about the nature of science were analyzed with the exact same method
employed in Linda’s case. Pam’s item scores and the averages of some item scores on the
positions about the nature of science are given in Table 8.
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Table 8
Pam’s Views on Nature of Science Issues
Nature of Science Issues

Position

Scorea, b

Tentativeness

Revolutionary
Cumulative
Evolutionary
Theory laden
Theory independentc
The universal scientific methodc
Diverse methods
Epistemology
Discovered – theory / law
Invented – theory / law
Discovered or invented – theory / law
Comparison
Laws are being more certainc
Different types of ideas
Yes
Noc
Empirical evidence
Paradigm
Parsimony
Authority
Intuition
Subjectivity
Parsimony
Authority
Paradigm
Personal factors
Sociocultural influence
Imagination
Methodology
Objectivity
No influence of socioculturec
Use no imagination
Based on experimental facts
No influence of personal beliefsc
Methodology

4.0
4.0
5.0
3.3 (3)
3.0 (2)
2.7 (3)
3.0 (3)

Nature of observations
Scientific methods
Theories and laws

Use of imagination
Validation of scientific knowledge

Subjectivity and objectivity

4.0 (2) / 4.5 (2)
3.0 (3) / 3.5 (2)
4.0 / 3.0
4.5 (2)
2.5 (2)
2.5 (2)
3.7 (3)
3.5 (2)
3.0 (2)
2.0
3.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
3.0 (4)
3.2 (5)
3.5 (4)
2.5 (2)
2.0
4.0 (3)
4.0 (2)
3.7 (3)
3.0 (3)
3.0 (3)

Note. a Scores represent a scale from 1 to 5. Score of ‘1’ is strongly disagree and a score of ‘5’ is strongly agree. A score of ‘3’ represents
‘uncertain’ or ‘no comment’.
b
Numbers in parentheses report the total number of indicator items used for that specific theoretical stance. All scores are obtained through
calculating the average of total number of item responses.
c
Scores higher than “3” indicates naïve conception.
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Tentativeness. This NOS issue focuses on tentativeness, the changing nature of science.
Pam’s responses to the three items on the tentativeness issue on the VOSE survey indicated that
she agreed with the existence of revolutionary and cumulative phases of science and strongly
agreed that scientific knowledge can undergo an evolutionary phase (Table 8). Having agreed
with at least one of the phases indicated that Pam held an informed view on tentativeness issue of
the nature of science.
Nature of Observations. This nature of science issue is about whether or not scientists’
preconceptions, their theoretical presuppositions and their anticipations about an outcome of a
scientific experiment influence their observations. When her two item scores (Table 8) on the
naïve conception (theory independent) were reversed and added to three item scores on the
informed conception (theory dependent), I calculated the grand average as 3.2, which indicated
that Pam slightly agreed with the informed view on this NOS issue: scientists’ preconceptions
and their anticipations about the outcome of a scientific experiment influence what they observe
and ways that they observe and interpret phenomena.
Scientific Methods. This NOS issue focuses on whether scientists use a universal
scientific method or they employ wide range of (diverse) scientific methods. When Pam’s three
item scores (Table 8) on the naïve conception (the universal scientific method) were reversed and
added to the three item scores on the informed conception (diverse methods), I calculated the
grand average as 3.2. This score indicated that she slightly agreed with the informed view that
scientists apply diverse scientific methods while carrying out scientific investigations.
Theories and Laws. This NOS issue is related to the nature and the status of scientific
theories and laws in science. Pam’s responses (Table 8) on the nature of scientific theories in
science indicated that she agreed with the view that scientific theories are discovered (the
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average of the two item scores was 4.0) and that she was not certain if they are only invented (the
average of the three item scores was 3.0). Additionally, she agreed with the item stating that
some scientific theories are discovered and some are invented (the item score was 4.0). Thus, it
was not entirely clear if Pam’s view about the nature of scientific theories were leaning toward
invented or discovered.
Pam’s responses to the nature of laws in science indicated that she strongly agreed with
the view that scientific laws are discovered (the average of the two item scores was 4.5) and that
she also agreed that scientific laws are invented (the average of the two item scores was 3.5). On
the other hand, her response to one item indicated that she was not certain if some scientific
theories are discovered and some are invented (the item score was 3.0). Therefore, again, it was
not clear if Pam’s conceptions of the nature of scientific laws were leaning toward invented or
discovered.
On the comparison of the status of scientific theories and scientific laws, Pam’s score on
‘laws are more certain’ was 4.5 (the average of the two item scores). Also, she disagreed with the
view that scientific theories and scientific laws are two different types of knowledge (the average
of the two item scores was 2.5). Therefore, Pam exhibited the view that scientific laws are a
more certain type of knowledge than scientific theories, which is the naïve conception of the
status of scientific theories and laws on the nature of science.
Use of Imagination. This NOS issue focuses on scientists’ use of imagination as they
engage in scientific practices. Pam’s score (Table 8) on the presence of imagination was 2.5 (the
average of the two item scores) and her score on the absence of imagination was 3.7 (the average
of the three item scores). After reversing her item scores on the naïve conception (absence of
imagination), adding her item scores on the informed conception (presence of imagination) and
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then taking the grand average of all five items, I calculated 2.4 as her final score. This score
indicated that Pam had a naïve conception about scientists’ use of imagination: scientists do not
use imagination as they generate scientific knowledge.
Validation of Scientific Knowledge. This NOS issue focuses on the factors that can
influence the scientific community as they evaluate the merit of a scientific theory. Pam’s
responses (Table 8) to this NOS issue indicated her view that empirical evidence is the only
source used by the scientific community when deciding on acceptance of a theory (the average of
the two item scores was 3.5). In addition, her responses indicated that she disagreed with the
view that scientists may prefer simpler theories over complex ones: parsimony (her item score
was 2.0). She also strongly disagreed with the view that scientists’ intuition (snap judgement)
may come into play as they evaluate the merit of a scientific theory: intuition (her item score was
1.0). She was uncertain about the views that scientists are affected by the theory they are more
familiar with: paradigm (the average of her two item scores was 3.0) and that the reputation of
the theory’s proposer may influence their decision making: authority (her item score was 3.0).
Therefore, Pam exhibited a naïve conception on this NOS issue, because she only acknowledged
consideration of empirical evidence when evaluating the merit of a scientific theory and she did
not think that any of the other factors (paradigm, parsimony, authority, or intuition) are involved.
Subjectivity and Objectivity. Although scientific knowledge is empirically based,
several different factors influence scientists as they are engaged in scientific activities. Even if
scientists employ certain processes such as peer-review and data triangulation to improve
objectivity, factors such as personal beliefs, judgement, creativity, opportunity, and psychology
all play a role in scientific activities. The two positions on the VOSE, that there are no
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sociocultural influences and no influence of personal beliefs on science, were considered as
naïve conceptions of this NOS issue (Chen, 2006b).
Pam exhibited the view that science is an objective endeavor because (a) science is based
on experimental facts (the average of the three item scores was 3.7); (b) scientists use the
universal scientific methodology (the grand average of the one reversed and the three item scores
was 3.3); (c) scientists are not influenced by the culture in which they are embedded (the grand
average of the four reversed and the three item scores was 3.1, naïve conception); (d) scientists
do not use imagination as they engage in scientific activities (the grand average of the two
reversed and the two item scores was 3.8); and (e) scientists do not have tendency to accept the
simpler theories and avoid complex ones: parsimony (the reversed item score was 4.0).
Pam also exhibited the view that subjectivity is involved in science because scientists’
personal beliefs influence scientific investigations (the grand average of the three reversed and
the five item scores was 3.1). This was the only type of subjectivity that Pam thought that was
involved in science. Pam was uncertain about the influence of the theory proposer’s reputation
on scientific activities: authority (her item score was 3.0), or whether scientists tend to accept the
theory they are more familiar with: paradigm (the average of the four item scores was 3.0).
When her scores on the objectivity and subjectivity of NOS were evaluated holistically,
Pam’s average score of all items that focused on the objectivity of the NOS was 3.5 (the average
of 14 items) and her average score of all items that focused on the subjectivity of the NOS was
3.0 (the average of 18 items). Therefore, she conceived science as more of an objective endeavor
(naïve conception). However, she held one of the two informed conceptions that indicated the
involvement of subjectivity in the NOS: influence of personal beliefs.
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Summary of Pam’s NOS Conceptions. Pam displayed the following conceptions:
1. Science is tentative and can undergo all three phases of knowledge development:
revolutionary, cumulative, and evolutionary (informed view).
2. Observations are influenced by the observer’s preconceptions and are theory laden
(informed view).
3. Scientists use a variety of methods as they carry out scientific investigations (informed
view).
4. Her conceptions about the status of scientific theories and scientific laws exhibited
inconsistent and unclear results. Scientific laws are a more certain type of knowledge
than scientific theories (naïve conception).
5. Imagination is not involved in scientific practices (naïve conception).
6. Empirical evidence is the only factor that influences how scientists evaluate the merit of a
theory. Parsimony and intuition do not play role in this process (naïve conception).
7. Science is an objective endeavor because it is based on experimental facts; a universal
scientific method is used; and sociocultural values (naïve conception), imagination and
parsimony have no influence on science. However, personal beliefs might contribute to
the subjectivity of the NOS (informed view).
Conceptions About the Goals and Purposes of Middle School Science & the Goals of
Teaching Science
Pam’s goals and purposes of middle school science (GPMSS) were to give students a
good basis in science by exposing them to all areas of science prior to their moving on to high
school. Her goals of teaching science (GTS) were to help students develop inquiry skills and
practices.
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Pam explained that her students come in with less experience with science because the
primary focus at Title I schools is on math and, especially, literacy. Therefore, she expressed the
GPMSS was to “give them a good basis in science because they haven’t really had that.” She
said that, in Title I schools, students did not have “much exposure to science” and most of their
science experiences were “primarily from a literacy basis,” which was mainly “reading articles
and answering questions.” Her district was in the process of transitioning to a different
curriculum, which—instead of dividing science topics as Earth Science, Life Science, and
Physical Science—introduced science topics in an integrated fashion in each grade level. The
new curriculum aimed at giving students exposure to all areas of science in middle school before
they move on to high school.
When asked about her GTS, her response focused primarily on helping students develop
a sense of inquiry. To achieve this goal, with collaboration of the science department, she
developed tasks in which students had the opportunity to design and bring in engineering
practices in the form of designing, testing, getting feedback, and implementing feedback to
improve the design. By doing this, she aimed at helping students study science, learn about the
world around them, and learn how science and math are related. She explained:
I want them to achieve really looking at being in inquiry, you know, really learning what
they are doing, asking questions, answering, developing ways for them to get their
questions answered to pick, to look at the things more analytically as well. Not just
accept, “Ok, it is this way,” because we are told that this way. That to do their own
exploration and develop that sense of inquiry because I think children naturally have that.
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Conceptions About Science Teaching and Learning
Science Learning. Pam’s conceptions about students’ role in the classroom indicated the
view that students are the ones doing the learning for themselves. She thought that students
should take control of their education and figure out what works for their particular learning
style. Pam explained that she puts together materials to support students in a variety of formats
and modalities, but students need to be proactive in asking questions and were responsible for
what they get out of those materials.
When asked how her students learn science best, Pam explained:
I definitely know with my students because we do have so many ELL students that do
know so much of it is as long... the best way for them is to be hands-on, experimenting,
and being able see with a lot of visual support whether it is through video, it is through
them constructing a pictorial or sketch of something or where they are adding parts in and
practicing...you know...they see things. But I definitely know that’s for my kids. They
need that visual support that goes with anything that we do.
She firmly iterated that students needed to “see” science to be able to make sense out of
it. She explained it through an analogy:
It’s kind of like telling a blind person what the color white is. If you can find a way for
them to be able to feel it, use the other senses to take it in, it is just...it is more
internalized by them.
Pam pointed out that students learn science best through hands-on activities in which
students do experiments. She described certain things that were needed for learning to occur.
Students must be engaged in whatever they were doing first; there needed to be some sort of
warmup to get kids thinking and engaged them prior to the main activity. Pam also believed that
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social interaction among themselves helps students learn science, where they perform the tasks
collaboratively with their teammates and they talk, discuss, and interact in the process. She also
thought that students need to share their ideas. She explained, “Discussion is always...there is so
much power in that, in the way that break things down for them.” Additionally, Pam pointed out
her expectation that students make connections between different concepts and put things into
the bigger picture of how things connect.
The sources of Pam’s conceptions about science learning can be traced back to her own
experience as a student of science:
I know how I was taught, which was simply given a textbook and ask to read something
and answer questions that were pretty much low-level, recall questions. I found that I
avoided sciences...did bare minimum of science until I was introduced to hands-on
learning. And then when I started doing that it was like “oh, I get it now.” I think for me
coming from that kind of background, I did not get science until I was able to touch it and
then learn...you know...ask my own questions and then go and be supported finding my
own answers and finding connections between concepts. I think when you are in charge
of your own learning, then it fits you much more and it’s much more real and relevant to
you.
Not only these explanations, but also other interview segments revealed that her own
personal difficulty of learning science through “just reading science” inspired her to think that
students need to “see it and experience it in different ways” to make that learning happen.
When asked about what students should be able to do or know if they really understand a
science topic, she said that, by the end of a unit, she looks for some sort of transference; being
able to make connection to other concepts. She expects students to be able to “put it (the concept
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students are learning) into the bigger picture” of how concepts relate to one another; how water
cycle ties into weather, etc.
Pam tries to accommodate ELL students’ language barrier issues and learning difficulties
through having them see and experience things in a variety of ways, meeting different learning
styles so that they internalize what they are learning:
I think that it [maximizing student learning] is just trying to definitely make sure that they
have a variety of ways to be exposed to the content and concepts so that...if they don’t get
it one way, maybe...some students like to read and they are great with reading and
answering questions is what really helps them. But some need to see it in a video and
then some others need to see the video and do the lab and experiment with it. By
having...creating these opportunities...as many opportunities to internalize the concepts
and understanding that one time is not...just hearing, seeing or whatever is not going do
it. They need multiple exposures to stuff.
When asked about how she knows that learning is occurring in her classroom, she
explained that she determines if students are learning through certain formative assessments such
as listening to students’ conversations and from questions students ask her. She also uses
summative assessments where students have a test or a project that they are doing to show their
understanding and learning. However, she explained that she focuses on formative assessments
much more because she uses them to adjust her instruction.
Science Teaching. Being the teacher in a Title I school and of mostly ELL students, Pam
positioned herself as the facilitator that helps students find out answers to questions and problem
solve on their own rather than “just being on the stage delivering content.” She expects students
to ask questions, explore, work together, and figure out the “why” behind both math and science.
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Her conception about students not having much exposure to science was revealed when she was
talking about the goals and purposes of middle school science and her role as the teacher. The
main purposes of her role when teaching science were “to really expose students to concepts and
to give them the opportunity to experiment, to ask questions, to start thinking about things in a
different way than they might have.” She clarified, “I really want them to have the opportunity to
start thinking in a scientific method, you know, scientifically, where they are approaching a
problem, and coming up with a consistent way to test their ideas.”
When asked about how she decided what to teach or what not to, she explained that her
decisions are driven by the standards documents. She also explained that she considered a logical
progression of concepts so that one concept can build on a prior science concept. However, she
underlined the importance of exposing students to the content in variety of ways such as visuals
and/or auditory tools since students were way below grade level when it comes to reading. For
example, she explained:
Bringing in articles from...you know...in current event articles that apply to the same
concept. You are just giving them variety of media; for some students, they like the
articles, some want a website, some want the book and so that to bring variety.
Pam also believed that an effective science lesson starts with a task that can be
approached from multiple perspectives and with multiple methods. At the beginning of each of
these lessons, she talks about the objectives for the lesson. She then gives a warm-up activity that
elicits students’ prior knowledge and engages the students. She also guides them to think on their
own and then has them work on a task collaboratively. While students are working, she does
what calls “float and sequence,” in which she is “observing and looking at different ways that
students are accomplishing the task.” Then, students share out and discuss different point of
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views. In the closing, she goes back to lesson objectives and does formative assessment to check
whether she needs to continue with the same concept or ready to move on. This formative
assessment occurs informally; she observes them, constantly listening to their conversations and
how they explain things to each other.
Summary of Pam’s Core Conceptions
A summary of Pam’s conceptions about the nature of science, about the goals and
purposes of middle school science and the goals of teaching science, and about learning science
and teaching science is displayed in Table 9.
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Table 9
Summary of Pam’s Core Conceptions
Conceptions about
the nature of science

Conceptions about
the GPMSS & GTS

• Scientific knowledge
is tentative.

GPMMS:
• Give students a good
basis in science by
exposing them to all
areas of science before
moving to high school.

• Observations are
theory laden.
• Uncertain about
scientists’ use of
scientific methods.
• Scientific laws are
more certain type of
knowledge than
scientific theories.
• Imagination is not
involved in science.
• Empirical evidence is
the only factor
considered when
evaluating the merit of
a theory.

GTS:
• Develop a sense of
inquiry in students.

Conceptions about
science learning
• ELL students should
learn for themselves
and should figure out
what works for their
learning style.
• ELL students learn best
when they are exposed
to science in multiple
ways including through
hands-on activities,
experimentation.
• ELL students need
visual support; they
need to ‘see’ science
concepts to be able to
make sense out of
them.

Conceptions about
science teaching
• Her role is to be the
facilitator of student
inquiries.
• Create opportunities to
help them think
scientifically.
• Teachers should expose
students to science
concepts with variety of
formats that meets
students’ different
learning styles.

• ELL students need to
be able to make
connections between
concepts.

• Subjectivity is
involved in the NOS.

Pam’s Decisions and Reflections About the 5-DIE Lesson
Although teachers were introduced to the website SoftChalk and were expected to create
their 5-DIE lesson plans on it, some teachers decided to use other formats (e.g., PowerPoint,
Word) that they thought would be better fits for their classrooms. Pam created her 5-DIE lesson
on a Word document. She divided Features into subsections, provided URL links of what she
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wanted students to watch and gave various types of sentence starter prompts for activities. This
Word document also served as the Research Brief where students were asked to complete
sentence prompts, all of which were presented in blue font.
Feature One: Big Question
Description of Pam’s Feature One and Her Reflections on It. Pam’s Feature one
started with the Big Question “What causes water to cycle through Earth’s systems?” Feature 1.1
continued with the prompt, “The water cycle continues ... because ...,” to which students were
directed to respond (Figure 18).
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Figure 18
The Entire Design of Pam’s Feature One

After that, she asked, “What is going to be important for you to complete this lesson? (not
about what you will learn, but what actions will you need to demonstrate?)” Students were given
a sentence prompt to fill, “For me to complete this lesson, it will be important for me to ...” Pam
explained that she wanted students to think about the water cycle as they were completing this
Feature of the 5-DIE lesson. She said that students know about the water cycle through a song;
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but part of the purpose for Feature one was to help her understand where students were in their
understanding: what they knew about the water cycle and what they knew about the mechanism
of the water cycle.
After these initial questions and prompts, Pam provided the students with two videos.
The first video consisted of several pictures (some of which were accompanied by explanations)
that point out the importance of water in life. Pam explained that this video showed students the
importance of and variety of ways in which water is used, and how humans depend on water.
The second video had water drops as animated characters telling the story of the water cycle and
how water travels through rivers to oceans where it evaporates, becomes clouds, and then
precipitates. She said that this video connected students to any prior experiences they had had
with the water cycle. After this video, Pam had four prompts: (a) “Some ways that water use is
shown ...”; (b) “When there isn’t enough water ...”; (c) “Water is important ...”; (d) “Other ways
that I use water or know that water is used ...” Pam used these prompts to initiate student
thinking, activate prior knowledge, engage students, and focus students on why the water cycle is
important.
Reason(s) Why She Asked the Big Question in the Way She Did. Pam’s Big Question
was, “What causes water to cycle through Earth’s systems?” and she said that it was based on
how the standard of the water cycle was written for sixth graders (MS-ESS2-4 – Develop a
model to describe the cycling of water through Earth’s systems driven by energy from the sun
and the force of gravity).
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Feature Two: Explore the Evidence
Description of Pam’s Feature Two and Her Reflections on It. Pam’s Feature two
included five different laboratory activities that were about individual stages of the water cycle.
The first activity is entitled “Feature 2.1: Evaporation” (Figure 19).

Figure 19
Evaporation Activity of Pam’s Feature Two

Students had to predict what would happen before they completed the laboratory activity
by responding to the prompts: (a) “The water from puddles on the pavement go ...”; (b) “The
water from clothes in the dryer or my hair when I use a blow dryer goes ...”; (c) “If water is left
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out in a dish overnight ...”; (d) “If the dish were covered and left out overnight ...” After
responding to the prompts, the students completed the activity, in which they observed water
under three different sets of conditions: water under a heat lamp, covered water under a heat
lamp, and water not under heat lamp. After the lab, students responded to the following prompts:
(a) “The dish that evaporated faster was ... because ...”; (b) “The water went ...”; (c)
“Evaporation is ...”
The next activity was “Feature 2.2 Air Pressure,” which was about how air pressure
affects temperature (Figure 20).

Figure 20
Air Pressure Activity of Pam’s Feature Two
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Before completing the activity, students responded to the following prompts: (a) “Air is
made warm by ...”, (b) “What happens to warm air is ...”, (c) “Air is made cold by ...”, (d) “What
happens to cold air is ...” After responding to the prompts, they completed the air pressure
activity, in which they had a two-liter bottle that had a thermometer on the outside. First, they
recorded the temperature from the thermometer. Then they recorded changes in temperature as
they squeezed the bottle to increase the air pressure inside. They also recorded changes in
temperature when they released the pressure. After this exploration, students responded to the
following prompts: (a) “When the bottle was squeezed, the temperature ...”; (b) “When we
stopped squeezing the bottle, the temperature ...
The following activity was “Feature 2.3 Condensation” (Figure 21).
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Figure 21
Condensation Activity of Pam’s Feature Two

First, students responded to the following prompts: (a) “Clouds are made by...”; (b) “Fog
is ...”; (c) “Cold air ...” Then, students completed the Condensation activity. When planning the
Condensation activity, Pam first wanted students to make “clouds” in a bottle. However, after
realizing that students were never going to be successful in doing it in the class, she decided to
use a different setup, in which students held a metal pitcher that had ice in it over a jar of boiling
water. Fog started forming on the outside of the metal pitcher. After the activity, students
responded to the following prompt: “When the plate of ice was put over the jar of boiling water
...”
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Next, students completed an activity named “Feature 2.4 Precipitation” (Figure 22).

Figure 22
Precipitation Activity of Pam’s Feature Two

They began by responding to the following prompts: (a) “Rain is ...”; (b) “Rain happens
when ...”; (c) “Snow is ...”; (d) “Snow happens when ...”; (e) “Hail is ...” Pam explained that this
lab was an extension of the previous lab. When the metal pitcher had a lot of condensation on the
outside, water started to drip off the pitcher, a process which represented precipitation in the
water cycle.
After the exploration, students responded to several prompts: (a) “I saw ...”; (b) “The
water got on the outside of the ice bowl by ...”; (c) “The size of the drops on the ice bowl ...”; (d)
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The drops that were falling ...”; (e) “The drops that looked like rain ...”; (f) “The drops that
looked more like a cloud ...”; and (g) “The big drops were formed by ...”
The last activity was “2.5 Percolation and Surface Runoff” (Figure 23). First, students
responded to the following prompts: (a) “Saturated means ...”; (b) “Groundwater comes from
...”; (c) “Streams and rivers come from ...”; (d) “I think different types of soil ...” In this activity,
students had two different types of soil: clay soil and sandy soil. Students used graduated
cylinders to measure out equal amounts of each type of soil. Then, they put each type of soil into
separate funnels that had been fitted with coffee filters. The funnels were placed into separate
jars. The students added water to the types of soil and kept track of the amount of water they
added before the water started dripping out from the bottom of the funnel. To help students
understand the idea of saturation, Pam used a demonstration in which she dropped water on a dry
sponge till it started dripping.
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Figure 23
Percolation and Surface Runoff Activities of Pam’s Feature Two

Students were also able to see some percolation and run off during this activity. After the
activity, students responded to the following prompts: (a) “When I added water to the soil ...”;
(b) “I knew the soil was saturated because ...”; (c) “Once the soil was saturated the water ...”; (d)
“The soils did/did not hold the same amount of water. The soil that held the most water was ...”;
(e) “After water runs into a stream it ...” At the end of this activity, as she did after each of the
activities, Pam debriefed with students to help them make connections between what they
experienced during the activities and the water cycle.
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Pam explained the GLAD (Guided Language Acquisition Design) strategy she used
throughout Feature two. The GLAD strategy is used to help second language learners develop
content vocabulary and concepts. In this strategy, students create and add to a sketch of a concept
as they learn; it involves sketching, practicing, and repeating. As students completed each
activity in Feature two, they would add that concept into a sketch, and then each day they added
more vocabulary and more pictures that went with the sketch. So, students added condensation,
water vapor, percolation, run off, etc. as they moved from one activity to another.
What Did Pam Expect In Terms of Student Learning in This Feature? Pam’s overall
purpose for Feature two was to not only have students learn vocabulary words, but also for them
to create a visual representation of the water cycle and the relationships between the different
factors that affect the water cycle. Pam stated that she chose the lab format because she wanted
students to not only see the water cycle, but also interact with it because students need practical
experience with things to better understand them. To Pam, students would say that they know the
water cycle because they know a little song about it. However, they don’t understand the
concepts behind the words. Therefore, Pam wanted them to see the different components of the
water cycle and to experience it instead of just using the vocabulary without knowing what they
were talking about.
Feature Three: Creating Explanations
Description of Pam’s Feature Three and Her Reflections on It. In Feature three Pam
started with an activity entitled, “Feature 3.1 Activity: Create/Review a Diagram” (Figure 24).
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Figure 24
The Entire Design of Pam’s Feature Three

On one side of this diagram, she had vocabulary bank words: transpiration, condensation,
evaporation, percolation, precipitation, stratosphere, troposphere, surface runoff, ozone layer and
water vapor. On the other side of the diagram, she had a picture of the water cycle. Pam started
Feature three with this activity as a review of what students learned through Feature two. This
activity was on a PowerPoint slide. Students dragged and dropped the vocabulary words into the
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correct spots on the picture of the water cycle. Then they responded to the following prompts: (a)
“Evaporation happens because ...”; (b) “Air is warmed by ...”; (c) “When condensation creates
clouds and water vapor builds up ...”; (d) “When precipitation falls to the ground, it ...” After this
section, Pam asked, “Use the information you have gathered to write a claim to answer the
question: What causes water to cycle through Earth’s systems?”, and students were expected to
respond to “I claim that ... causes water to cycle through Earth’s systems.”
What Sort of Argument(s) Did Pam Think That Students Could Generate? Pam said
that students were able to make their own connections as they reached Feature three. Although
students who missed the labs or did half of the labs struggled, most of Pam’s students were able
to generate explanations such as “the sun’s heat evaporated water,” or “Earth’s gravity pulled
water back down (precipitation).” Pam helped those who struggled in making connections by
using the diagram and also reviewed concepts to help them understand.
Feature Four: Compare Scientific Explanations to Scientific Knowledge
The Format and the Order in Which Pam Presented the Scientific Knowledge. Pam
divided her Feature four into four different sections (Figure 25).
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Figure 25
The Entire Design of Pam’s Feature Four

The first section was Feature 4.1: Video. Pam decided to use a video from the National
Science Foundation (NSF). The video provides a clear description and explanation of the water
cycle, starting with precipitation, and then preceding through collection, runoff, interception,
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infiltration, percolation, discharge, transpiration, evaporation, and condensation. After the video,
students responded to the following prompts: (a) “Something new I learned from the video is ...”;
(b) “Something I am still curious about is ...” Pam wanted students to compare what they learned
from the activities in Feature two with the content of the NSF video and also to express what else
they were still curious about at this point.
The next section was “Feature 4.2 Activity: Simulation 1”. Pam used a “simulation”
embedded in the Discovery Education website to help her students learn more about the water
cycle. In the simulation, students were expected to complete the water cycle diagram by dragging
and dropping the appropriate pictures that represent each stage of the water cycle. Then, students
responded to the prompts: (a) “This simulation clarified ...”; (b) “I’m still confused about ...”
The third section was entitled, “Feature 4.3 Activity: Simulation 2”. Pam had another
simulation with a description: “Use this link to experiment with parts of the water cycle.” The
simulation asks students to select one of the following: clouds, glacier, plants, animal, soil, lake,
river, ocean, or ground water. For example, when a student selects “ocean”, the simulation first
gives brief information about oceans and then asks a question about oceans such as “True or
false, hard corals are corals with hard skeletons made of limestone?” Once the response is
entered, the program randomly selects another part of the water cycle from the aforementioned
list. After students completed this section, they were asked to respond to: “Something new that I
saw or understood from this simulation is ...” When reflecting on what she called “the
simulation,” Pam said that she liked the fact that it does not always follow the same path, that it
randomly chooses the next part of the water cycle. Pam also mentioned that this “simulation”
brought in additional vocabulary such as aquifers.
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Pam’s Feature 4.4 asked students to respond to the following prompt: “After watching the
video and doing the simulations, I decided to keep/change my claim statement because ...”
When explaining what she considered in preparing the content knowledge for this
feature, Pam explained that she made sure that materials were appropriate for the sixth graders,
as opposed to materials that were more appropriate for high schoolers.
What Did Pam Expect in Terms of Student Learning in This Feature? Pam wanted
to use videos and simulations in this Feature instead of just written text. She explained:
When I am using text in the classroom, because I have students that are reading at a
kinder and first grade level. Then, it has to be completely adapted, more differentiated per
student. I can’t use the same necessarily...if it is going to be something like this, but they
are working on it more independently, the text can’t be just the same text for everyone.
They would have a lot of difficulties.
Additionally, she said that she liked the NSF video because it was a “really good
overview and review, but it was more focused than the introductory videos in Feature one.” She
thought that simulations would be good because they not only had the overview, but “she also
wanted them to have that practice with seeing how things work.” When asked if the video she
found was ideal for her purposes or not, she replied, “Not necessarily the ideal one,” but it was
the best available she could find. Then, she elaborated, “Everything is always in the stage of
being tweaked. I do that a lot after I teach something like, ‘Okay, next time I will do it this
way’.”
Feature Five – Research Council.
The Goal(s) of the Research Council. For Pam, the purpose of Research Council was
twofold. First, she wanted students to be able to create a claim that was supported with what they
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had experienced in the other Features of the 5-DIE lesson plan. She was very much concerned at
the beginning that her ELL students did not have much experience with claims and evidence
because she wanted them to read other students’ comments and be able to respond to those.
Second, she wanted students to be able to translate that verbal discussion into written discussion
in the Research Council.
How Did Pam Plan to Carry Out the Research Council (How Did the Interactions
Take Place? Student Role, Teacher Role)? Pam’s Research Council started with face-to-face
interactions instead of online interactions. She created teams of students, and she had them
practice writing starter prompts within their teams. They also wrote claims and evidence
statements, which they shared with their teams and, eventually, the class. Pam described her role
as facilitator and guider. She asked students questions such as “Do you think you are really
responding to what you are hearing?” to help them carry out the discussion in the way she
wanted rather than “I agree with you, because...”, which students generally use as an easy way
out. Students’ role was to be able to make their claim, support it, and respond to others.
What Did Pam Think That Students Learned Through the Research Council? She
said that some students had ‘aha moments’, which meant that they had moments of
understanding what caused water to cycle through Earth’s systems. She also expressed that
students were able to conduct some back-and-forth discussions and face-to-face discussions that
clarified their understandings about the water cycle.
How Did Pam Assess Student Learning? Pam assessed student learning about two
concepts. The first one was students’ learning about the water cycle itself. The second
assessment was about how the water cycle would fit with what the students had learned in a
previous unit, which was about the atmosphere. She had students do sketches as they learned
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new concepts. Another method she used was called a “cooperative strip paragraph”. Each group
was assigned to one of the concepts and they had to write one or two sentences about it. After
that, all these sentences were put together in a big paragraph. Then they did some editing of the
paragraph as a whole class. After that, students got back to their groups and did final edits on
their paragraphs about the water cycle. When reflecting on the reason why she chose to assess
students in this way, Pam explained that students would not be able to write the paragraph
themselves. She added that students at this level were just starting to learn how to write about
science content, as opposed to narrative writing. Therefore, Pam felt this was a good opportunity
to show students that writing about content was not as difficult as they might think. By doing it
in this way, students saw that they could break things down into smaller parts as they were
writing about science content. This process also helped Pam to detect student misconceptions
and worked as a formative assessment if she needed to clarify concepts with her students.
Pam’s Decisions and Reflections About the 5-DIE in General
Goals and Purposes of Teaching the Topic. Pam had three goals when teaching about
the water cycle in her 5-DIE lesson plan: (a) show how the water cycle continues; (b) show the
forces that help the water cycle continue; and (c) show how the water cycle fits into weather.
When asked why she decided to have these goals, she said that these were standards from the
Next Generation Science Standards.
How Did Pam Think About the Content She Wanted to Teach? When asked how
science content knowledge influenced the way she planned her 5-DIE lesson, Pam explained that
this science content knowledge, the water cycle, included processes and some models. She
wanted students to understand these models and processes by having students see them visually
and by having “an experience with the actual content.”
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How Did Pam Take Students’ Prior Knowledge into Consideration When Planning
Her 5-DIE Lesson? Pam created several activities to help her students learn about the water
cycle. She used these activities to give her students a visual experience with the content. Pam
explained that some concepts would be too abstract for students to understand. Thus, she had
students complete activities to help them develop understandings of concepts because the grade
level she was teaching was mostly composed of students who are in the concrete stage of
developmental thinking.
Pam started her 5-DIE lesson design by planning the first two Features. Then she
continued planning the rest of the Features based on how she designed the first two Features. In
designing Feature three and Feature four, she explained that she tried to find materials that would
clarify students’ misunderstandings and/or expand their understandings of the water cycle.
What Other Factor(s) Influenced Pam as She Planned the 5-DIE Lesson? She didn’t
receive any specific feedback from her mentor. Pam said that she used some resources such as
activity books, online resources, etc., to create her 5-DIE lesson plan.
What Were the Similarities/Differences of Teaching This Topic in the 5-DIE as
Opposed to Her Regular Teaching? Pam said that Features one and three, as well as some
parts of Feature two were similar to how she teaches the water cycle normally. There were,
however, some components of the 5-DIE lesson plan that were different than what she would
normally do in her teaching. In Feature two, the activities and reflection components were
different. In Features four and five, students were asked to compare their explanations to
scientific ones and participate in Research Council. These tasks were different than what Pam
would do normally in her classroom. Her 5-DIE lesson plan was different because it elicited
students’ prior knowledge, requiring the students to record that prior knowledge in writing before
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they engaged in each activity. She also said that the 5-DIE lesson plan incorporated a lot more
writing than she had used previously to teach the water cycle; students had to write everything
they thought and learned in their Research Briefs.
When asked if students learned better or got more interested in the water cycle when they
learned via the 5-DIE lesson plan, Pam responded that students did like Feature one and they
enjoyed being able to do activities and labs. However, she did not feel that her 5-DIE lesson plan
would be as successful if it was completely computer-based because students would not be able
to see, touch, or feel the processes that are part of the water cycle.
What Difficulties Did Pam Encounter as She Taught the 5-DIE Lesson Plan? When
asked about how she benefitted from using the 5-DIE teaching strategy, Pam said that she liked
the scaffolding of it and its structure. The 5-DIE instructional format provided very clear
structure for introducing a topic, and it was really engaging for students.
Pam explained that students benefitted from the 5-DIE teaching strategy because “it gave
them an understanding that science is more than just doing a bunch of experiments.” She said
that the process of doing science requires writing, doing background research, learning what
other scientists say, and being able to express themselves to be successful.
Pam thinks that the 5-DIE instructional format might not be as helpful or it might be
cumbersome to use while teaching a whole unit. She thinks that her students might get bored
and, thus, it would be hard to keep them focused. However, she thinks that the 5-DIE
instructional format might be better for more mature students or students with higher selfregulation.
Pam developed a badging system for her 5-DIE lesson plan. In this badging system, she
had four basic badges with clear written descriptions of what students needed to accomplish to
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earn each badge, along with what they needed to do to get the next level badge. Each badge also
had a certain number of points associated with it. As students achieved higher level badges, they
also acquired higher points. Pam had the badging system printed on a poster that was posted in
the classroom. She also printed a copy for each student and had them put it in their binder so that
they would be able to reach it and look at it whenever they needed. Pam found the badging
system so effective that she incorporated it to her normal classroom teachings. Now, as students
work on any activity, presentation, or something they do in class, they know what they need to
do to earn a certain level of badge.
Analysis of Pam’s Core Conceptions
Pam’s conceptions about the nature of science, about the goals and purposes of middle
school science and about science teaching and learning exhibited consistencies. Her conceptions
about the nature of science leaned toward the objectivist view, but she also held the informed
view that personal beliefs influence the practice of science, which indicated the recognition of
the involvement of subjectivity in science. Although her conceptions about the goals of middle
school science were to give students a good basis in science and to get them exposed to all areas
of science, her goals of teaching science were basically helping them to develop inquiry skills
and practices. The former goals focused mainly on the science content, but the latter goal
targeted the learner and development of their inquiry skills and practices. When I examined her
conceptions about learning science that focus on how students learn science and students’ role in
that respect, she devoted an independent role to learners who are in charge of their own learning,
who are expected to figure out what works for their own learning style, and who make
connections between different science concepts and, thus, are to be able to see the bigger picture
of how things connect together. Her conceptions about teaching science closely correspond to
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her conceptions about learning science. To Pam, when teaching science, her role is to be the
facilitator of student inquiries and to create opportunities to help them think scientifically. In
addition, since she thinks that students have a variety of learning styles, she exposes students to
science in variety of ways to help them create meaning for themselves. As a result, Pam’s
conceptions about science teaching and learning were closely aligned with reform-based and
student-centered practices (Luft & Roehrig, 2007), her goals and purposes of middle school
science were science content-focused, her goals of teaching science were learner-focused, and
her conceptions about the nature of science were leaning towards an objectivist view, but also
acknowledged the involvement of subjectivity on the NOS.
How Did Pam’s Core Conceptions Influence Her 5-DIE Lesson Design?
Pam’s 5-DIE lesson design reflected the nature of inquiry intended in the 5-DIE
instructional methodology. Her 5-DIE lesson plan design allowed students to construct their own
understanding about the content as they progressed through each Feature. In Feature one, after
the big question, Pam created sentence prompts to elicit students’ prior conceptions and have
them reflect on what they think they need to complete the lesson. In Feature two, she created five
separate mini-labs that reflected inquiry—not only to introduce the vocabulary words, but also to
have students visualize the concepts they were learning about. Pam created opportunities for
students to collect observational and numerical data in these mini-labs and had them record those
observational and numerical data in their Research Briefs. In Feature three, she began with a
review of water cycle vocabulary words. Then, in Feature 3.2, she created four sentence prompts
to have students indicate their own evidence that completed these sentences. Finally, she had
them create an explanation about what causes the water to cycle through Earth’s systems.
However, she did not create Feature 3.4 in a format that required claim, evidence, and reasoning.
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She rather preferred to design it in a way that students responded to a sentence, “I claim that ...
causes water to cycle through Earth’s systems.” In Feature four, Pam used grade-levelappropriate science content and also added simulations, asking students to interact with them and
to compare them to their own explanations. In Feature five, Pam created an environment in
which students responded to each other’s claim statements.
Pam’s conceptions about the goals and purposes of middle school science (GPMSS) and
goals of teaching science (GTS) were evident in her 5-DIE lesson plan. Her goals and purposes
of middle school science focused on giving students a good basis in science by exposing them to
all areas of science. The primary focus of this goal was on science content (amassing
information), per se, but not on the learners. However, her goals of teaching science focused on
developing students’ inquiry skills and primarily on development of problem-solving skills, a
learner-focused goal. She explained one of her 5-DIE lesson goals as twofold: “show how the
water cycle continues and why it continues, what forces that help it to continue — that’s our
standard — as well as how it fits into weather.” Therefore, these conceptual understanding goals
are closely related to her GPMSS. In addition, she expressed the goal of the Research Council as
having students come up with claims supported with what they experienced in the 5-DIE lesson
plan, which was consistent with her GTS goal of developing students’ inquiry skills.
Pam’s conceptions about science teaching and learning indicated that she positioned
students as individuals responsible of figuring out what works for their own learning styles and
her role as the exposer of the content in variety of formats and helper of development of critical
problem-solving skills. To Pam, students had different learning styles, and she designed her
instructions to accommodate these different learning styles by creating visuals, drawings, handson activities and experiments that create exposure to the content in variety of formats. She also
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thought that students need to “see science” to be able to make sense out of it. The influence of
these conceptions on her 5-DIE lesson plan was evident because she planned to incorporate the
GLAD strategy in which students created and added a sketch of a concept as they learned, and
mini-labs in which students “saw” each stage of the water cycle and collected and analyzed
observational and numerical data throughout the process. Another science teaching and learning
conception she revealed was that she expects students to be able relate scientific concepts to
another by the end of her instruction. Similarly, she expected students to learn how the water
cycle would fit with what students had learned in a previous unit, the atmosphere, by the end of
her 5-DIE lesson plan.
Pam’s 5-DIE lesson plan design not only exhibited an inquiry format, but also included
design elements that accommodated ELL students’ writing and learning difficulties and tackled
their misconceptions about the content. Pam planned to integrate the GLAD strategy in Feature
two, which helped ELL students learn not only science content, but science vocabulary. As
students were investigating a phase of the water cycle, they sketched its picture and continued
adding more to that picture as they moved on to another phase of the water cycle through
experimentation. In Feature five, Pam wanted students to write cooperative strip paragraphs by
working collaboratively to create sentences that explain one of the phases of the water cycle. She
explained her goal as not only to detect students’ misconceptions and to clarify them when
needed, but also to help them write about science content, a skill that they were just starting to
learn about. Another conception she revealed was that she believed her students were in the
concrete stage of development and having students learn only on an online platform, as in the
case of 5-DIE, would not be successful, because she believed that concepts would be too abstract
for students and that the students needed to see, touch and feel things to actually learn about
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them. Therefore, she included five mini-labs to attend to these limitations of the 5-DIE
instructional method.
Pam’s Perceptions About the Advantages and Disadvantages of the 5-DIE Format
Pam acknowledged some benefits and hindrances of the 5-DIE instructional method for
teaching science. For example, she thought the way 5-DIE scaffolds student learning and
accesses students’ prior knowledge before they do an activity was useful. In addition, she
thought that the 5-DIE instructional method engaged students very well and gave students the
understanding that science is more than just doing a bunch of experiments. Pam thought that the
5-DIE instructional methodology helped students understand that the process of doing science
requires writing, involves doing background research, entails learning what other scientists say,
and necessitates being able to express their thoughts to others. However, she also expressed that
the 5-DIE instructional methodology is not for her students; if she had taught a whole unit using
the 5-DIE instructional method, her students would have been bored and it would have been hard
to keep them focused; it might be better for more mature students or students with higher selfregulation rather than for her ELL students.
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Chapter 7: Karen’s Case
Karen’s Brief Background
Karen (pseudonym) had spent some years in a geology major, but she switched out of it.
She has a bachelor’s degree in liberal arts, a master’s degree in elementary education and a
certificate for gifted and talented education. She was a lab technician in a geotechnical firm for
three years before she started her teaching career. She was in her 12th year of teaching at the time
of the study. She taught one year each for first grade, third grade, and fifth grade at different
schools. Also, she taught social studies for eighth grade for a year and had been teaching fourth
through eighth grade gifted and talented for six years at the same school.
Karen was teaching in a small rural community middle school of just over 400 students.
Most of the students, around 65%, were White. Thirty percent of the students were Hispanic, and
the rest were reported as Native American and Pacific Islander. When asked about what made
her to decide to be a science teacher, she explained that she is not only a science teacher. She
teaches whatever her students want to learn about, which have been mostly about engineering
such as bridge building, forensic science, trebuchets, etc. Karen had not had much of
professional development experiences in the field of education. However, she mentioned that she
took some classes on Earth Science and several STEM classes offered in her area.
Karen’s Core Conceptions
Conceptions About the Nature of Science
Karen’s conceptions about the nature of science were analyzed with the same method
described in detail in Linda’s case. Her item scores on positions about the nature of science are
given at the Table 10.
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Table 10
Karen’s Views on Nature of Science Issues
Nature of Science Issues

Position

Scorea, b

Tentativeness

Revolutionary
Cumulative
Evolutionary
Theory laden
Theory independentc
The universal scientific methodc
Diverse methods
Epistemology
Discovered – theory / law
Invented – theory / law
Discovered or invented – theory / law
Comparison
Laws are being more certainc
Different types of ideas
Yes
Noc
Empirical evidence
Paradigm
Parsimony
Authority
Intuition
Subjectivity
Parsimony
Authority
Paradigm
Personal factors
Sociocultural influence
Imagination
Methodology
Objectivity
No influence of socioculturec
Use no imagination
Based on experimental facts
No influence of personal beliefsc
Methodology

4.0
4.0
4.0
3.3 (3)
2.0 (2)
2.0 (3)
3.7 (3)

Nature of observations
Scientific methods
Theories and laws

Use of imagination
Validation of scientific knowledge

Subjectivity and objectivity

2.0 (2) / 2.0 (2)
2.7 (3) / 2.0 (2)
4.0 / 4.0
4.0 (2)
3.0 (2)
3.0 (2)
2.0 (3)
2.5 (2)
2.0 (2)
2.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.5 (4)
3.8 (5)
2.5 (4)
3.0 (2)
5.0
2.7 (3)
2.0 (2)
2.2 (3)
2.7 (3)
2.7 (3)

Note. a Scores represent a scale from 1 to 5. Score of ‘1’ is strongly disagree and a score of ‘5’ is strongly agree. A score of ‘3’ represents
‘uncertain’ or ‘no comment’.
b
Numbers in parentheses report the total number of indicator items used for that specific theoretical stance. All scores are obtained through
calculating the average of total number of item responses.
c
Scores higher than “3” indicates naïve conception.
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Tentativeness. This NOS issue focuses on the tentative, changing nature of science.
Karen’s responses to the three items on the tentativeness issue on the VOSE survey indicated
that she agreed with the existence of the revolutionary, cumulative and revolutionary phases of
change that scientific knowledge can undergo (Table 10). Having agreed with at least one of the
phases indicated that Karen had an informed view on tentativeness issue of the nature of science.
Nature of Observations. This nature of science issue is about whether or not scientists’
preconceptions, their theoretical presuppositions and their anticipations about an outcome of a
scientific experiment influence their observations. When Karen’s two item scores (Table 10) on
the naïve conception (theory independent) were reversed and added to her three item scores on
the informed conception (theory dependent), I calculated the grand average as 3.6, which
indicated that Karen had an informed view on this NOS issue, that scientists’ anticipations and
preconceptions influence their observations and that the current theoretical construct or
explanatory framework affects the nature of observations.
Scientific Methods. This NOS issue focuses on whether scientists use a universal
scientific method, or they employ a wide range of (diverse) scientific methods. When Karen’s
three item scores (Table 10) on the naïve conception (the universal scientific method) were
reversed and added to the three item scores on the informed conception (diverse methods), I
calculated the grand average as 3.8. This grand score indicated that she held the informed view
that scientists apply diverse scientific methods while carrying out scientific investigations.
Theories and Laws. This NOS issue is related to the nature and the status of theories and
laws in science. Karen’s responses (Table 10) on the nature of scientific theories in science
indicated that she disagreed with the view that scientific theories are discovered (the average of
the two item scores was 2.0) and that she also disagreed with the view that scientific theories are
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invented (the average of the three item scores was 2.7). However, she agreed with the item
stating that some scientific theories are discovered, and some are invented (the item score was
4.0). Therefore, she held the view on the nature of scientific theories that they cannot only be
discovered or only be invented, but some of them are discovered and some are invented.
Her responses to the items focused on the nature of scientific laws indicated that she
disagreed with the view that scientific laws are discovered (the average of the two item scores
was 2.0) and that she also disagreed that scientific laws are invented (the average of the two item
scores was 2.0). However, she agreed with the item stating that some scientific laws are
discovered, and some are invented (the item score was 4.0).
On the comparison of the status of scientific theories and scientific laws, Karen’s item
score on ‘laws are more certain’ was 4.0 (the average of the two item scores). Also, she was not
certain if scientific theories and scientific laws are two different types of ideas (the average of the
two items’ scores is 3.0). Karen exhibited the view that scientific laws are more certain type of
knowledge than scientific theories, which is the naïve conception on the status of scientific
theories and laws.
Use of Imagination. This NOS issue focuses on the fact that scientists use imagination,
along with logic and prior knowledge, as they engage in scientific practices. When Karen’s three
item scores (Table 10) on the naïve conception (no imagination) were reversed and added to her
two item scores on the informed conception (imagination), I calculated the grand average as 3.8.
This grand score indicated that she held the informed view that scientists use imagination in
scientific practices.
Validation of Scientific Knowledge. This NOS issue focuses on the factors that can
influence the scientific community as they evaluate the merit of a scientific theory. Karen’s
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response to items on this NOS issue indicated that she was uncertain or did not think that any of
the factors presented in the survey influence scientists’ determination of the merit of a theory
(Table 10). For example, Karen disagreed that empirical evidence has an influence on validation
of scientific knowledge (the average of the two item scores was 2.5), that scientists are affected
by the theory they are more familiar with: paradigm (the average of the two item scores was 2.0),
and that they have a preference for simpler theories over complex ones: parsimony (her item
score was 2.0). In addition, Karen’s responses indicated that she was uncertain about the
influence of the theory proposer’s reputation: authority (her item score was 3.0), and scientists’
intuition (snap judgement) on scientists’ evaluation of the merit of a scientific theory (her item
score was 3.0). Therefore, Karen exhibited a naïve conception on this NOS issue because she did
not acknowledge any of the factors used by VOSE survey as influencing scientists when
evaluating the merit of a scientific theory.
Subjectivity and Objectivity. Scientists employ certain processes such as peer-review
and data triangulation to improve objectivity. However, several factors such as personal beliefs,
judgement, creativity, opportunity, and psychology all play a role in scientific activities. Two
positions, that there are no sociocultural influence or influence of personal beliefs on science,
were considered the naïve conceptions on this NOS issue.
Karen exhibited the view that science is a subjective endeavor, because (a) science is not
based on experimental facts (the average of the three reversed item scores was 4.0); (b) scientists
use diverse scientific methods (the grand average of the three reversed and the one item scores
was 3.5); (c) scientists use imagination as they engage in scientific activities (the grand average
of the two reversed and the two item scores was 3.5); and (d) scientists’ personal beliefs
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influence scientific investigations (the grand average of the three reversed and the five item
scores was 3.6, informed conception).
Karen exhibited the views that objectivity is involved in science because (a) scientists are
not influenced by sociocultural values in which they are embedded (the grand average of the four
reversed and the three item scores was 3.1, naïve conception); (b) scientists do not have a
tendency to accept the simpler theories and avoid complex ones: parsimony (the reversed item
score was 4.0); and (c) scientists are not influenced by the theory they are more familiar with:
paradigm (the average the four reversed item scores was 3.5). In addition, she was uncertain if
the theory proposer’s reputation influences scientific activities: authority (her item score was
3.0).
When her scores on the objectivity and subjectivity of NOS were evaluated holistically,
Karen’s average score of all items that focused on the subjectivity of the NOS was 3.1 (the
average of 14 items) and her average score of all items that focused on the objectivity of the
NOS was 2.4 (the average of 18 items). Therefore, she conceived science as a subjective
endeavor. In addition, she held one of the two informed conceptions on this NOS issue: personal
beliefs influence the science one does.
Summary of Karen’s NOS Conceptions. Karen displayed the following conceptions:
1. Science is tentative and could undergo all three phases of knowledge development:
revolutionary, cumulative, and evolutionary (informed view).
2. Observations are influenced by the observer’s anticipations and preconceptions;
observations are theory laden (informed view).
3. Scientists do not use a universal scientific method; diverse methods are employed
(informed view).
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4. Some scientific theories are discovered, and some are invented. Some scientific laws are
discovered, and some are invented. Scientific laws are more certain type of knowledge
than scientific theories (naïve conception).
5. Scientists use imagination as they carry out scientific investigations (informed view).
6. Scientific communities do not evaluate the merit of a scientific theory based on any
criteria indicated in the VOSE survey. Empirical evidence, paradigm or parsimony do not
influence scientists in this respect (naïve conception).
7. Science is more of a subjective endeavor; it’s not based on experimental facts. Diverse
methods and imagination are used and personal beliefs influence scientific practices
(informed view). These factors contribute to the subjectivity of the nature of science.
However, sociocultural values (naïve conception), parsimony, or paradigm do not
influence scientific investigations; and these are the reasons why science is an objective
endeavor.
Conceptions About the Goals and Purposes of Middle School Science & the Goals of
Teaching Science
Karen’s GPMSS were to get students excited about the things they need for high school.
She explained that every grade builds on itself and the goal of middle school science is about
having them get excited about the things they learn in the process. Her GTS were to get students
engaged and excited about whatever they choose to do. Since they chose what they want to learn
about, the goals of teaching science were about motivating students and creating an excitement
toward whatever they are learning.
When elaborating on her GPMSS, Karen explained that the goal was to prepare students,
content-wise, for a higher level of schooling. In a spiraling up curriculum, every grade builds on
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itself. She also said that the Next Generation Science Standards has a similar spiraling up
mentality. Therefore, for Karen, the GPMSS was to get students excited when learning things
that will prepare them for higher grade levels.
Karen’s GTS was to get students focused on whatever they were interested in learning
about. In her classroom, students choose learning topics. Karen is there to engage them and “get
kids excited so they will want to learn” about those topics. She explained:
It’s kind of because they [students] get to choose the units, it may...my goal is for them to
be engaged in whatever they are doing. That would be I mean...they have chosen
something that they want even if it’s not centered on their interest, maybe it was not their
choice this round that they still give it their chance and give it a try and see how it goes.
Conceptions About Science Teaching and Learning
Science Learning. Being the teacher of gifted and talented (GT) students, Karen said that
she structures almost all of her classroom teaching around project-based learning. In her
classroom, students choose the topic they are interested in learning about and decide how they
want to carry out such projects. She explained:
My kids choose. It could be science one day. I am currently doing Japanese warlords at
the moment with my middle schoolers. Like I said, my elementary students went from
chemistry to probability in math to ... and next one is on mouse trap cards. I am really
kind of odd because I don’t do things the way everybody else does things.
Karen positions students at the center of their science learning; students decide whatever
they are interested in learning about. However, she makes sure that, depending on whatever
students are doing, she covers basic reading, math, or science standards. In her classroom,
students are in charge of and need to take control of their own learning. Students have a
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computer lab to research and gather information on whatever they are investigating. After that,
they apply whatever they learn to the tasks they are assigned. It is a back-and-forth process, and
students are the ones actively engaged in carrying out such investigations.
Karen’s conceptions about how students learn science were highly related to the
“independent” role she assigned to them. At the beginning of a unit, Karen explained that
students first needed to be engaged or excited about the topic. After engaging students in a given
topic, Karen provides initial support to help the students figure out the path they take to learn
about that topic. To Karen, learning science is about “reusing what they already have, their prior
knowledge, and applying it in a different way.” Additionally, she explained that students learn
science best when they are “doing” activities. She said, “It is about doing, participating, feeling,
touching,” because “it makes it real; it makes it something that they can tangibly put to use or
figure out where it goes in their life.”
Science Teaching. Karen identified her role as exciting students about whatever they are
learning so that they want to learn. Since students choose the things that they want to learn about,
Karen makes sure that they are excited about it. When asked about her role as the teacher, she
explained, “In the beginning, it is imparting knowledge that you [Karen] might have that they
[students] don’t have, but in the end, it is facilitating them figuring what they want to learn.”
Karen iterated on several instances that her role was to support and guide students through the
learning process.
Karen explained that she was also a learner in the classroom, and students were aware of
this, “I don’t know everything and we find a lot of stuff out together at the same time and I show
them it’s OK to make mistakes.” She said that she was open to trying new ideas in her projectbased lessons.
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Karen does not teach science in the strict form of science. She decides what to do and
how to do the activities together with her students, and students learn the content as they undergo
the process of carrying out those activities. She explained:
We did a unit on architecture. They helped me write learning goals. We determine what
our vocabulary is going to be. What are the steps we are going to do? What method we
are going to follow. And then they built the city to scale and it fit the criteria of what they
wanted. So, in my mind, did they complete the lesson? Yes. Did they learn something?
Yes.
She doesn’t follow a specific curriculum. Whenever a project is finished, she moves on to
another topic that students choose. However, she identifies the standards of reading, math and
science that are related with what the students are doing and makes sure that they are covered.
Not having a curriculum or following one created the issue of finding proper assessments of
student learning. Karen reported it as one of her weaknesses.
When describing how she maximizes student learning, she said that she does by creating
a socially active environment as students carry out such activities:
I do a lot of social interaction. I happen to have a room that is set up with tables. So, I
maximize their learning by giving that opportunity to talk, discuss, be a part of group.
Some of them are whole group, whole class, some are small groups at their tables,
sometime it’s individuals, sometimes it’s partners...but it is middle school, they want to
talk. So, whenever I can give that opportunity to talk on the topic of which we are
supposed to talk about, I get the best out of it. Also, if they are doing something and
being able to talk ... then I got some more [learning] too.
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When asked about how she knows that students understand a topic, Karen said that they
should be able to explain whatever they were working on and whatever they did at the end of a
project. She evaluates student learning through the work they are asked to produce. Her
evaluation is mostly based on the discussions with the students, either one-on-one or as whole
class. She said, “A lot of it is conversation. Asking them questions and see what their responses
are, what they are thinking, why they are thinking the way they are thinking. And going from
there.”
Summary of Karen’s Core Conceptions
A summary of Karen’s conceptions about the nature of science, about the goals and
purposes of middle school science and the goals of teaching science, and about learning science
and teaching science is displayed in Table 11.
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Table 11
Summary of Karen’s Core Conceptions

Conceptions about
the nature of science

Conceptions about
the GPMSS & GTS

• Scientific knowledge
is tentative.

GPMMS:
• Get students excited
about the things that
they need for higher
levels of schooling.

• Observations are
theory laden.
• Scientists use diverse
scientific methods.
• Scientific laws are
more certain type of
knowledge than
scientific theories.
• Imagination is
involved in science.

Conceptions about
science learning
• GT students are in
charge of and need to
take control of their
own learning.

GTS:
• Get them engaged and
excited about whatever
they are learning.

• GT students choose to
learn whatever they are
interested in.
• GT students learn
science best by doing,
touching, feeling and
as a result, they can put
to use or figure out
where it goes in their
life.

Conceptions about
science teaching
• Her role, in the
beginning, is imparting
knowledge students
don’t have and
facilitating them to
figure out what they
want to learn.
• Structures almost all of
classroom teachings
through project-based
activities.
• Supports, guides, but
also a learner in the
classroom.
• Maximizes student
learning through
creating many
opportunities for social
interactions.

• Scientific community
do not use any of the
criteria in the VOSE
survey to evaluate the
merit of a scientific
theories.

• Evaluates student
learning through
asking, talking and also
by what they produce
at the end.

• Subjectivity is
involved in the NOS.

Karen’s Decisions and Reflections About the 5-DIE Lesson
Although teachers were introduced to the website SoftChalk and were expected to create
their 5-DIE lesson plans on it, some teachers decided to use other formats (e.g., PowerPoint,
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Word) that they thought would be better fits for their classrooms. Karen designed her 5-DIE
lesson plan in a PowerPoint document. She also used PowerPoint to create Research Briefs. She
inserted questions and sentence prompts into the slides of the PowerPoint and students were
expected to complete them as they progressed through the 5-DIE lesson. However, Karen never
implemented this 5-DIE lesson in her classroom. She commented on it in the interview and
explained that she did not want to implement this 5-DIE lesson plan and also said, “I am not still
sure that I can actually get on most of these things [referring to the 5-DIE lesson design].”
Feature One: Big Question
Description of Karen’s Feature One and Her Reflections on It. In Feature one, Karen
began with two questions (Figure 26).

Figure 26
The Entire Design of Karen’s Feature One
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The first one is, “G.I.1 Big Question: How do engineers determine what is the best way
to build a bridge?” Students were expected to respond to a thought starter prompt: “I think
engineers use ... to build a bridge because ...” The second question was “G.I.2 My Thoughts:
How do engineers determine what is the best way to build a bridge? What are you wondering?”
This was followed by a reflective starter prompt: “This big question makes me wonder about ...
because ...” Karen intended to engage student thinking about what engineers consider before they
build a bridge in this Feature.
Reason(s) Why Karen Asked the Big Question in the Way She Did. Karen explained
that she worded the Big Question (BQ) in this way because she wanted students to think about
the job of an engineer and the things engineers consider while designing a bridge. She said,
“They (engineers) don’t just slap stuff together, there are a lot of parts to building a bridge.”
Karen thought that her BQ was open enough, yet focused. She spent a lot of time thinking before
wording the BQ in this way, but she thought that this BQ would be a good reference for students
throughout the 5-DIE lesson.
Feature Two: Explore the Evidence
Description of Karen’s Feature Two and Her Reflections on It. Karen’s Feature two
started with “G.II.1 - Simulation 1 - NOVA website.” (Figure 44) (See Appendix G). This
website included four photos of different places with brief information about those places
(Hudec, 1997). It started with, “Here are the four sites that need bridges” and asked students to
survey each of them and told them to determine how each site differs from the others.
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The next page of the website provided an explanation about what students were going to
do next:
Now that you’ve looked at the sites, you’ll want to review four basic types of bridges so
that you make the right choice for the site. Below, learn more about arch, beam,
suspension, and cable-stayed bridges. Watch for “Try It” buttons. These will show you
how to do simple things at home or school that show you the forces at work.
After that, the webpage gave information about different types of bridges: arch bridges,
beam bridges, suspension bridges, and cable-stayed bridges. For each bridge type, the page
provided information about how they are constructed, what bridge type is best for different
locations, and several real-life bridge examples. A simple activity for each bridge type was also
given under the link, “Try It” so that students could create and test bridges on their own with
simple tools such as books, pencils, and erasers. At this point, students surveyed the different
sites that needed bridges and reviewed basic information about the different types of bridge.
The following page of the website is the activity called “Build a bridge.” This activity
asked students to drag and drop the correct bridge type for the different locations shown as
pictures. If wrongly placed, the website provided feedback about why the place was wrong. In
her 5-DIE lesson plan, Karen asked, “What shapes did the four types of bridges have in
common?” and students were expected to fill in, “According to the reading and simulation the
best shapes are ...” Although the website and activities did not explicitly provide information
about the shapes that are best for bridges, Karen expected students to come up with their own
answers about the sort of shapes that are best for building bridges through the reading and the
activities.
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Karen’s Feature two continued with another activity, “G.II.2 – Simulation 2 – PBS”
(Figure 44) (See Appendix G). She asked students to go to the Shapes Lab in this activity. In this
lab, there were three basic shapes that were used to build structures: rectangles, arches, and
triangles. The purpose of this Adobe Flash simulation was to show how the shape of a structure
affects its strength. Students were asked to choose one of the shapes. Then, once they clicked the
“push” button, a force was exerted on the shape that they chose. Students could watch the effects
of this force on different shapes with various arrows that demonstrated how the forces were
balanced throughout the three different shapes. The simulation also provided a written
description about the weakest part of the shape and why it was the weakest. After trying all three
different shapes, students were informed when they tried the triangle that they were “the most
stable and rigid shapes used in construction today.” This conclusion was given to students rather
than having them come up with it on their own or deduct it from their own observations.
After the Shapes lab, Karen asked, “What shape is the strongest on its own?”, and
students filled in the prompt, “According to the Shapes Lab the strongest shape is ... because ...”
Then, Karen asked students to do the Forces lab on the same website. This lab was also an
Adobe Flash simulation. It asked students to choose different forces to exert on a rectangular
cube at the center: compression, tension, bending, shear, and torsion. For example, when
students selected compression and increased the compression force on the cube by dragging the
slider at the top section, they observed the effect of a compression force on this object. The Flash
simulation lab also provided a written description of what the compression force was, what it did
to the object as a result of their actions, and a real-life example of such forces. After the Forces
lab, Karen asked, “Which forces do you think are most active on a bridge?” Students were given
the prompt, “According to the Forces Lab the forces used most often are ... as evidenced by ...”
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The Forces lab was not specific to bridges. However, Karen wanted students to be able to relate
this experience to bridges and be able identify the forces that are most active on a bridge.
In the following section of Feature two, “G.II.3 – Making Comparisons” (Figure 44) (See
Appendix G), Karen asked students to compare the PBS and the NOVA sites with the following
prompts: (a) “One comparison I noticed about the PBS site and the NOVA site is ...”; (b)
“Another comparison I noticed is ...”; (c) “A difference I noticed is ...”
The following task in Karen’s Feature two was the data collection task from the NOVA
site and its activity. Karen wanted students to keep a record in their Research Brief about the
types of bridges that they tried and the results they received (successes or failures). In addition,
she wrote in her 5-DIE lesson plan to add the screenshots of the completed bridge activity as
another type of evidence for the success or failure of their bridges. For the evaluation of data,
Karen asked students to look at the data that they collected on the types and the locations of
bridges and explain which bridge type was the most successful at each location. Students filled in
prompts such as “The best bridge at the ocean site was ... because ...” etc. The evaluation of data
continued with student explanations about the most successful bridge they built in the simulation
and why they believed that it was a success or failure. Then, Karen asked a question, “Why do
you think it is just as important for engineers to look at failures as well as successes?” with a
prompt, “It is important for engineers to look at failures and successes because ...” Karen started
to relate what they were learning to the Big Question in this part by asking, “With the Big
Question in mind, How do engineers determine what is the best way to build a bridge? What are
you thinking about after completing the investigations?”
What Did Karen Expect in Terms of Student Learning in This Feature? When
talking about the comparing activity, “G.II.3 – Making Comparisons,” Karen said that she had
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students compare sites because “comparing and contrasting is a skill they needed to use.” Karen
also said that she had students collect “multiple kinds of evidence,” such as choosing the right
type of bridge for certain locations and taking screenshots as evidence for a bridge type suitable
for that location.
When Karen was reflecting on why she chose this specific format for Feature two, she
said, “I usually do this as hands-on, but because everything was supposed to be on the computer,
I traded it to the simulation sites.” She said that she wanted students to “experience it [science]”.
However, she was not sure if watching videos or pictures would provide that experience. For that
reason, she decided to use simulations, and said, “At least I know they are engaged in doing
something ... So, I wanted them to fail. I wanted them to succeed. And the only way to do that is
to actually do something.”
Feature Three: Creating Explanations
Description of Karen’s Feature Three and Her Reflections on It. Karen’s Feature
three started with a question (Figure 27), “G.III.1 – Why are specific shapes used in bridge
construction?” Then she wrote, “Each of the bridges shows specific shapes within their
construction. Explain what shapes are used most often and why?” Students were expected to
respond to the following prompts: (a) “Evidence: As evidenced by ...”; (b) “Claim (Mathematical
Model): the ... shapes are used most often in bridge building”; (c) “Rationale: My evidence
supports my claim because ...”
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Figure 27
The Entire Design of Karen’s Feature Three
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While reflecting on “G.III.1 – Why are specific shapes used in bridge construction”,
Karen explained that she was reinforcing “the concept of what shapes are best to use in
construction” again. She wanted students to think about a specific bridge, such as a beam bridge,
and then think about what shapes were used in that construction and the reasons why such shapes
were used.
Karen’s next section was “G.III.2 – My Engineering Model” (Figure 27) and she asked,
“Why are specific bridges used at certain sites?” Then she wrote, “The simulations from both
PBS and NOVA had you try different bridges at different locations with different variables. For
both simulations only one type of bridge would be the best choice. Explain why each bridge is
best suited for each location.” Students were expected to respond to, “As evidenced by ... the ...
bridge is best used at ... location because ...” Karen explained that this section was about having
students look at what the types of bridges were best for certain locations.
The next section was “G.III.3 – My Engineering Model” (Figure 27), which started with
the following question: “Based upon your experiences in the investigations, how do you think
your understanding of shapes and bridges can be used to explain why engineers use certain
bridges at specific locations?” Students were expected to respond to, “As evidenced by ...
engineers use ... shapes and ... bridges are used to ... because ...” Karen said that this section was
about combining shapes and bridges.
The final section of Feature three was “G.III.4 – My Thoughts” (Figure 27). Karen wrote,
“In these investigations you collected data about shapes and types of bridges used by engineers,
thought about how they are selected for specific locations, and used this knowledge to create a
bridge for a selected site. What questions do you still have about how engineers choose bridges
for specific sites?” Students responded to the following prompt: “I understand how... is chosen,
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but I need to know more about ...” Karen explained that this section was about having students
reflect on the things that they want to learn more about.
What Sort of Argument(s) Did Karen Think That Students Could Generate? When
reflecting on why she designed Feature three in this way, Karen explained that she wanted
students to “understand that one bridge doesn’t satisfy all requirements for engineers.” She
added, “You can’t build a beam bridge across a wide location. It is understanding not only the
shapes. There are specific bridges suited for the best sites.” Therefore, she had students consider
the shapes of bridges with section G.III.1 first, and then the types of bridges that were best for
certain locations with section G.III.2. Finally, she had the students combine their explanations
from these two sections in section G.III.3 to explain why engineers use certain bridges at specific
locations.
Feature Four: Compare Scientific Explanations to Scientific Knowledge
The Format and the Order in Which Karen Presented the Scientific Knowledge.
Karen had two videos in Feature four (Figure 28). The first video was entitled, “G.IV.1 – Brief
Introduction to Bridges,” and it provided a brief history of how bridges came into existence and
the shapes that resist forces best such as arch, triangle, etc. Karen’s second video was entitled as
“G.IV.2 – Bridge Types and Forces.” It provided information about tension and compression
forces, what materials resisted tension and compression forces the best, and the bridge types such
as beam, arch, and suspension bridges, with examples. The next section was “G.IV.3 –
Reevaluating my Understandings” (Figure 28).
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Figure 28
The Entire Design of Karen’s Feature Four
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Karen wrote, “Now that you have reviewed the experts’ information in this Feature 4,
how does this information compare to your explanations from Feature 3?” Students were
expected to respond with mathematical and engineering explanations: (a) “My Mathematical
Explanation is (similar/different) when compared to the information above in that ... because ...”;
(b) “My Engineering Explanation is (similar/different) when compared to the information above
in that ... because ...” The last section of Feature four was “G.IV.4 – My Thoughts” (Figure 28).
Karen wrote, “How do you think the accuracy of engineering and mathematical knowledge
changes through time?” and students responded to the prompt, “Based upon ... I think ... because
...”
Karen explained that she considered students’ grade level and abilities when preparing
this section. She said that she used videos instead of written articles because she thinks that
“written articles at this level are way above their heads.” Additionally, she clarified, “I
considered their ability level because this is seventh and eighth grade, but they are gifted and
talented kids. But I don’t think they can read necessarily a college-level or engineering written
report on these things. So, I had to make sure it was going to be something that they could follow
along and get information. There are advantages of videos in that they can stop and take notes as
they are going through.”
What Did Karen Expect in Terms of Student Learning in This Feature? Karen said
that she wanted students to not only gain some expert knowledge, but also confirm their thinking
or restructure their thinking based upon what they saw on the videos.
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Feature Five – Research Council
The Goal(s) of the Research Council. Despite the fact that Karen did not teach this 5DIE lesson in her classroom, she expressed her goal for Research Council in the interview: she
wanted students to make a claim and back it up with some evidence.
How Would the Interactions Have Taken Place? Although Karen did not implement
her 5-DIE lesson plan, she incorporated a Research Council in her 5-DIE lesson plan. Karen had
two sections for the Research Council. The first section started with “G.V.1 – Synthesis”. She
asked, “How do engineers determine what is the best way to build a bridge?” which was her Big
Question. Students were expected to respond to, “I think engineers use ... to build a bridge
because ...” Karen’s second section was, “G.V.2 – Reflection” and she asked, “Look back at
what you originally wrote to address the big question – How do engineers determine what is the
best way to build a bridge? and compare it to what you currently understand. How have your
ideas changed?” She had students respond to the following prompts: (a) “My original ideas have
changed in that ...”; (b) “My ideas are similar to others because (be specific) ...”; (c) “My ideas
are different because (be specific) ...”
Karen basically wanted students to compare what they had said initially to what they
learned by the end of the 5-DIE lesson for the Research Council. She said, “If I were true to the
5-DIE, I would want them to do it online and do it in google site and have them communicate
each other.” Her role would be just listening these conversations and check to see what they
gained out of it and students’ role would be sharing and justifying their thinking to each other in
appropriate way.
What Did Karen Think About What Students Should Learn Through the Research
Council? Karen said:
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In our world, it (Research Council) would take place at the tables because this wouldn’t
happen on computers. So, they would come to table with their...this is written out...they
would share their information and discuss with each other what they came up with.
Therefore, the interaction that takes place at the Research Council in a typical 5-DIE
format is different than what would Karen do during her normal classroom teaching. In addition,
Karen explained her discontent with her 5-DIE instructional methodology. She thinks that the
way it was set up forces students all come to a same conclusion. However, she wants students to
come into the Research Council with different ideas. She said, “It is not obviously on your first
5-DIE, but maybe if I was really good at doing these, a few down the road where they could have
multiple ideas and then have something to discuss about.”
How Did Karen Assess Student Learning? Although Karen wanted students to learn
two things (mathematical and engineering explanations) and then apply them to build a bridge,
she didn’t plan to assess students’ learning after the students were done with 5-DIE lesson.
Karen’s Decisions and Reflections About the 5-DIE in General
Goals and Purposes of Teaching the Topic. Karen created her 5-DIE lesson plan to get
students interested in learning about building a bridge. She wanted students to learn about the
topic and get a good foundation of ideas so that they would “apply these basic skills later on to a
hands-on” building a bridge activity. She explained, “The goal would be to get them interested
so that when we go to the next part which is the hands-on part and building of things, if they
have a really good foundation of ideas they could use.”
How Did Karen Think About the Content She Wanted to Teach? When asked about
how she planned her 5-DIE lesson plan, she said that she took the available information on the
internet and tried to match to it to her 5-DIE lesson plan, because she did not have access to
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information that explained how to design a 5-DIE lesson. When talking about what sort of things
she had in her 5-DIE lesson plan, she said:
It had a lot of background, had games that they could play, and had things that they could
watch, but it didn’t...and they could build, I believe one of them is a pretend bridge. So,
when they go to actually creating a blueprint and designing their own bridge so that they
would have enough...they would be applying these basic skills that they have learned.
How Did Karen Take Students’ Prior Knowledge into Consideration When
Planning Her 5-DIE Lesson? Karen explained that when designing, she carefully reflected on
what students would get out of each simulation, each video, or each lesson. By looking at the
lesson from the student point of view, she made sure that the questions she asked were matching
what she wanted students to learn from the lesson.
What Other Factor(s) Influenced Karen as She Planned the 5-DIE Lesson? Karen
didn’t receive any feedback from her mentor. Her rural school also didn’t have access to the
SoftChalk program, in which the teachers were supposed to create their 5-DIE lesson plans. She
said that it was a frustrating experience to not have access to the program that was intended for
rural schools. Ultimately, she decided to create her 5-DIE lesson in a PowerPoint document.
What Were the Similarities/Differences of Teaching This Topic in the 5-DIE as
Opposed to Her Regular Teaching? When asked about how she normally taught the same
topic, Karen explained:
I typically have some sort of hands-on first. Then, we would have gone to the questions
that I had in mind. Then, we would do a little research and discovery about things and
apply that to again to another hands-on activity and kind of go back and forth between
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learning and doing, learning and doing and that’s just to have the bases done, the
background. And then move to the final project...being actually building a structure.
When asked about how the 5-DIE instructional methodology is different than her
teaching, she said that, first, it removes the teacher and puts the lesson completely on a computer
program. Second, Karen said, “5-DIE does not allow for them to do hands-on.” Instead all the
stuff is on the computer. Karen explained that “students need to touch,” and that’s the reason
why she tried to build that in through a hands-on activity. Additionally, she described that the
most unsuccessful thing about 5-DIE instructional methodology is that it requires writing what
students learn in a Research Brief. It forces students to discuss topics in a written format instead
of in a discussion format. On the other hand, she said that she liked the way 5-DIE instructional
method is laid out in presenting the different features, providing a question that runs all the way
through, setting up all the different sections, and having students go through and answer that
question based on the knowledge. She said that all those things were good.
What Difficulties Did Karen Think That She Would Have Encountered When
Teaching 5-DIE Lesson Plan? When reflecting on the 5-DIE instructional framework, Karen
said:
The 5-DIE does make you go back and think about the steps you want to...it forces you to
breakdown the individual steps that you need to determine what you’re going to have at
the end. So, I kind of knew what I wanted at the end. So, it made me go back, “ok, what
do I want teach first? What do I want to teach second?” So those kinds of things...it
works very well.
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Analysis of Karen’s Core Conceptions
Karen’s conceptions about the nature of science, about the goals and purposes of middle
school science and goals of teaching science, and about science teaching and learning exhibited
consistencies. She held a subjectivist view about the nature of science, especially in her
conceptions about scientists’ beliefs, anticipations, preconceptions, and their use of diverse
scientific methods influencing their observations and practice of science. Her GPMSS focused
on creating excitement to prepare students content-wise for higher level of schooling, and her
GTS focused primarily on engaging and exciting students toward their independent learning
choices. Karen’s GTS related to her conceptions about science teaching and learning. In her
classroom teaching, students had an independent role, and this independence was not only
reflected in their choice of whatever they wanted to learn, but also on their choice of the way
they want to execute any activities as well. Therefore, Karen’s role as a teacher was, in addition
to being supporter and guider in the process, to provide an environment which would allow that
kind of learning to happen in the classroom. Overall, Karen’s conceptions about science teaching
and learning were closely aligned with student-centered and reform-based practices (Luft &
Roehrig, 2007), both of her goals and purposes of middle school science and goals of teaching
science were learner-focused, and her conceptions about the nature of science indicated the view
that subjectivity is involved in the nature of science.
How Did Karen’s Core Conceptions Influence Her 5-DIE Lesson Design?
Karen’s 5-DIE lesson design presented the nature of inquiry intended in the 5-DIE
instructional methodology. Karen used, “How do engineers determine the best way to build a
bridge?” as the Big Question. She explained that she wanted the BQ to be open, yet focused, and
that she wanted students to be able to refer to it throughout the rest of lesson. In Feature one, she
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engaged student thinking about what engineers consider before they build a bridge. In Feature
two, Karen had two different websites and activities. Although the first website, NOVA, was an
information-heavy website, Karen asked a question, “What shapes did the four types of bridges
have in common?” that students could not directly obtain an answer just through reading the
information on the website. Karen expected the students to determine what constitutes evidence
and collect it as they engaged in the activities proposed by the website. Similarly, the next
activity, the PBS website, went further in depth about which shapes were used and which forces
were most active on a bridge. Although the first lab, the Shapes lab, directly informed students
about the strongest shape used for bridges, the second lab, the Forces lab, did not openly instruct
students about the most active forces on a bridge. Again, Karen wanted students to be able to
determine what constitutes evidence and then to collect evidence in order to answer the questions
she posed. In the rest of Feature two, she asked students to collect further data as screenshots of
what type of bridge worked and what did not work and then to include a couple of screenshots
with their explanations of these results. She provided all these data collection and analysis
opportunities so students could create their own explanations and claims in Feature three:
Mathematical and Engineering Model. In both models, she asked students to come up with a
claim, evidence, and rationale as they explained why specific shapes were used in bridge
construction and why specific bridges were used at certain sites. When Karen reflected on her
design of Feature two, she explained that she would normally do this part as a hands-on
experience in which students build different bridges. However, since it all had to be in front of
computer, she used simulations so that students could come up with their own answers about
why things happen in certain ways. Therefore, her 5-DIE lesson plan design reflected her
conceptions in that it was inquiry-based in nature and followed a student-centered approach.
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The influence of Karen’s core conceptions on her 5-DIE lesson design was highly
apparent. First, both of Karen’s goals (GPMSS and GTS) primarily focused on the learner and
creation of excitement toward whatever they were learning at the moment of instruction and on
preparing them for higher levels of schooling. She also pursued the goal of exciting learners in
her 5-DIE lesson plan when she said, “the goal would be to get them interested so that when we
go to the next part, which is the hands-on part and building of things, if they have a really good
foundation of ideas they could use.” Therefore, it is evident that her conceptions about the
GPMSS and GTS are closely related with her goals of teaching the bridge building in her 5-DIE
lesson plan. Second, Karen’s conceptions about learning science and teaching science were
highly student focused, and her 5-DIE lesson plan reflected inquiry features. Although her
conceptions about learning and teaching science were highly student-centered, the guided inquiry
method (5-DIE instructional methodology) was only somewhat compatible with her conceptions,
because she had very flexible structure in her regular classroom teachings, unlike the structured
format of the 5-DIE instructional design. She typically taught science through a project-based
method, and students were mainly independent in deciding how to carry out such investigations.
Her role in this respect was to guide and support students in the exploration and learning process,
but Karen didn’t typically follow any structured method in teaching science. As she explained:
We would do a little research and discovery about things and apply that to again to
another hands-on activity and kind of go back and forth between learning and doing,
learning and doing and that’s just to have the bases done, the background. And then move
to the final project.
Third, her conceptions about learning science indicated that students learn science best by
doing, touching, feeling, and ultimately experiencing science. Karen not only voiced her concern
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that 5-DIE instructional methodology did not allow students to be hands-on, but she also planned
to have an actual “building bridge” activity to be carried out after students completed the 5-DIE
lesson plan. This served as another evidence that her conception about learning science
influenced the way she planned her 5-DIE lesson.
Karen’s Perceptions About Advantages and Disadvantages of the 5-DIE Format
Karen acknowledged some benefits and hindrances the 5-DIE instructional methodology
provided for teaching science. She explained that she appreciated the way the 5-DIE instructional
methodology provides a question that runs all the way through a lesson, has different Features,
and requires that students answer the Big Question based on the knowledge they collect.
However, she did not like the fact that, she believed, all students would come to the exact same
conclusion by the end of the 5-DIE lesson. She wanted students to come up with various
explanations so that it would lead to discussion when they were at the Research Council.
Additionally, she expressed that the 5-DIE instructional method is different from the way she
normally teaches because it completely removes the teacher and puts the lesson completely on a
computer. Although Karen believed that students’ role in the classroom was to take control of
their own learning, she believed that her role as the teacher was to support, guide and actively get
involved in this process—to the extent that she became a learner like a student as well.
Therefore, she believed that her role as the teacher would be diminished if she were to
implement the 5-DIE lesson in her classroom. Moreover, she expressed that the 5-DIE
instructional methodology did not allow students to touch, feel and experience science hands-on,
but it rather situates students in an online environment instead of “trying things with actual
materials.” Finally, she expressed her discontent that the 5-DIE instructional method was carried
out in a written format rather than a discussed one. Students write their work on a document
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called “Research Brief,” and she thought this was the most unsuccessful thing about the 5-DIE
instructional methodology.
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Chapter 8: Cases of Carol and Lucy
Carol and Lucy were at the same school and designed their 5-DIE lesson plan together.
For that reason, their cases are combined and presented with the same outline used in the other
cases. However, Carol’s and Lucy’s decisions and reflections on their 5-DIE lesson plan are
divided into two subsections to demonstrate their conceptions, decisions and reflections
separately.
Carol’s Case
Carol’s Background
Carol (pseudonym) has a bachelor’s degree in elementary education and a master’s
degree in secondary education with an emphasis in science. She was in her 14th year of teaching
at the time of the study and taught Life Science for 8, Physical Science for 7, and Earth Science
for 10 years. She spent all her career as a teacher at low-income schools except in the first year
of the CLASSP project, the same year in which she designed the 5-DIE lesson with Lucy. When
the second and the third interviews were conducted, she was working in a low-income school
again. Thus, the conceptions reflected in her interviews were mainly influenced by her
experiences teaching in low-income schools.
Carol’s low-income school (at the time of the second and third interviews) had just over
500 students, with 63% of these being Hispanic, 15% Native American, 13% White, and 3%
Black. All of the students in her school were eligible for free and reduced lunch, and students
were performing far below grade-level in math, reading and science.
Carol explained that she first wanted to be a history teacher. However, when the No
Child Left Behind Act became law, she found out that there were no jobs in History or English
teaching. She was told that she had to find another focus area for her teaching. After taking a
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science class, she started to like it. Then, she took several other science courses and she said that
she “fell in love with science.” She expressed that it was the best path for her. When asked about
what shaped the way she teaches, she started reflecting on her experiences when she was
teaching at an art magnet school. She said:
Definitely the art school. I realized right off the bat that those students were so different
than many, many other students, because they learn ... I mean they are musical and they
are talented and they are kinesthetic learners. They are not ... on average – let’s just sit
here and do our work – and these are actors or actresses and that’s what they want to do.
They are not going to go to college for math and science degrees. So, in order for me to
connect with those students, I really had to stretch my way of thinking. I took a lot of
courses in differentiation and learned about ... really, really delved into how Gardner’s
multiple intelligences…and I make sure that I test my students every year. What do I do
with the intelligences of the class? What do they really need? And then I look at every
single standard and say “How can I teach this auditorily, visually, kinesthetically.” And I
feel like it changed my teaching completely.
Carol’s Core Conceptions
Conceptions About the Nature of Science
Carol’s conceptions about the nature of science were analyzed with the same method
carried out in Linda’s case. Therefore, the reader can refer to the analyses described in detail in
Linda’s case when needed. Carol’s item scores are given in Table 12.
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Table 12
Carol’s Views on Nature of Science Issues
Nature of Science Issues

Position

Scorea, b

Tentativeness

Revolutionary
Cumulative
Evolutionary
Theory laden
Theory independentc
The universal scientific methodc
Diverse methods
Epistemology
Discovered – theory / law
Invented – theory / law
Discovered or invented – theory / law
Comparison
Laws are being more certainc
Different types of ideas
Yes
Noc
Empirical evidence
Paradigm
Parsimony
Authority
Intuition
Subjectivity
Parsimony
Authority
Paradigm
Personal factors
Sociocultural influence
Imagination
Methodology
Objectivity
No influence of socioculturec
Use no imagination
Based on experimental facts
No influence of personal beliefsc
Methodology

4.0
2.0
5.0
2.7 (3)
4.5 (2)
1.0 (3)
5.0 (2)

Nature of observations
Scientific methods
Theories and laws

Use of imagination
Validation of scientific knowledge

Subjectivity and objectivity

4.0 (2) / 4.0 (2)
2.0 (3) / 2.0 (2)
4.0 / 2.0
2.0 (2)
3.0 (2)
4.0 (2)
2.0 (3)
3.0 (2)
2.0 (2)
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0 (4)
3.2 (5)
4.0 (4)
4.0 (2)
5.0
1.7 (3)
2.0 (2)
4.7 (3)
2.3 (3)
2.0 (3)

Note. a Scores represent a scale from 1 to 5. Score of ‘1’ is strongly disagree and a score of ‘5’ is strongly agree. A score of ‘3’ represents
‘uncertain’ or ‘no comment’.
b
Numbers in parentheses report the total number of indicator items used for that specific theoretical stance. All scores are obtained through
calculating the average of total number of item responses.
c
Scores higher than “3” indicates naïve conception.
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Tentativeness. This NOS issue focuses on the tentative, changing nature of science.
Carol’s responses to the three items on the tentativeness issue on the VOSE survey indicated that
she agreed with the existence of a revolutionary phase in science and strongly agreed with the
existence of an evolutionary phase in science (Table 12). However, she did not agree with the
existence of a cumulative phase of change in science. Having agreed with at least one of these
phases indicated that Carol held an informed view on the tentativeness nature of science.
Nature of Observations. This nature of science issue is about whether or not scientists’
preconceptions, their theoretical presuppositions and their anticipations about an outcome of
scientific experiment influence their observations. When Carol’s two item scores (Table 12) on
the naïve conception (theory independent) were reversed and added to three item scores on the
informed conception (theory laden), I calculated the grand average of all item scores as 2.2,
which indicated that Carol did not agree with the informed view on this NOS issue. Therefore,
she held the view that scientists’ preconceptions and their outcome anticipations for a scientific
experiment do not influence what they observe and ways that they observe and interpret
phenomena, which is a naïve conception on this NOS issue.
Scientific Methods. This NOS issue focuses on whether scientists use a universal
scientific method, or they employ a wide range of (diverse) scientific methods. When Carol’s
three item scores (Table 12) on the naïve conception (the universal scientific method) were
reversed and added to the two item scores (it was three items, but she didn’t reply to one of
them) on the informed conception (diverse methods), I calculated the grand average as 5.0. This
score indicated that she strongly agreed with the informed view that scientists apply diverse
scientific methods while carrying out scientific investigations.
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Theories and Laws. This NOS issue is related to the nature and status of scientific
theories and laws in science. Carol’s responses (Table 12) on the nature of scientific theories
indicated that she agreed with the view that scientific theories are discovered (the average of the
two item scores was 4.0) but disagreed with the view that scientific theories are invented (the
average of the three item scores was 2.0). Additionally, she agreed with the item stating that
some scientific theories are discovered and some are invented (the item score was 4.0).
Therefore, her view of the nature of scientific theories was unclear.
Her responses to the VOSE items about the nature of laws in science indicated that she
agreed with the view that scientific laws are discovered (the average of the two item scores was
4.0) but disagreed with the view that scientific laws are invented (the average of the two item
scores was 2.0). In addition, she disagreed with the view that some scientific laws are
discovered, and some are invented (the item score was 2.0). Therefore, her responses to all items
on the nature of scientific laws in science indicated that she held the view of scientific laws can
only be discovered.
On the comparison of the status of scientific theories and scientific laws, Carol’s score on
‘laws are more certain’ was 2.0 (the average of the two item scores). She was also uncertain if
scientific theories and scientific laws are two different types of knowledge (the average of the
two item scores was 3.0). Therefore, Carol held the informed view that scientific laws are not a
more certain type of knowledge than scientific theories.
Use of Imagination. This NOS issue focuses on scientists’ use of imagination as they
engage in scientific practices. Along with logic and prior knowledge, scientists use imagination
to generate new scientific knowledge. When Carol’s three item scores (Table 12) on the naïve
conception (no imagination) were reversed and added to her two item scores on the informed
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conception (imagination), I calculated the grand average as 4.0. This grand score indicated that
Carol held the informed view that scientists use imagination as they carry out scientific practices.
Validation of Scientific Knowledge. This NOS issue focuses on the factors that can
influence the scientific community as they evaluate the merit of a scientific theory. Carol’s
responses to all items on this NOS issue indicated that she was uncertain or did not think that any
of the presented positions would play role in evaluating the merit of a theory (Table 12). For
example, Carol was uncertain about the influence of empirical evidence on the validation of
scientific knowledge (the average of the two item scores was 3.0). She also disagreed with the
views that scientists are affected by the theory they are more familiar with: paradigm (the
average of the two item scores was 2.0), or that they prefer simpler theories over complex ones:
parsimony (her item score was 2.0). In addition, she strongly disagreed with the views that the
theory proposer’s reputation can influence acceptance of a scientific theory: authority (her item
score was 1.0) and that scientists’ intuition (snap judgement) may come into play as they
evaluate the merit of a scientific theory (her item score was 1.0). Therefore, Carol exhibited a
naïve conception on this NOS issue because she did not acknowledge any of the factors the
VOSE survey includes as influencing scientists when evaluating the merit of a scientific theory.
Subjectivity and Objectivity. Although scientific knowledge is empirically based,
several different factors influence scientists as they are engaged in scientific activities. Even if
scientists employ certain processes such as peer-review and data triangulation to improve
objectivity, factors such as personal beliefs, judgement, creativity, opportunity, and psychology
all play a role in scientific activities. Two positions on the VOSE survey, that there is no
sociocultural influence on science and that there is no influence of personal beliefs on science,
were considered naïve conceptions on this NOS issue (Chen, 2006b).
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Carol exhibited the view that science is a subjective endeavor because (a) personal beliefs
influence scientific practices (the grand average of the three reversed and the five item scores
3.4, informed conception); (b) scientists are influenced by the socioculture in which they are
embedded (the grand average of the three reversed and the four item scores was 4.1, informed
conception); (c) scientists use imagination as they engage in scientific activities (the grand
average of the two reversed and the two item scores was 4.0); and (d) scientists use diverse
scientific methods (the grand average of the three reversed and the one item scores was 4.3).
Carol exhibited the views that objectivity is involved in science because (a) science is
based on experimental facts (the average of the three item scores was 4.3); (b) scientists do not
have a tendency to accept the simpler theories and avoid complex ones: parsimony (the reversed
item score was 4.0); (c) the theory proposer’s reputation does not influence scientific activities:
authority (the reversed item score was 5.0); and (d) scientists are not influenced by the theory
they are more familiar with: paradigm (the average the four reversed item scores was 4.0).
When her scores on the objectivity and subjectivity of NOS were evaluated holistically,
Carol’s average score of all items that focused on the subjectivity of the NOS was 3.1 (the
average of 18 items), and her average score of all items that focused on the objectivity of the
NOS was 2.5 (the average of 14 items). Therefore, she conceived of science as somewhat of a
subjective endeavor. In addition, she held the two informed conceptions on this NOS issue: that
both personal beliefs and sociocultural values influence science.
Summary of Carol’s NOS Conceptions. Carol displayed the following conceptions:
1. Science is tentative and could undergo two phases of knowledge development:
revolutionary and evolutionary (informed view).
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2. Observations are not influenced by the observer’s anticipation and preconceptions;
observations are theory independent (naïve conception).
3. Scientists do not use a universal scientific method; diverse methods are employed
(informed view).
4. Her conceptions about the nature of scientific theories exhibited inconsistent results.
Scientific laws are discovered. Scientific laws are not a more certain type of knowledge
than scientific theories (informed view).
5. Scientists use imagination (informed view).
6. Scientific communities do not evaluate the merit of a scientific theory based on any
criteria indicated in the VOSE survey. Paradigm, parsimony, authority or intuition do not
influence scientists in this respect (naïve conception).
7. Science is more of a subjective endeavor. Diverse methods and imagination are used, and
personal beliefs and sociocultural values influence scientific practices (informed views).
Thus, these contribute subjectivity of the nature of science. However, science is objective
because it is based on experimental facts; and paradigm, parsimony, authority, and
intuition do not influence scientific investigations.
Conceptions About the Goals and Purposes of Middle School Science & the Goals of
Teaching Science
Carol’s goals and purposes of middle school science (GPMSS) were to make science
exciting, give students moments of sudden insight or discovery, and give students a firm
foundation of basic science principles. Her goals of teaching science (GTS) were different,
depending on whether she reflected on teaching at an affluent area school or teaching at a lowincome school. When she was teaching at the affluent area school, she explained her goal of
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teaching science was to have students not only understand standards and concepts, but also like
science, and practice science beyond the lab through engineering because engineering allows
students to create and develop different ways to demonstrate their knowledge. However, she held
different goals for teaching science when teaching low-level students. She explained that, since
these students lack a basic interest in science and don’t see why it is useful, her goal of teaching
science was to inspire students to see a need for science. She wants to help students create a
connection between their everyday life and science.
When reflecting on her goals of teaching science in general, Carol explained that
elementary school is where students are getting their basis of how they learn and where they are
figuring out how everything is connected. She elaborated that it is the middle school where “you
get to catch the kids,” “make content exciting,” and give them “aha” moments about all of the
things they have seen in the world around them. Her other goal was to give firm foundations of
basic principles of science. She explained her goals of teaching science when she was at an
affluent area school and said:
I want to make sure that each of them understands standards and concepts. But, I really
want them to practice the science, not just reading it and then answering test questions
but to experience even more beyond the lab. I really feel like engineering is the key to
that, I feel like when students get to engineer and create something, that’s a win. I have
really tried a lot to have students create and develop different ways to demonstrate their
knowledge through engineering.
When she moved to a low-income school, she expressed her goals of teaching science as:
My average class size is 25. These are kids who are hungry. These are kids who don’t
have clean clothes. A lot of these kids are homeless. Many, many parents are in jail. Lots
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of them are living at relatives. So, they have a harder home life, and they don’t really care
about science. So, the goal is to somehow inspire them to...because to them, they go
“why do I need this?” To them, they really, really don’t need it. They are not going to go
to college. Probably 90% of my students will not go to college. So, do they need to learn
about Newton’s laws? Why do they need to do that? So, it is finding that connection in
their everyday life, to make them street smarter, and to make them understand the world
around them in a way that actually connects to them.
Conceptions About Science Teaching and Learning
Science Learning. Carol believes that students have different learning styles, and she
uses differentiated practices and strategies to accommodate these different student learning
styles. She explained that some students are visual, some are auditory, and some are kinesthetic
learners. When asked about her conceptions of an effective teaching lesson, she explained in
detail how she meets different learning styles by showing videos, having discussions with
students, and having students create some sort of a model based on what they learned.
Carol thinks that science builds on itself just like math does. She said, “You can’t
understand biodiversity if you don’t understand what an ecosystem is.” Therefore, to teach lowlevel students who are struggling readers, she thinks that the best way to teach science is to
introduce the vocabulary first so that they can master the science concept. Once students
understand the vocabulary and master a concept, they can go beyond it: they can explain it in
writing, read about it, and reflect on it. She elaborated:
The best way is to introduce the vocabulary. This is the vocabulary words we are going to
be using. From this point on, I don’t want to hear [inaudible], I need you to say. This is
what is going on. So, I need you to use the vocabulary words. And then, from there ... so I
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do lots of videoclips, so I make sure that they hear auditory, they see it visually. And
then, I love doing lab simulations on the computer. So, the students actually get to see
kind of what’s supposed to happen. For example, we are doing static electricity next
week and they are actually going to be able to see like a balloon rub against the shirt and
they see the electrons go from the shirt onto the balloon. That’s something you can’t see
with your own eyes. But they can see that on the computer, and they get the idea that
visualization of what is going on. And then I give them the actual materials. So now that
you saw it on computer, now that you saw it as visual explanation of it, I want you to do
it in real life. Now let’s add to that. Now we are going add a variable within this. So,
what happens if I change the type of shirt? What happens if I change the type of balloon
or the shape of balloon? Will that change the static electricity? So now the students start
thinking more critically, but they do have a really good basis of what’s going on. So, I
introduce a vocabulary, I make sure that they see a video and an explanation of what is
going on. So, I always do videos and explanations. And then, I usually do a lab, a PhET
or some other type of simulation or a lab, virtual lab. And then there actually be the
hands-on lab where I have been trying to push their understanding and they end with
claim, evidence and reasonings as to what happened and why it happened that way.
Carol thinks that inquiry is not a viable way to teach science to low-level students. When
she does inquiry with low-level students, they usually end up having several misconceptions that
are difficult to eliminate; and, therefore, she thinks that inquiry is more appropriate for high-level
students.
To maximize student learning in her classroom, Carol creates collaborative learning
groups and makes sure that groups are composed of a mixture of low-, medium-, and high-level
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learners with low-, medium-, and high-level abilities in English. She also identifies a “student of
the week.” As she walks around the classroom, she observes student behaviors and uses her
cellphone to give points to students who are on task and working really hard. She says that it
makes students behave in positive manner.
Science Teaching. Carol stated that her role as the science teacher changed depending on
the school environment she was in and students she was assigned to teach. When she was
teaching higher-level students, who were probably going to go to college, she was making sure
that they understood higher-level questions and that they made connections between science and
math through claims, evidence and reasoning. However, with her low-level, ELL students, her
role was twofold: to make sure that students understood the vocabulary and that they could
connect the science to the world around them. Carol explained:
My role is probably to make sure students understand the vocabulary. It’s the biggest
part, I think. So that’s probably I work on the most. I do tons of graphic organizers, I do
lots and lots of vocabulary strategies, a lot of reading strategies in order to help students
understand the content. So, my role is to guide them through explorations, to guide them
through readings, to guide them through ... just notes and give them good, helpful notetaking guides, because again the students I am with have a struggle with that. In the past,
there have been students who haven’t needed that and I’ve completely flipped my
classroom and I have been able to have them take notes at home on a video and come in
and just do the lab. So, in every situation, it’s just completely different based on the
students. So, I think that’s when that people have to think about is really what at the best
needs for their students. At the current time, my role as the teacher is to increase
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vocabulary and to help students understand the world around them — connecting the
standards to the world around them.
According to Carol, her ELL students’ understanding of vocabulary is crucial for grasping
scientific concepts. She thinks that understanding vocabulary is the first very important step that
helps student learn science concepts. At one point in the interview, she even said, “I feel like a
lot of times, I am a vocabulary teacher.”
Carol decides what to teach and what not to teach based on the standards, and she doesn’t
move on until students master a preceding standard. When teaching a topic, she looks at the
standards, breaks them down, and delivers them in a way that meets all different learning styles.
Carol thinks that an effective teaching lesson attends to all different learning styles of students.
The following excerpt clearly demonstrates her view:
To teach the center of the Earth. So, I really feel like students learn in different ways. So,
some students are more visual, some students are more auditory, and some students are
more kinesthetic. So, when I am teaching the center of the Earth, the standard thing I
believe it says, ‘Students will know the earth is composed of a solid center iron core,
molten outer core and then a convecting mantle.’ I believe that it almost exactly what the
standard is. So, I am going to have students, first of all I show them really cool videos of
that I find and that show what is like to go into the earth. So now that students who are
visual learners have that idea of the exactly … okay, this is what the center of the Earth
looks like. And then, I talk about it, I discuss it with them, goes through it. And then
lastly, I am going to have the students actually create the center of the Earth. They make
a pie slice and color all the different layers and then I go around, and I ask every single
student of these three questions about the center of the Earth; which one has the
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convecting core, etc. Now that they have the vocabulary, now they are kinesthetic we
point to it, they are auditorily talking about it and they also create the visual.
Carol uses a website, GURU, to monitor student learning. Students log in to the website
and take a test. GURU helps Carol identify the vocabulary she needs to focus on and what
concepts students already understand. She also checks on student learning by asking students
questions such as “what connection did you find?”, “what trend are you finding?”, “why did you
get this data?” and so on. If she is doing a lab with students, the lab ends with students’
providing a claim, evidence, and reasoning. Next, she does formative assessment with different
scenarios; she asks them, “What happens in this scenario?” or “What would happen if this
happens?” sort of questions and expects students to come up with plausible explanations. Finally,
she gives them a summative assessment.
Summary of Carol’s Core Conceptions
A summary of Carol’s conceptions about the nature of science, about the goals and
purposes of middle school science and the goals of teaching science, and about learning science
and teaching science is displayed in Table 13.
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Table 13
Summary of Carol’s Core Conceptions

Conceptions about
the nature of science

Conceptions about
the GPMSS & GTS

Conceptions about
science learning

Conceptions about
science teaching

• Scientific knowledge
is tentative.

GPMSS:
• Make science exciting.

• Observations are
theory independent.

• Give students firm
foundations of basic
science principles.

• Students have different
learning styles;
auditory, visual,
kinesthetic, etc.

• Her role changes
depending on level of
students; current role is
to make them
understand vocabulary
and connect standards
to the world around
them.

• Scientists use
diverse scientific
methods
• Scientific laws are
not more certain
type of knowledge
than scientific
theories.
• Imagination is
involved in science.
• Scientific
community do not
use any of the
criteria in the VOSE
survey to evaluate
the merit of a
scientific theories.
• Subjectivity is
involved in the
NOS.

• Give students moments
of sudden insight of
discovery that they
have seen around them.
GTS:
• Have them like and
practice science
beyond the lab by
allowing them to
demonstrate their
knowledge through
engineering for higherlevel learners.

• ELL students learn best
by understanding the
vocabulary first, then,
building on that to
make them reach
higher level of
understanding such as
DOK2 or DOK3.

• Inspire them to create a
need for science by
making connections
between their everyday
life and science for
low-level learners.
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• Most effective teaching
meets different
learning styles.
• Decides on what to
teach or what not to
teach based on the
standards and breaks it
down to meet all
learning styles.
• Evaluates learning with
GURU and scenariobased assessments.

Lucy’s Case
Lucy’s Background
Lucy (pseudonym) has a Bachelor of Science degree in elementary education with
emphases in Math, Science, and English. She also has a Master of Education degree in
curriculum and instruction with an emphasis in middle school science. She was in her 10th year
of teaching at the time of the study. She taught 7th grade science for six years and 8th grade
science for three years. She also taught a student leadership class for seven years. Throughout
her educational career, Lucy attended a few summer institutes as a teacher participant. She also
attended summer institutes as a teacher leader for two grant-funded professional developments
and for several workshops run by various institutions.
Lucy’s school had just over 1800 students, with 55% White, 16% Hispanic, 11% Asian,
and 5% Black students. The area included in the school boundaries is categorized as wealthy,
well-educated, and largely comprised of mid-career and middle-aged residents. She taught at this
school throughout her career as an educator.
Lucy said that she always wanted to be an elementary science teacher. However, when
the opportunity came to teach at the middle school level, she thought she should try it. She
explained, “The older kids didn’t cry as much as the little kids. It would be fun and easier to
teach science to older kids.” When talking about her high school physics teacher, she explained:
I remember when we were doing physics, it was inquiry-based, and I was remembering
him drawing like a hand and it was a fifty-pound hand, we made jokes about it. But we
got to do things and it was not about just delivering the content, it was about doing the
science.
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She said that her high school physics teacher really shaped her in a way that teaching
science was not about just delivering the content, it was about “getting kids to the information
needed, but in an interesting way.” Lucy said that she is not a book learner:
It is hard for me to learn straight out of a book: here are some definitions. I can’t read
about it. I want to see it. I want to do it. I think those sorts of experiential things that I got
to do really kind of help you meet.
Lucy’s Core Conceptions
Conceptions About the Nature of Science
Lucy’s conceptions about the nature of science were analyzed with the method used in
the other cases. Lucy’s item scores are given in Table 14.
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Table 14
Lucy’s Views on Nature of Science Issues
Nature of Science Issues

Position

Scorea, b

Tentativeness

Revolutionary
Cumulative
Evolutionary
Theory laden
Theory independentc
The universal scientific methodc
Diverse methods
Epistemology
Discovered – theory / law
Invented – theory / law
Discovered or invented – theory / law
Comparison
Laws are being more certainc
Different types of ideas
Yes
Noc
Empirical evidence
Paradigm
Parsimony
Authority
Intuition
Subjectivity
Parsimony
Authority
Paradigm
Personal factors
Sociocultural influence
Imagination
Methodology
Objectivity
No influence of socioculturec
Use no imagination
Based on experimental facts
No influence of personal beliefsc
Methodology

2.0
2.0
4.0
2.3 (3)
1.0 (2)
1.0 (3)
3.7 (3)

Nature of observations
Scientific methods
Theories and laws

Use of imagination
Validation of scientific knowledge

Subjectivity and objectivity

2.0 (2) / 4.0 (2)
4.0 (3) / 2.0 (2)
2.0 / 4.0
2.5 (2)
4.5 (2)
4.0 (2)
1.0 (3)
1.0 (2)
2.5 (2)
1.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.8 (4)
3.8 (5)
4.0 (4)
4.0 (2)
5.0
1.3 (3)
1.0 (2)
2.3 (3)
1.3 (3)
1.0 (3)

Note. a Scores represent a scale from 1 to 5. Score of ‘1’ is strongly disagree and a score of ‘5’ is strongly agree. A score of ‘3’ represents
‘uncertain’ or ‘no comment’.
b
Numbers in parentheses report the total number of item responses used for that specific theoretical stance. All scores are obtained through
calculating the average of total number of item responses.
c
Scores higher than “3” indicates naïve conception.
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Tentativeness. This NOS issue focuses on the tentative, changing nature of science.
Lucy’s responses to the three items on the tentativeness issue indicated that she agreed with the
existence of an evolutionary phase of change in science (Table 14). She did not agree that there
were revolutionary and cumulative phases of science. Having agreed with at least one of the
phases indicated that Lucy held an informed view on the tentativeness of the nature of science.
Nature of Observations. This nature of science issue is about whether or not scientists’
preconceptions, their theoretical presuppositions and their anticipations about an outcome of
scientific experiment influence their observations. When Lucy’s two item scores (Table 14) on
the naïve conception (theory independent) were reversed and added to three item scores on the
informed conception (theory laden), I calculated the grand average all item scores as 3.4, which
indicated that Lucy agreed with the informed view on this NOS issue. Therefore, she held the
informed view that scientists’ preconceptions and their outcome anticipations influence what
they observe and the ways that they interpret phenomena.
Scientific Methods. This NOS issue focuses on whether scientists use a universal
scientific method or they employ a wide range of (diverse) scientific methods. When Lucy’s
three item scores (Table 14) on the naïve conception (the universal scientific method) were
reversed and added to the three item scores on the informed conception (diverse methods), I
calculated the grand average as 4.3. This score indicated that Lucy strongly agreed with the
informed view that scientists apply diverse scientific methods while carrying out scientific
investigations.
Theories and Laws. This NOS issue is related to the nature and the status of scientific
theories and laws. Lucy’s responses (Table 14) on the nature of scientific theories in science
indicated that she disagreed with the view that scientific theories are discovered (the average of
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the two item scores was 2.0) and she agreed with the view that scientific theories are invented
(the average of the three item scores was 4.0). She also disagreed with the item stating that some
scientific theories are discovered, and some are invented (the item score was 2.0). Therefore, her
responses to all items on the nature of scientific theories in science indicated that she held the
view of scientific theories can only be invented.
Her responses to the nature of laws in science indicated that she agreed with the view that
scientific laws are discovered (the average of the two item scores was 4.0) and she disagreed
with the view that scientific laws are invented (the average of the two item scores was 2.0). In
addition, she agreed with the view of the one item that indicated that some scientific laws are
discovered, and some are invented (her item score was 4.0). Therefore, her views of the nature of
scientific laws are unclear.
On the comparison of the status of scientific theories and scientific laws, Lucy disagreed
with the conception that “scientific laws are more certain than scientific theories” (the average of
the two item scores was 2.5). Also, she agreed with the view that scientific theories and scientific
laws are two different types of knowledge (the average of the two item scores was 4.5).
Therefore, Carol held the informed view that scientific laws are not a more certain type of
knowledge than scientific theories. She also held the view that they were two different types of
knowledge.
Use of Imagination. This NOS issue focuses on scientists’ use of imagination as they
engage in scientific practices. Along with logic and prior knowledge, they use imagination to
generate new scientific knowledge. When Lucy’s three item scores (Table 14) on the naïve
conception (no imagination) were reversed and added to her two item scores on the informed
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conception (imagination), I calculated the grand average as 4.6. This grand score indicated that
Lucy held the informed view that scientists use imagination as they carry out scientific practices.
Validation of Scientific Knowledge. This NOS issue focuses on the factors that can
influence the scientific community as they evaluate the merit of a scientific theory. Lucy’s
responses to all items on this NOS issue indicated that she disagrees or strongly disagrees that
any of the presented positions would play role in the evaluation of the merit of scientific theories
(Table 14). For example, Lucy strongly disagreed with the view about the influence of empirical
evidence on validation of scientific knowledge (the average of the two item scores was 1.0) and
she also strongly disagreed with the view that scientists may prefer simpler theories over
complex ones: parsimony (her item score was 1.0). In addition, she disagreed with the views that
scientists are affected by the theory they are more familiar with: paradigm (the average of the
two item scores was 2.5), that the theory proposer’s reputation can influence acceptance of a
scientific theory: authority (the item score was 2.0) and that scientists’ intuition (snap judgement)
may come into play as they evaluate the merit of a scientific theory (the item score was 2.0).
Therefore, Lucy exhibited a naïve conception on this NOS issue because she did not
acknowledge any of the factors the VOSE survey includes as influencing scientists when
evaluating the merit of a scientific theory.
Subjectivity and Objectivity. Scientists employ certain processes such as peer-review
and data triangulation to improve objectivity. However, several factors such as personal beliefs,
judgement, creativity, opportunity, and psychology all play a role in scientific activities. Two
positions on the VOSE survey were considered to be naïve: that there is no sociocultural
influence on science and that there is no influence of personal beliefs on science.
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Lucy exhibited some views that science is a subjective endeavor because (a) science is
not based on experimental facts (the average of the three reversed item scores was 3.7); (b)
personal beliefs influence scientific practices (the grand average of the three reversed and the
five item scores was 4.1, informed conception); (c) scientists are influenced by the socioculture
in which they are embedded (the grand average of the three reversed and the four item scores
was 4.3, informed conception); (d) scientists use imagination as they engage in scientific
activities (the grand average of the two reversed and the two item scores was 4.5); and (e)
scientists use diverse scientific methods (the grand average of the three reversed and the one item
scores was 5.0).
Lucy also exhibited some views that objectivity is involved in science because (a)
scientists do not have a tendency to accept the simpler theories and avoid complex ones:
parsimony (the reversed item score was 5.0); (b) the theory proposer’s reputation does not
influence scientific activities: authority (the reversed item score was 4.0); and (c) scientists are
not influenced by the theory they are more familiar with: paradigm (the average the four reversed
item scores was 3.3).
When her scores on the objectivity and subjectivity of the NOS are evaluated holistically,
Lucy’s average score of all items that focused on the subjectivity of the NOS was 3.7 (the
average of 18 items) and her average score of all items that focused on the objectivity of the
NOS was 1.4 (the average of 14 items). Therefore, she conceived of science as a highly
subjective endeavor. In addition, she held the two informed conceptions on this NOS issue: that
both personal beliefs and sociocultural values influence science.
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Summary of Lucy’s NOS Conceptions. Lucy displayed the following conceptions:
1. Science is tentative, and scientific knowledge only undergoes evolutionary change
(informed view).
2. Observations are influenced by the observer’s anticipation and preconceptions;
observations are theory laden (informed view).
3. Scientists do not use a universal scientific method; diverse methods are employed
(informed view).
4. Scientific theories are invented. Her conceptions about the nature of scientific laws
exhibited inconsistent results. Scientific laws are not a more certain type of knowledge
than scientific theories (informed view), and they are two different types of ideas.
5. Scientists use imagination (informed view).
6. Scientific communities do not evaluate the merit of a scientific theory based on any
criteria indicated in the VOSE survey. Empirical evidence, paradigm, parsimony,
authority, or intuition do not influence scientists in this respect (naïve conception).
7. Subjectivity is significantly involved in the nature of science. Science is subjective
because it is not based on experimental facts; personal beliefs and sociocultural values
influence scientists (informed views) and, thus, their practice. The use of imagination in
science and the use of a variety of scientific methods also contribute the subjective nature
of science. However, since—according to Lucy—the factors such as paradigm,
parsimony, and authority (as defined by the VOSE survey) do not influence scientific
investigations, science is more of an objective endeavor.
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Conceptions About the Goals and Purposes of Middle School Science & the Goals of
Teaching Science
Lucy’s GPMSS were to get students interested in and excited about science so that they
continue to take science courses in high school, but also to help students learn how to think
scientifically instead of memorizing science content. Her GTS were to: (a) scaffold student
learning so that they get the information on their own and reach that grade-appropriate level of
understanding; and (b) to get students to think through any question scientifically by coming up
with claim, evidence, and reasoning (CERs). She pointed out in the interview that she structures
her lesson plans in accordance with this rationale.
When asked, “Do you have any experiences that shaped the way you teach science?”
Lucy started talking about her high school physics teacher, how he was doing inquiry-based
physics, how his lessons were more about doing science and not about just delivering the
content, and how he made learning interesting for his students. In another interview, when asked
about the reasons for studying science at the middle school, she said, “you’ve got to catch them
and make them interested in it, because, if not, then, you going to lose them they are not going to
want to take it in high school.” She explained:
I really think ... you got to catch them and make them interested in it, because if not then
you’re going to lose them. They are not going to want to take it in high school. So, I
really think you have to get them excited about it so they are not being memorize types of
rock like I don’t think that really matters; it’s learning how to think and can you teach
how they think through a question.
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When reflecting on her goals of teaching science, Lucy explained that her job is to
scaffold students’ learning to have them learn on their own and to have them reach a gradeappropriate level of understanding. She said:
My role is not like I have all the information and I need to give it to you. I do have all the
information, but I have to get you to figure out that you can get the information on your
own as well. My job is to scaffold them. I feel my job is to give them the steps so that
they reach that level of understanding that is grade-appropriate.
Lucy explained that her other goal as to get students to think through any question
scientifically with CERs. She elaborated:
My goal, honestly, is to—can they make a claim backed with evidence and have
reasoning? So, like claim, evidence, reasoning—that’s really my personal goal is no
matter what problem they come up with—can they have an opinion on it? And, is that
backed with evidence? And, is that evidence sound?
Conceptions About Science Teaching and Learning
Science Learning. Lucy thinks that middle school students have the “attention span of a
fly.” Thus, to keep students’ interest, she makes sure that students do lots of hands-on activities.
Lucy likes to have a structure, and she thinks that middle school students like to have structure
on their tasks as well because it not only gives them the feeling of doing activities on their own,
but also lets students know what the teacher expects them to learn by end of such activities. She
provides the scaffolding structure of the Science Writing Heuristic (SWH), but students carry out
the activities on their own by responding to several sentence prompts she designed within the
SCarolLucy thinks that students learn science best when they figure it out on their own by doing
it hands on. She explained that if students are told directly, they won’t listen or believe.
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However, when students figure things out on their own, they remember it longer. Lucy explains
that this is especially true for ELL students. When these students figure things out on their own
and Lucy ties that to what it means in science, they understand more and they articulate better
than just taking the notes and repeating them because they see how concepts connect. She
explained:
By doing it. By hands-on. If I tell them something, they won’t listen and they won’t
believe me, but if they figure it out on their own. There was a moment last week—so the
science CRT was last week after spring break. So, we were reviewing a little bit about
Life Science and so one of the things that ... Mitochondria is the powerhouse of the cell. I
am like … what does that mean? … so we talked about how sugar goes and it breaks
down and releases energy and the kids went, ‘Oh, that’s like an exothermic chemical
reaction,’ and I went, “Exactly.” If I had told them that, they would have just totally
ignored me. But the fact that they figured it out when I said it releases energy. I think
those moments are what they are going to remember. So, they will remember that the
mitochondria is the powerhouse of the cell. But they will also remember, ‘Oh, there was a
chemical reaction that happened that released energy and that’s why it’s the powerhouse,
because it is releasing energy.’ So, I think it’s those little moments that kids ... they have
to figure it out themselves because they are not going to listen to an adult, they don’t.
She thinks that students only understand science concepts after they experience them
through their own investigations. As students complete guided inquiry-based labs in Lucy’s
class, they come up with their own claims, evidence, and reasoning that answer the big question
identified by the Science Writing Heuristic. However, Lucy thinks that it is not reasonable to
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expect students to learn science content just by doing a laboratory activity: it is crucial to have a
discussion after the activity to help students understand the related science content.
Even when students do not understand or are not doing well in her class, she expects
students to take the initiative to ask her: “I don’t understand this. Can you help me?” She allows
them to redo labs or make corrections on quizzes as long as they explain why the wrong answer
is wrong, and why the right answer is right through writing.
Science Teaching. When asked about her role as a teacher, Lucy explained that her role
is to make sure students are understanding the important topics presented in the lesson. She
elaborated by describing her purpose for teaching as to “get kids to learn on their own”. In most
of her classes, students work in small groups. She walks around and talks with them to provide
support and guidance so that students are looking at the big idea in these investigations. In
addition, she describes that her job as the teacher is to scaffold students’ learning “to give them
the steps so that they reach that level of understanding that is grade-appropriate.” She said that
she maximizes student learning by spending significant time on planning and structuring their
investigations. She explained:
There is a few from STEM Teaching Tools that I have been using recently. Just different
ways to structure how they are learning it that if you would ask a kid, I bet they wouldn’t
know that I did it. But I know, I spend a lot of time purposefully like writing that
sentence the way it is and putting that sentence from or that sentence frame for them. I
spend a lot thinking about how kids would think about it and so when I plan a lesson, like
that’s what I really think a–out is - what are kids going to think here and how can I
structure it so that they get the thinking that I want them to.
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Within the boundaries of the role she assigned to herself, she creates labs that are highly
structured so that students have a seamless way of showing how their thinking has changed over
the course of the investigation. She provides sentence prompts within the SWHs and structures it
for students to learn and have chances for success. At the beginning of the investigations, Lucy
sometimes uses the “Uncovering Student Ideas in Science” book to identify student
misconceptions (Keeley & Eberle, 2005). When she wants to do an activity, she finds it in a
textbook or online, she modifies it in a way that she thinks is best for her students, into an
inquiry-based format. She said, “I don’t think I’ve ever just taken a lab and done it with
students.” She has converted ‘confirmation labs’ into 5E (a constructivist approach to learning)
inquiry models or SWHs and then she lets them do these converted labs. When students are
working, they are mostly in small groups in her classroom. In the small group work, students
explain their thinking to others on their whiteboards. She said, “Kids will write so much more on
white board than they write on a piece of paper.”
Lucy thinks that the science writing heuristic scaffolds student learning very well because
of the structure it provides. She asks and gives students a big question at the beginning of an
activity instead of having them come up with a big question because it was hard for them to
come up with one (SWH usually starts with students identifying questions to explore). She
assigns point values to emphasize different parts of the activity. For example, she assigns five
points to a graph, two points to something else. This allows her to place more emphasis on
whatever she might want to have students learn, such as graphing or Newton’s third law. She
said, “I think what helps me the most when using science writing heuristic is that it made me, an
educator, kind of reflect before I do the lesson.” Also, SWH helps her reflect on what she wants
her students to learn out of her labs.
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When asked how she decides what to teach or what not to teach, she said that she has to
teach the standards; the science topics are decided for her. However, she invests her time in
finding activities that will engage students in the topic. When asked about what students should
be able to do or know if they really understand a topic, she said that it depends on what the
standard is. She elaborated:
So, if I am teaching magnetism ... so, if they have to make model, then I am grading them
on their model. So, can they tell me the limitations of their model? So, I guess I don’t
think it’s like one size fits all.
When asked about how she decides to move on to another science topic, Lucy explained
that it was based on two things: time and student learning. When a majority of the class
understands a topic, she moves on. However, she also plans for things to be covered within a
certain timeframe. As mentioned earlier, she expects students to take the initiative to seek help if
they are not doing well in her class.
She checks on student learning by looking at what they wrote on their white boards. If
she is doing SWH, she evaluates based on a rubric that scales how well students write a claim,
how they write their evidence and how well they connect their claims and evidence with
reasoning. She said, “The other thing is that it (evaluation of student learning) is intrinsic. When
you see students and they are working, they get it.” Additionally, she creates multiple-choice
format questions that address all three dimensions of the performance expectations, because
students are tested at the end of the 8th grade year through a multiple-choice test.
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Summary of Lucy’s Core Conceptions
A summary of Lucy’s conceptions about the nature of science, about the goals and
purposes of middle school science and the goals of teaching science, and about learning science
and teaching science is displayed in Table 15.

Table 15
Summary of Lucy’s Core Conceptions

Conceptions about
the nature of
science
• Scientific knowledge
is tentative.
• Observations are
theory independent.
• Scientists use diverse
scientific
Methods.
• Scientific laws are not
more certain type of
knowledge than
scientific theories.
• Imagination is
involved in science.
• Scientific community
do not use any of the
criteria in the VOSE
survey to evaluate the
merit of scientific
theories.
• Subjectivity is highly
involved in the NOS.

Conceptions
about the
GPMSS & GTS
GPMSS:
• Get students
interested and
excited about
science so that
they take it in high
school.
• Help students
learn how to think.
GTS:
• Scaffold student
learning so that
they would get the
information on
their own and
reach that gradeappropriate level
of understanding.

Conceptions about
science learning

Conceptions about
science teaching

• Students are the ones
creating personal
meanings from
investigations.

• Her role is to tie their
personal meanings to
accepted scientific
understandings.

• Students learn best by
experiencing and
actively constructing
knowledge by
themselves.

• Supports and guides
students to help them learn
on their own.

• Students work in
small groups to show
and explain their
thinking to each
other.

• Scaffolds student learning to
make them reach a gradelevel of understanding.
• Modifies and creates
inquiry-based experiences.
• Decides what to or what not
to teach based on the
standards and moves on to
another topic when a
majority the class
understand.

• Get them learn on
their own by
making them think
through any
problems
scientifically
(Claim, Evidence
and Reasoning:
CERs).

• Checks and evaluates
student understanding and
learning through several
means: exit tickets, google
forms, CERs, and multiplechoice questions.
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Carol and Lucy’s Decisions and Reflections About the 5-DIE Lesson
Carol and Carol designed their 5-DIE lesson plan on the SoftChalk e-learning authoring
tool that enables users to create online content and courses. All participating teachers were
trained to create their 5-DIE lessons on the SoftChalk platform, but only Carol and Carol decided
to design their 5-DIE lesson plan on this platform. Their 5-DIE lesson plan was the initial
activity of what they envisioned as a larger educational unit. Students first did the 5-DIE lesson
plan, then a hands-on lab and, finally, an engineering project. Therefore, this 5-DIE lesson
served as a foundation for later activities.
Feature One: Big Question
Description of Carol and Lucy’s Feature One and Their Reflections on It. For
Feature one, right after the Big Question (BQ), they asked three sub questions that were related
the BQ (Figure 29):
When you think about the sun’s energy that gets to Earth, do you think that all that
energy makes it to the Earth’s surface? Do the different wavelengths of light
(electromagnetic radiation) affect the molecules in the atmosphere differently? How does
light energy from the sun affect the molecules in Earth’s atmosphere?
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Figure 29
The Entire Design of Carol and Lucy’s Feature One
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After these questions, they wrote the objective of the 5-DIE lesson plan:
This lesson is designed to give you background knowledge about the electromagnetic
spectrum and enable you to compare the different types of electromagnetic radiation.
Also, you will be able to explain how electromagnetic radiation can be reflected,
absorbed, and/or transmitted through atmospheric molecules.
Then they had two videos (Figure 29). The first one was entitled, “The Electromagnetic
Spectrum.” It began with an explanation of how the Sun creates and releases electromagnetic
radiation. Then it introduced the electromagnetic spectrum and electromagnetic radiation (EMR),
including the fact that light with different wavelengths has different energy levels. The second
video was entitled, “Electromagnetic Waves and Sun’s Rays.” This video had very similar
content to the first one but was more focused on the electromagnetic spectrum, introducing the
parts of the spectrum with examples. The second half of this video explained what happened to
the Sun’s energy after it reaches the Earth, that it is absorbed, dissipated, or reflected. After the
videos, “Your Task” appeared, which said:
In this lesson, you will collect evidence about atmospheric molecules and light. After
collecting evidence about these molecules, you will develop an argument that describes
what electromagnetic waves are reflected, absorbed, or transmitted through different
types of atmospheric molecules.
Next was the Research Brief activity section. Carol and Carol asked the question, “What
is the relationship between light (EMR) and matter?” Then, students responded to: (a) “I think
...”; (b) “I think this because ...” These prompts were students’ first response to the Big Question.
Another prompt followed up where they asked, “With the big question in mind, ‘What is the
relationship between light (EMR) and matter?’ What are you wondering?” Students responded
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by completing the following prompt: “This big question makes me wonder about ... because ...”
At the very end of Feature one, Carol and Carol wrote, “You have just completed Feature 1, the
‘Big Question.’ Next you will move onto Feature 2 ‘Exploring the Evidence,’ where you will use
a simulation to explore how EMR interacts with atmospheric molecules.
Carol’s Reflection. Carol said she included the two videos in Feature one to capture
students’ interest right away and to engage them into the 5-DIE lesson. In her mind, the 5-DIE
lesson’s first Feature is about “hooking” students and make them start thinking. She said, “If you
don’t have something that makes them go ‘Wow’ and makes them start thinking, it’s going to be
a lost cause.” The two videos did that, and they were also good introduction for the topic.
Lucy’s Reflection. After the questions and the brief summary of the lesson, Carol wanted
students to watch the two videos. She said she provided these videos to give students a common
experience, to present vocabulary words, and to help students understand what they were going
to learn about.
Reason(s) Carol and Lucy Asked the Big Question in the Way They Did.
Carol’s Reflection. When asked about the reason(s) why she chose the Big Question
(What is the relationship between light (EMR) and matter?), Carol clarified that it was related to
the NGSS standard and also “perfectly” fit with the simulation they found.
Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy’s explained that the Big Question encompasses everything she
was trying to do. The Big Question, she said, was asking not only if there was any relationship
between light and matter, but also what type of relationship they had. She wanted students to
observe and understand the patterns of interaction between the two.
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Feature Two: Explore the Evidence
Description of Carol and Lucy’s Feature Two and Their Reflections on It. Feature
two (Figure 45) (See Appendix G) started with a question: “Imagine you are outside in Las
Vegas on a hot, sunny day. How will the sun’s electromagnetic waves (ultraviolet, infrared,
visible light, and microwave) affect you?”
The text in the Feature then explained what students were going to do in Feature two:
collect evidence to explain how different wavelengths of light can affect molecules in the
atmosphere, Carol and Lucy gave students some content background:
Our Sun is a source of energy across the full spectrum, and its electromagnetic radiation
bombards our atmosphere constantly. However, the Earth’s atmosphere protects us from
exposure to a range of higher energy waves that can be harmful to life. Gamma rays, xrays, and some ultraviolet waves are “ionizing,” meaning these waves have such a high
energy that they can knock electrons out of atoms. Exposure to these high energy waves
can alter atoms and molecules and cause damage to cells in organic matter. These
changes to cells can sometimes be helpful, as when radiation is used to kill cancer cells,
and other times not, as when we get sunburned. Electromagnetic radiation is reflected or
absorbed mainly by several gases in the Earth’s atmosphere, among the most important
being water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone. Some radiation, such as visible light,
largely passes (is transmitted) through the atmosphere.
The next section of Feature two was, “Task I: Light and Matter”. Carol and Lucy started
by drawing students’ attention to three points: (a) what students will do in the task: examine the
relationship between the frequency of light and the type of interaction with different molecules;
(b) why a simulation is used and some limitations of simulations, such as they are developed
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using actual data in an attempt to model the behavior of natural phenomenon; and (c) how to
record their evidence to their Research Briefs. They also had a content note: “The simulation was
developed to manipulate frequencies of light and observe interactions with molecules. The
photons are not actual size, and neither are the molecules. This is just an attempt to make the
invisible, well, visible.”
They used a PhET simulation entitled as “Molecules and Light” for this task. In the
simulation, there was an energy source. Students could increase or decrease the intensity of light
and could select the type of light they wanted the simulation to emit: microwave, infrared,
visible, and ultraviolet. When the energy source emits a photon, it goes directly toward a
molecule the students chose. These molecules were Carbon Monoxide, Nitrogen, Oxygen,
Carbon Dioxide, Water, Nitrogen Dioxide, and Ozone. When the light hits the molecule, students
can observe the interaction of the two. In other words, the students could observe whether the
molecules absorbed, transmitted, and/or reflected the light.
In the next section, Carol and Lucy gave specific instructions about how to carry out the
simulation task (Figure 45) (See Appendix G). In students’ Research Briefs, they provided a
chart which had the types of molecules in columns and the types of EMR in rows. The task was
differentiated for regular and accelerated students. Regular students filled out the chart to
indicate whether photons were affected by interaction with the molecules (“yes” or “no”).
Accelerated students not only indicated whether photons were affected by their interactions with
molecules, but also the extent to which photons were affected by their interactions with
molecules (“all,” “many,” “few,” or “none” of the photons were affected by their interactions
with molecules). Both regular and accelerated students were also asked to indicate with the
number of asterisk(s) if the molecule was spun or vibrated, broken apart, or began to glow as a
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consequence of interacting with the photon. Carol and Lucy also differentiated the amount of
assistance they gave to the students. Some of the boxes on the chart were filled out by Carol and
Lucy before the students started the activity. More boxes were filled out for regular students than
for accelerated students. In the task, Carol and Lucy asked the students, “What did you notice as
most interesting?” with the following prompt: “I did not expect to see ...”
The final section of Feature two was “Research Brief Activity: My Thoughts” (Figure 45)
(See Appendix G). Carol and Lucy asked, “With the Big Question in mind, ‘What is the
relationship between light (EMR) and matter?’ What are you thinking about after completing the
investigation?” Students responded to the following prompt: “After using the simulation, l am
still curious about how ...” At the very end of Feature two was an explanation of what students
were going to do in the next Feature: “You have just completed Feature two, ‘Exploring the
Evidence.’ Next you will move onto Feature three, ‘Constructing Explanations’ where you will
create arguments using a CER (Claim, Evidence, Reasoning) framework to explain what you
observed in Feature two.”
Carol’s Reflection. In Feature two, Carol said that she wanted students to observe that
sometimes light and matter interact, sometimes they don’t. She clarified:
Sometimes nothing happens. Sometimes something happens. Sometimes something
really strange happens. And that’s what we wanted kids to see that when light and matter
interact, either something is going to happen or something is not going to happen. That’s
what we wanted them to understand.
She also said that she and Lucy differentiated Feature two based on student ability levels: regular
students and accelerated students.
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Lucy’s Reflection. When reflecting on the design, Lucy explained that they differentiated
the activity based on level of students: regular and accelerated. Lucy and Carol filled in more of
the boxes of the chart for regular students to make them feel that “they were in the right place.”
Accelerated students only got six boxes filled in. Lucy also mentioned that when students were
doing the 5-DIE lesson, she talked about the limitations of the simulation model; photons, atoms
or molecules are not visible in real life, the model does not represent their actual sizes, and the
atoms that make up the molecule are the same size. She explained that she did not want to cause
any misconceptions. For example, she did not want students to believe that photons are visible in
real life or that photons are the same size as a molecule or an atom, etc.
What Did Carol and Lucy Think Students Should Be Able to Learn in This
Feature?
Carol’s Reflection. Carol said that she searched for a virtual lab instead of a simulation
that demonstrated the interaction of light and matter, but she could not find any. The simulation
they found was high-level enough to demonstrate that interaction. Carol also explained that she
wanted students to transfer what they learned from the simulation to their real life to understand
how light and matter interaction could result in global warming:
We always talk about global warming, but I don’t think the kids really understood global
warming until after we did this. Because, then, we were able to say ... we keep saying,
‘Heat gets trapped because of carbon dioxide.’ OK, but it doesn’t make sense unless you
actually see the infrared actually reacting with the carbon dioxide.
Similarly, she explained that students were able to see that water molecules interact with
microwave radiation. Thus, they were able to understand how food gets heated.
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Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy wanted students to understand that not all electromagnetic
radiation affects all the matter the same way; it depends on the type of light and the material it is
interacting with. She pointed out that this was her big main goal in this Feature.
Feature Three: Creating Explanations
Description of Carol and Lucy’s Feature Three and Their Reflections on It. Carol
and Lucy started Feature three with written explanations about what students were going to do in
this Feature (Figure 46) (See Appendix G), followed by the learning goal for students: “Find
patterns in your data table to describe that waves are reflected, absorbed, or transmitted through
various materials.”
A.III.1 Research Brief Activity: Analysis Task (Figure 46) (See Appendix G) started with
the following question: “What pattern(s) do you see when you look at all the data collected about
microwave radiation?” Students responded to the prompt: “A pattern I saw when I looked at the
microwave data was ...” The same format was used for the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet
radiations.
The second task in Feature three was about developing an argument (Figure 46) (See
Appendix G). Before the introduction of this task, Carol and Lucy explained what students were
going to do in this task. They also explained what an argument was by describing its
components: claim, evidence, and reasoning. A.III.2 Research Brief Activity started with an
argument example for microwave radiation:
•

“I claim that microwaves will interact with the molecules in the atmosphere” (regular
students) or “I claim that microwaves will interact with some of the molecules in the
atmosphere” (accelerated students).
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•

“My evidence is that some molecules did interact with the photons while some did not”
(both student groups).

•

“The molecules that did interact with the microwave photons were carbon monoxide,
water, nitrogen dioxide, and ozone. The reason why this evidence allows me to make this
claim is because the molecules reacted when hit by the photon” (regular students) or “The
molecules that did interact with the microwave photons were carbon monoxide, water,
nitrogen dioxide, and ozone. The reason why this evidence allows me to make this claim
is because the molecules rotated and the photons were reflected” (accelerated students).

•

“The molecules that did not interact with the microwaves were nitrogen, oxygen, and
carbon dioxide. The reason why this evidence allows me to make this claim is because
nothing happened to the molecules as the photons passed through them (both student
groups).”
Then, students were asked to fill out the following prompts for the other types of EM

radiation (infrared, visible, ultraviolet): (a) “I claim that infrared radiation WILL/WILL NOT
(SOME/NONE/ALL for accelerated students) interact with the molecules in the atmosphere”; (b)
“My evidence is that ...”; (c) “The molecules that did interact with the infrared photons were ...
The reason why this evidence allows me to make this claim is because the molecules ...”; and (d)
“The molecules that did not interact with the infrared photons were ... The reason why this
evidence allows me to make this claim is because ...”
The final section of Feature three was “Research Brief Activity: My Thoughts” (Figure
32) (See Appendix G). Carol and Lucy asked, “In these investigations you collected data about
how electromagnetic radiation affects different atmospheric molecules (matter). What do you
understand so well that you could explain it to another student? What do you still need to know
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more about?” Then, students responded to the following prompts: (a) “Something I understand
so well that I could teach to another student about electromagnetic radiation ...”; (b) “Something
I still am uncertain and need to know more about concerning electromagnetic radiation ...”
At the very end of Feature three, they explained what students did in Feature three and
what was coming up next:
You have just completed Feature three, ‘Constructing Explanations.’ Make sure you went
back to Feature two and used the evidence you collected to finish Feature three. Next you
will move on to Feature four, ‘Compare Explanations to Scientific Knowledge,’ which
will show you what experts understand about how EMR reacts with matter.
Carol’s Reflection. When reflecting on Feature three, Carol said that the first activity
(A.III.1) was about having students determine that all four types of light interacted with matter.
The second activity (A.III.2) was about creating arguments. At the end of this activity, students
were saying, “all of our answers are the same” and then, she replied, “Yes, that’s what we
wanted you to understand that they did interact. Light interacts with matter.” The purpose of the
last activity was to determine if students had any additional questions about the content and what
they wanted to learn more about. Carol further elaborated on Feature three by explaining that the
main idea of the Feature three was evidence statements.
Lucy’s Reflection. In Feature three task I, Lucy expected students to see the patterns
within the data they collected. Students were expected to explain patterns about how microwave,
infrared, visible, and ultraviolet radiation interacts with different molecules. In task II, before the
task, students were given a brief introduction that explains what a scientific argument is and its
components: claim, evidence, and reasoning. Then students were asked to create their arguments
about the interaction of light and matter. Lucy said that they provided a microwave argument
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example so that students could base their arguments about infrared light, visible light, and
ultraviolet light off of it and create their own.
What Sort of Argument(s) Did Carol and Lucy Think Students Could Generate?
Carol’s Reflection. Carol said that students were able to see the pattern of interaction
between light and matter, which was the cross-cutting concept of patterns in theCarolt
Generation Science Standards that Carol and Lucy were focusing on. Although she did not like
the fact that students’ explanations were very similar, she said, “It was good because they were
seeing that light does interact with matter.”
Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy explained that Feature three was where they really wanted to
pull in the crosscutting concept of patterns. They had students identify patterns of interaction
between different types of molecules and different types of electromagnetic radiation. For
example, students identified a pattern of interaction between a molecule such as carbon dioxide
and different types of light. Lucy realized that just identifying patterns is not grade-levelappropriate for middle school students, but more of an elementary level skill. She said that if she
were to change the 5-DIE lesson with respect to this issue, she might have added a question or
two so that students not only identify, but also do something with patterns to make it more
appropriate for a middle school grade level.
She also reflected on the argument task by saying that they provided an example of CER,
because it was hard for students to come up with them without having seen an example. She also
said, “I don’t even think these are arguments now that I know that. I think they are more
explanations than arguments.”
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Feature Four: Compare Scientific Explanations to Scientific Knowledge
The Format and the Order in Which Carol and Lucy Presented the Scientific
Knowledge. Carol and Lucy divided Feature four into two sections (Figure 47) (See Appendix
G). The first one was entitled “Electromagnetic Spectrum.”
In this section, they started with a video entitled, “An introduction to the electromagnetic
spectrum,” which included information about different sources of electromagnetic (EM)
radiation, the properties of EM waves, why we see objects in different colors, and the use of EM
waves in modern life. In the next section of Feature four, Carol and Lucy provided written
descriptions of different regions of EM spectrum; radio waves, microwaves, infrared (IR), visible
light, ultraviolet (UV), X-rays and gamma rays. Each of these written descriptions also included
examples of specific types of EMR in daily life. The second section of Feature four was entitled,
“What is the relationship between light (Carol and matter?” At the beginning of this section,
Carol and Lucy wrote, “Now that you know a little bit more about each type of electromagnetic
radiation, the next section will show you how light (EMR) interacts with atmospheric molecules
(matter).” This section started with a video that explained absorption, reflection, and
transmission of light through gummy bears. The second video focused on how electromagnetic
radiation interacts with molecules in the atmosphere to produce the greenhouse effect.
After these videos, Carol and Lucy included the following information in Feature four:
“Now that you’ve looked at information from experts about how electromagnetic radiation reacts
with molecules in the atmosphere (matter), let’s take another look at the information from the
PhET simulation.” They inserted screenshots from the PhET simulation used in Feature two,
along with written explanations of the screenshots.
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At the end of Feature four were two Research Brief activities. The first one was entitled
“A.IV.1 Research Brief Activity: My Explanations Revisited”; and it began with the following
question, “Now that you have reviewed the expert’s information in this Feature 4, how does this
information compare to your explanations from Feature 3?” Then students responded to the
prompt: “My argument is (similar/different) when compared to the information above in that ...
because ...”
The second Research Brief activity, “A.IV.2 Research Brief Activity: My Thoughts,”
asked students “What do you think would happen to the temperature on earth if there were no
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to react with the electromagnetic radiation reflected by the
earth’s surface?” Students responded to the prompt “Based upon ... I think ... because ...” A
second question asked: “What do you think would happen to the temperature on earth if there
were extra greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to react with the electromagnetic radiation
reflected by the earth’s surface?” Students responded to the following prompt: “Based upon... I
think ... because ...”
At the very end of Feature four, Carol and Lucy wrote the following explanation to
summarize what students did in Feature four, as well as what they are going to do in Feature
five:
You just completed Feature 4, ‘Compare Explanations to Scientific Knowledge.’ Make
sure you have revisited Feature 2 and reflected on how your data fits in with the ideas and
concepts put forward by the experts. You should have also then revisited Feature 3 to
revise your arguments to agree with the information you gathered during Feature 4 from
the experts. Next you will share your arguments with your peers in Feature 5,
‘Communicate and Justify Explanations.’
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Carol’s Reflection. When reflecting on the design of Feature four, Carol said that their
initial design was just videos. However, they decided to break it up and talk about the different
types of waves. Finally, they designed Feature four as “visually appealing to the students where
there is a video and there is a picture and they can go through each type of radiation.” She also
said that the first video explains well how light is reflected, absorbed, or transmitted and the
second video connects very well with what students did in the simulation. She explained that the
final video helped students pull together all that they had learned and what they did in the
simulation in Feature two. They initially had a song video in the place of the video that
ultimately remained in the 5-DIE lesson; but they removed it, because it was “not helping
students really learn,” and it was “not the main focal point of what needs to be happening”.
To Carol, the electromagnetic spectrum is massive, and it can take a whole year to talk
about it. However, she and Lucy wanted to create the 5-DIE lesson plan so that students didn’t
have to memorize every section of EM spectrum. They removed a lot of the wording in their
initial version of the 5-DIE lesson so that students would not be overwhelmed with the amount of
material.
Lucy’s Reflection. When designing Feature four, Lucy said that they started with
Disciplinary Core Ideas box in the Next Generation Science Standards and asked themselves,
“What is the content that they should have gotten from the experiences?” After that, they edited
whatever information they gathered from online or from their colleague(s) to make it more
appropriate for students. For example, they found Paul Anderson’s video that explained
reflection, absorption, and transmission by using gummy bears, and Carol edited it to make it
more appropriate for middle school level.
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Lucy explained that the videos and screenshots were the most important parts for
students. The second video that explained how electromagnetic radiation interacts with
molecules in the atmosphere to produce the greenhouse effect was especially important. Lucy
said, “We had them look at ... it was how the radiation and the molecules in the atmosphere
which was our big point when we started out. It explains what they saw on the feature two.” In
addition, the screenshots of the PhET simulation with explanations of what was happening when
electromagnetic radiation was “hitting” some molecules pointed out what they should have seen
in Feature two. She said, “I wanted them to see this is what should have saw. So, if you messed it
up or you didn’t do it right or you were confused or whatever, this is what you should have saw.”
What Did Carol and Lucy Think That Students Could Learn in This Feature?
Carol’s Reflection. Carol explained that all videos, pictures and readings in Feature four
were chosen for the purpose of helping students connect the expert’s ideas back to the simulation
in Feature two. She was also interested in having students answer the following question in
Feature four: “What do you think would happen to the temperature of the Earth if there were no
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to react with electromagnetic radiation?” Carol felt that this
question gave students a good application of what they learned in Feature four.
Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy’s goals for this section were to have students compare the
information presented with their arguments and change their claims if necessary. She clarified:
I wanted them to be able to look at their arguments and see if they are matched up with
what they should have. Especially that last video about the electromagnetic radiation
interacted with molecules in the atmosphere, I wanted them to be able to look back at
their information and compare it to this information and change their claims if necessary.
That was my goal.
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Feature Five – Research Council.
The Goal(s) of the Research Council.
Carol’s Reflection. For Carol, the goal of the Research Council was for students to look
at each other’s data, as well as their arguments or evidence statements, and to be able to analyze
them. Carol and Lucy had to do the Research Council all online in the first year because of the
badging system they had to create and implement. The badging system was designed by the
researchers to be embedded in and implemented so that students would receive meaningful
feedback as they went through the 5-DIE lesson plans in an online learning environment.
However, Carol pointed out that the Research Council was more effective when students get to
talk and hear each other’s thoughts. For that reason, she changed the Research Council to be on
whiteboards for her later 5-DIE lesson plan implementations.
In the Research Council, students were asked to reflect on each other’s argument
statements. Students used the prompts that were provided to them. Carol mentioned that she
really liked the prompts and that they worked well for students. Some students even realized in
their discussions with others that they had misinterpreted the data and they went back and redo
those parts.
Carol emphasized that she and Lucy didn’t want students to come up with exactly the
same explanations. She said:
We wanted something to be little bit where they could actually kind of argue each other’s
statements. Also, we had so many evidence statements so that students could look at
different parts of it and see it and find those minute details. So, the students had to go
back to their data tables and say, “Wait a minute, we found this in ours and you said this
in yours.”
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That’s the reason why she liked the Research Council: because students went back and
looked at their data and tried to prove why they are correct, or others were wrong.
Lucy’s Reflection. The goal of the Research Council for Lucy was to have students give
good feedback to one another and to have them see and reflect on each other’s arguments. She
said:
There were some ... there were few genuine, awesome conversations back and forth of
“No, I don’t think it’s good scientific argument”, but a lot of times, the kids just did it,
because they had to. But I want them practice giving feedback using those prompts. I
think those science discourse skills are really hard for them especially at the middle
school age. They don’t want to hurt anybody’s feelings. But definitely, my big goal is
getting them to discuss using the prompts to have a productive conversation, not just
“Hey, good job”, because that’s what you get most of the time.
How Did Carol and Lucy Plan to Carry Out the Research Council (How Did the
interactions Take Place? Student Role, Teacher Role)?
Carol and Lucy’s Design. In Feature five, Research Council, Carol and Lucy started
describing what students were going to do, “In this investigation, you examined electromagnetic
waves being absorbed, reflected, and transmitted by atmospheric molecules. Present your
understanding at Research Council and explain and defend your argument from Feature three.”
Then Carol and Lucy gave the students instructions for how to participate in the Research
Council. First, students shared their arguments from Feature three and compared their ideas with
others. Second, they were asked to critically evaluate their own comparisons and critique the
claims proposed by at least three members in Research Council by providing them with feedback
about their claims and evidence.
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When students finished the Research Council, Carol and Lucy asked them to go back to
their Research Briefs and do “Research Brief Activity: Synthesis.” In the activity, students were
asked, “What is the relationship between light (EMR) and matter?” and responded to the prompt:
“Based on ... I can claim ... because ...” After that, students did a final activity, “A.V.2 Research
Brief Activity: Reflection,” in which they were asked:
Look back at what you originally wrote to address the big question in Feature 1, “What is
the relationship between light (EMR) and matter?” and compare this to what you
currently understand (from the synthesis item above). How have your ideas changed?
Then, students responded to the following prompts: (a) “My original ideas have changed
in that ...”; (b) “My ideas are similar to others because (be specific) ...”; (c) “My ideas are
different because (be specific) ...”
The end of Feature five included the following instructions:
You have just finished Feature 5, “Communicate and Justify Explanations.” Make sure
you have revisited Feature 2 to see how the data you collected compares to the data and
claims of your peers. You should have also revisited Feature 4 to see how the data and
claims of your peers compares to that of the experts.
Carol’s Reflection. Students’ role in Feature five was to type up their evidence
statements and to reflect on at least three other students’ evidence statements. Carol said that
Feature five was designed to occur online and that students did not know each other’s names
because they were assigned a number by her. Student-teacher interaction didn’t take place until
the badging. Carol explained what the badging was to students before the Research Council
started and how they get a specified badge based on their argument statements and their
comments on others’ statements. Carol said that students who were intrinsically motivated and
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did a good job received “Einstein badge.” Students who tried hard, but didn’t care much,
received “Bubbles,” and students who really didn’t care at all, the ones that struggled with it, got
“One star.” However, Carol said that not even one student cared to ask her to redo it to receive
one higher badge. She emphasized, “I spent so much time and effort on these badges, and I
didn’t feel like it changed their thinking or what they wanted to accomplish at all.”
Lucy’s Reflection. In the first year she implemented her 5-DIE lesson, Lucy did the
Research Council on the Moodle platform. However, she said, “Middle school students don’t
want to hurt anybody’s feelings, and scientific discourse skills are really hard for them.” So, for
the second year, Lucy changed the format to an online and in-person Research Council in which
she assigned an EM wave to a group of students, and they presented their claims on the
whiteboard, drew a picture, and received feedback from the class. Then, all students had to write
down feedback online as well. When asked why you she chose this particular format, she
explained:
I wanted them to see what other kids are doing and have that out loud discourse of ‘Hey,
I can talk to you using ...’ Especially if it was structured, I felt as if it would give kids
more of an opportunity to talk who wouldn’t necessarily always talk. I did it with the
whiteboards because I wanted them to have that out loud discussion that was oral
arguments of presenting what they found.
In this format, the students’ role was, first on the computer, to write down their
arguments or their explanations from Feature three and to respond to two or three others’
arguments using the prompts provided. Then, in the classroom, they had to work in their small
groups, which were new people that they had not worked with before. The group talked about
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their arguments, decided on a consensus, wrote it on the whiteboard and then presented it to the
rest of the class.
Lucy’s role was mainly that of a moderator. She gave students a summative grade based
on their arguments and their feedback. Students also were able to fix their grade if they worked
on the teacher’s feedback.
What Did Carol and Lucy Think Students Should Learn Through Participating in
the Research Council?
Carol’s Reflection. Students are expected to revise their arguments or explanations at
Research Council. Carol said that her high-level students expressed their boredom with the
Research Council. However, her low-level students benefited from it the most, because they
went back, revisited their data table and then they actually corrected their mistakes at Research
Council. She said, “And that’s why I really liked Research Council.”
Lucy’s Reflection. Although students were expected to make revisions based on the
feedback they received from peers and the teacher, Lucy didn’t think that students made many
revisions in Feature five. She clarified that this was the result of the reflective process of the 5DIE instructional methodology; each Feature makes students revise continually as they progress.
She explained the second reason as middle school students thinking that there is a “right answer”
and that they won’t change if they think that they got “the right answer.” However, she
conditioned:
But if it was something ... if I was using this with something other than something that
has like ... scientific things ... something that you could argue about, I definitely ... you
could change your idea after Feature five.
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How Did Carol and Lucy Assess Student Learning?
Carol’s Reflection. Carol did not formally assess student learning at the end of the 5-DIE
lesson. She said that this 5-DIE lesson was a formative assessment. Students were going to use
what they learned from this 5-DIE lesson and then apply it to a lab and to an Engineering Project
focused on designing a house that would protect people from solar radiation. The assessment was
done on students’ Engineering Projects.
Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy did a summative assessment based on students’ arguments and
students’ responses on other students’ arguments, and she graded them. When asked why she
decided to assess students this way, she replied:
Because that was my goal. My goal ... kind of going full circle ... I started with ‘What do
I want kids to know?’ and that’s how I started Feature three is ‘Ok, this is what kids have
to know.’ Well, so then at the end, I should assess what I wanted kids to know. So that’s
why I chose that.
Carol and Lucy’s Decisions and Reflections About the 5-DIE Instructional Methodology in
General
Goals and Purposes of Teaching the Topic.
Carol’s Reflection. Carol’s goal was to teach the standard that aimed at explaining the
relationship between light and matter. It was the standard on the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS). She wanted students to “have a really good understanding” of it. She wanted
students to learn this relationship through the 5-DIE lesson and then “kinesthetically” do a lab
and, lastly, engineer a building that would protect them from solar radiation based on the
knowledge they acquired from the 5-DIE lesson and the lab.
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Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy explained that one of the reasons she chose the topic of the
relationship of light and matter was for her personal learning and improvement about this topic;
she was not comfortable in teaching this topic, but she wanted to get better at it. Her overall goal
for the students was to have them learn about the whole electromagnetic spectrum, not just
visible light. Lucy noted that students tend to only think of visible light instead of the whole
spectrum, which, she said, was a common student misconception. Lucy’s other goal was to have
students understand how all of the electromagnetic spectrum affected matter in the atmosphere.
She had not taught about the relationship between light and matter before implementing her 5DIE lesson; but it was part of the standards she was required to teach. Therefore, Lucy took her
participation in the CLASSP project as an opportunity to create this lesson in order to effectively
teach this topic at the middle school level. She also expressed students’ excitement and how they
really grasped what the 5-DIE lesson was about:
There were a lot of ‘Aha’ moments between us as the developers and students ... as kids
have taken it were like, ‘Oh, we didn’t realize that.’ There were some really cool
moments where kids like, ‘Oh, so that’s how a microwave works,’ like how they heat
their food up. So that was really cool.
How Did Carol and Lucy Think About the Content They Wanted to Teach?
Carol’s Reflection. Carol initially wanted to teach about the periodic table with a 5-DIE
lesson. She was searching for a simulation that students could use to collect data about the
periodic table. She clarified, “Because I want students to find patterns within the periodic table
elements and I don’t want them to hand them all the answers and to spoonfeed them.” However,
she could not find an accurate resource that allowed students to collect data that they could
analyze. As a result, she didn’t use the 5-DIE instructional methodology to teach about periodic
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properties. She explained, “I think that the content really does drive it, because you have to have
something. Then the students can actually collect data. And if you don’t have that, the 5-DIE
instructional method doesn’t work.”
Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy explained that her content knowledge about the topic of the
interaction of light and matter was weak. When she created the first draft of her 5-DIE lesson,
she said that she was using a word incorrectly, refraction, when talking about light and matter;
but she changed it after receiving the feedback from her mentor. She had to study and learn the
content for herself to be able to create the 5-DIE lesson plan about the interaction of light and
matter. In addition, she expressed that she had never taught the content to this depth before: she
taught electromagnetic spectrum to students, but it never went in depth to the relationship
between light and matter before.
How Did Carol and Lucy Consider the Student Learning Aspect of the Topic?
Carol’s Reflection. When asked about how she considered student learning in their 5DIE lesson plan design, Carol began talking about how they (Lucy and Carol) designed their 5DIE lesson for two levels of learners: regular and accelerated. She then expressed her thoughts
that the 5-DIE instructional methodology is an effective tool, but it is not for all levels of
learners: She thinks that it is for high level learners and for those who “started to turn to that
abstract learning.” She explained that students who are low-level readers and who are concrete
learners have struggled to learn with the 5-DIE instructional method because “they have not been
able to focus enough, and they have been so overwhelmed by the amount of reading and things.”
She said, “I don’t think this [5-DIE instructional method] is all be all teach for science. It is a
great tool, but it is not for everyone.”
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Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy also explained that they designed two different versions of the 5DIE lesson: one for regular and one for accelerated students. For regular students, she said that
her goal was for them to understand if different types of electromagnetic radiation affect
different types of matters in general. She wanted the accelerated students to not only understand
how different types of electromagnetic radiation interact with the different types of matter, but
the extent to which they interacted. So, she had more in-depth vision for the accelerated students.
For regular students, she explained that they just wanted them to see that different types of waves
affect different types of matter in general: a superficial version of the same content.
What Other Factor(s) Influenced Carol and Lucy as They Planned the 5-DIE
Lesson?
Carol’s Reflection. The feedback Carol received from her mentor was in-depth and
highly structured. Through this collaboration, Carol was able to make connections between
different parts of the 5-DIE lesson and make it consistent throughout.
Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy mentioned that her mentor’s intensive feedback helped narrow
her focus to the content and to the big overall goal. Her mentor helped her in using the right
words and in restructuring sentences if they didn’t make sense. Also, her mentor helped Lucy to
narrow her focus down since she didn’t know much about the content at the beginning.
Another factor that affected the way Lucy designed her 5-DIE lesson is that she wanted
students to use the 5-DIE lesson to build a foundation of content that would allow them to be
successful in the two other activities that were part of the larger unit: a hands-on lab and the
Engineering Project. The big project was to make a device that protects humans from UV
radiation using different materials they had in the classroom. So, Lucy wanted students to
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understand how light and matter interact through 5-DIE lesson and get the foundational ideas,
and then apply what they learned to a hands-on activity and to the big project.
What Were the Similarities/Differences of Teaching This Topic in the 5-DIE
Instructional Format When Compared to How They Normally Teach It?
Carol’s Reflection. When talking about the 5-DIE’s instructional style of teaching in
comparison to hers, Carol said that she is much more structured than just leaving students on
their own in front of computers. She explained:
To be like, “OK. So, for the next week, you guys are just going to go on your own. I am
going to be there to guide you, but you guys all have to figure it out.” That’s different for
me. I am not a just “get on the computer and go” kind of girl.
However, when reflecting on the format of the 5-DIE instructional framework, she said,
“The way Features lay out is how you should teach, but I don’t know if the show should be
online.”
Lucy’s Reflection. When asked how the teaching with the 5-DIE instructional method is
different than the way she had taught in the past, she replied:
I see 5-DIE as almost like a science writing heuristic. So, for me, it is not a big jump
because when I write ... when I think of labs, that’s how I think of science writing
heuristic, which sounds kind of silly, but that’s just how I see. It is research-based; this is
how kids learn. So, for me, it wasn’t a big jump to go from my classroom to writing a 5DIE as it would be for other teachers, because it is component of an effective lesson. It
has it all in there. It is very similar to SWH; and once I kind of figured that out, it was a
lot easier for me to write.
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What Difficulties Did Carol and Lucy Encounter as They Taught the 5-DIE Lesson
Plan?
Carol’s Reflection. As Carol was discussing the difficulties she encountered while using
5-DIE instructional methodology, she explained that at first her students didn’t read the pages or
follow the instructions on the pages; they just clicked through till the end of 5-DIE lesson and
asked, “Now, what?” Then, she had to read them the instructions out loud. This whole thing
made her realize that she had been “holding their hands too much” in her normal teaching. She
felt the need to “give students more types of things so that they learn how to read directions and
how to analyze a project like this and do it on their own.”
When talking about the benefits of the 5-DIE instructional framework, Carol was
impressed with students’ back and forth discussions at the Research Council. In addition, she
was amazed when she heard students use as many vocabulary words in the 5-DIE as they did
when completing the kinesthetic lab. According to Carol, students were able to “take the same
vocabulary, build on it and then take that to their Engineering Project.” She said that she was
shocked at how well students were able to come up with claims, evidence, and reasoning in their
Engineering Project.
Lucy’s Reflection. Lucy experienced some technological difficulties such as getting
computer access for her students and an auto play issue that a video was starting right away as
students went to Feature four, but she fixed this later on. She also explained that her students
liked the 5-DIE instructional methodology because it was structured, they could work on it in
their own pace, and they could go back to different pages as they worked through it. When asked
if she would use 5-DIE instructional strategy in the future to teach science topics, she replied:
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Oh yeah. I have done one on ... we did one I think in forces and motion. Something about
friction using some PhETs that I modified from one that Regional Professional
Development Program (RPDP) had done. I work with RPDP quite a bit. So, I definitely
... I think 5-DIE for me is very similar SWH and it’s kind of how my brain thinks
anyways. So, for me, I would definitely use it again.
Analysis of Carol’s Core Conceptions
Carol’s conceptions about the nature of science, the goals and purposes of middle school
science, the goals of teaching science, and science teaching and learning exhibited high
consistencies. She only held one naïve conception: that scientists’ preexisting conceptions,
presuppositions and anticipations about an outcome related their investigations do not influence
the way they observe and interpret a phenomenon. However, the rest of her beliefs about the
nature of science were informed beliefs, including that subjectivity is involved in the nature of
science. Carol’s goals and purposes for middle school science included not only giving students
firm foundations of basic principles of science, but also giving students moments of sudden
insight or discovery. These goals focused both on the content and students’ creation of personal
meanings of science. Similarly, her goals of teaching science focused on students’ understanding
of concepts and principles of science and having them demonstrate this knowledge through
engineering. Although Carol may have had these high-level goals for her high-level students, her
goals for lower-level students were different. Her goal with these students focused on helping the
students become interested in science and connecting the students’ everyday lives with science.
Therefore, both of her GPMSS and GTS centered on students’ construction of scientific
knowledge.
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To Carol, students have different learning styles: some are visual, some are auditory, etc.
Because students have these different learning styles, she creates rich experiences that meet these
different learning styles. Overall, Carol’s conceptions about learning science were highly
student-centered. Similarly, her conceptions about teaching science were also student-centered
and congruent with reform-based practices. Her role changed in accordance with the need and
level of students she taught. Ultimately, she pushed students to create their own knowledge about
the content in a way consistent with the knowledge of the discipline. In summary, Carol’s
conceptions about the nature of science were highly informed with a subjectivist view, both her
goals and purposes of middle school science were mainly learner-focused, and her conceptions
about science teaching and learning were highly student-centered and congruent with reformbased teaching practices.
How Did Carol’s Core Conceptions Influence the 5-DIE Lesson Design?
Carol and Lucy’s 5-DIE lesson plan design reflected the nature of inquiry intended in the
5-DIE instructional methodology. Carol and Lucy asked questions at the beginning of each
Feature or had a description that explained what students were going to do through that Feature.
Feature one started with the Big Question (BQ) that was created based on the NGSS and
followed up by several sub-questions related to it. Next, they had students reflect so that their
prior knowledge was activated. As Carol explained, the following two videos served as an
introduction and to engage students to the topic right away.
In Feature two, Carol and Lucy also started with a question, and it was followed up with
content background that was tied to students’ everyday life experiences. The next section was the
introduction to the single major activity with specific directions of what and how the students
should do that activity. Carol and Lucy also explained what reflected, absorbed, and transmitted
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were so that students could describe what they observed in the simulation. In addition, they
differentiated this task based on student level of abilities. For regular students, they expected
them to just point out what the interaction was between light and molecule. For accelerated
students, they also wanted them to explain intensity of that interaction, and these students
received less assistance in terms of filled out boxes on their data table compared to regular
students. This Feature finished with a section that asked students to reflect as a result of their
experience.
In Feature three, again, they started with the goal and an explanation about what students
are going to do in this Feature. They also broke down the analysis for each electromagnetic
radiation to help them explain the patterns they saw in each of them. The next section was about
developing arguments and it began with explanations about what an argument was and its major
components. For each type of electromagnetic radiation, Carol and Lucy had students create their
own arguments with claim, evidence and reasoning that explained what they saw as a pattern of
interaction between different types of EM radiation and different types of molecules. Feature
three finished with a reflective prompt about what students learned or what they were uncertain
about by the end of this Feature. When Carol reflected on this Feature, despite the fact that
students’ answers were mostly the same, she said that they were learning that light does interact
with matter.
Feature four also started with a question and this question informed students about what
they were going to learn in this Feature: what experts say about light-matter interaction. They
continued informing students with videos and written descriptions about different types of
electromagnetic radiation and their real-life applications. On top of that, they provided two
expert videos explaining how EMR interacts with atmospheric molecules, with the goal of
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helping students make connections between other science topics and helping students make sense
of the two activities (a hands-on lab and Engineering Project) that followed the 5-DIE lesson.
Having screenshots of what students should have seen in Feature two also helped students
compare and contrast their arguments with the teachers’ explanations about the content. Carol
and Lucy not only had this comparison as a reflective prompt for students, but also had reflective
prompts about what would happen to the temperature of Earth when greenhouse gases interact
with EMR.
In Feature five, students shared their arguments, critically evaluated other students’
arguments with the prompts provided, and reflected on how their ideas changed when compared
to their initial understanding about the content. As a result, Carol and Lucy scaffolded students’
learning very well and provided experiences that allowed students to construct their own
understanding about how light and matter interact and how this interaction could result in
changes of the Earth’s temperature.
The influence of Carol’s core conceptions on her 5-DIE lesson design were highly
apparent. First, one of her goals and purposes of middle school science was to give students firm
foundations of basic science principles. Similarly, her goal of teaching the lesson through the 5DIE instructional method was to have students “have a really good understanding” of the
content. These goals were consistent with her reflections on her Feature three in that she
responded to students who pointed out that they were all coming to the same answers, “Yes,
that’s what we wanted you to understand, that they did interact: Light interacts with matter.” In
addition, her goals of teaching science were about making use of what they learn about science
by applying science through engineering and making sense of the world around them with
science. This goal presented itself when an engineering design component was added to the 5-
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DIE lesson plan. After gaining knowledge with the 5-DIE lesson plan, students were given a
project of designing a house that would protect people from solar radiation.
Second, her conceptions about science teaching and learning were also highly congruent
with the way she designed her 5-DIE lesson plan. To Carol, students have different learning
styles; and, thus, she designs her lessons in a way that accommodate these different learning
styles. Her reflections on the 5-DIE lesson design indicated that she wanted students to learn
about the content with the 5-DIE lesson, kinesthetically do the lab that followed after the 5-DIE
lesson and apply what they learned to the Big Project. Her conceptions about learning science
indicated that students learned science best when they understand the vocabulary first and then
build on that understanding to reach a higher level of learning. When reflecting on her 5-DIE
lesson plan design, Carol explained that she was amazed with how students grasped many
vocabulary words through completing the 5-DIE lesson as when they completed the kinesthetic
lab. She then asked students to apply their understanding from the 5-DIE lesson to their
Engineering Project. This suggests that Carol’s expectations about students’ learning in general
were similar to what she wanted students to learn from their 5-DIE learning experiences. Her
comments about students’ learning from the 5-DIE lesson were also consistent with what she
thought her role was, that of a “vocabulary teacher.”
Third, Carol exhibited highly student-centered conceptions about teaching science; and
these conceptions influenced her design of the 5-DIE lesson. For example, when designing
Feature two, she said that she looked for a resource that allowed students to collect and analyze
data rather than handing or “spoonfeeding” information to them. As another example, she
intended and designed the Research Council in a way that students could argue about each
other’s statements and understand different parts of their arguments. This allowed students to
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discuss and enhance their understanding about the content rather than finding the “correct
answer” and moving on.
Carol also noticed that she had a decreased role as a teacher when teaching science with
5-DIE instructional methodology, and she was not comfortable with her new position. She said,
“You guys [students] are just going to go on your own. I am going to be there to guide you, but
you guys all have to figure it out. That’s different for me. I am not a just ‘get on the computer
and go’ kind of girl.” She is typically more present in the students’ learning process than the 5DIE lesson allows her to be.
Carol’s Perceptions About the Advantages and Disadvantages of the 5-DIE Format
Carol acknowledged some benefits and some hindrances of the 5-DIE instructional
methodology when teaching science. She expressed that the 5-DIE instructional methodology is
not effective for low-level readers or for students who are in the concrete stage of development.
Because the 5-DIE instructional method requires reading at a significant level, low-level readers
struggled and were overwhelmed by the amount of reading and tasks they were expected to
accomplish.
Carol also explained that she is typically more structured in her teachings when
comparing her teaching style with the 5-DIE’s. Her elaborations on this statement indicated that
she was not confident about the fact that all instruction was on an online platform and students
were “left alone” in carrying out everything by themselves. She expressed her discomfort about
her diminished role as the teacher when teaching with the 5-DIE instructional methodology.
However, she realized later in the interview that she was “holding students’ hand too much” and
should do more of this type of instruction and have students do more on their own.
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Analysis of Lucy’s Core Conceptions
Lucy’s conceptions about the nature of science, the goals and purposes of middle school
science, the goals of teaching science, and science teaching and learning exhibited high
consistencies. Her conceptions about the nature of science were highly informed, and she
exhibited no naïve conceptions. She also held the beliefs that subjectivity was very much
involved in the nature of science. Her first GPMSS focused not only building student interest in
science so that they would take more science classes in high school, but also on helping students
learn how to think scientifically instead of just memorizing the content. Similarly, her goals for
teaching science centered on creating independent learners and having them think through any
question scientifically with CERs. Additionally, her conceptions about learning science and
teaching science were highly aligned with these goals. She conceived students’ role as that of
independent learners who carry out activities or investigations on their own and commented that
students learn best when they figure things out on their own. Accordingly, Lucy taught science in
a way that scaffolded student learning with inquiry-based methods (Science Writing Heuristic,
5Es) to help them reach a grade-appropriate level of understanding. In summary, Lucy’s
conceptions about the nature of science were highly informed and leaned toward a subjectivist
view, both of her goals and purposes of middle school science and goals of teaching science
were learner-focused, and her conceptions about science teaching and learning were highly
student-centered and congruent with reform-based teaching practices.
How Did Lucy’s Core Conceptions Influence the 5-DIE Lesson Design?
The influence of Lucy’s core conceptions on the 5-DIE lesson design were apparent.
Lucy’s both goals (GPMSS and GTS) primarily focused on learners: getting them interested and
excited about science and fostering critical thinking skills, and helping students learn how to
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think with CERs, not just memorize the content. Likewise, one of her goals of teaching the topic
of light and matter with the 5-DIE lesson plan was to create excitement and have students really
understand what was going on instead of memorizing the content. She explained in detail that
students were excited about learning the physics behind how a microwave works as an example.
Additionally, one of her goals of teaching science was focused on scaffolding student learning to
help students reach a grade-level-appropriate understanding of the content. The influence of this
conception was evident when she explained that one of her goals for the 5-DIE lesson was to
target the standard in the Next Generation Science Standard focusing on light and matter
interaction for middle school level. In addition, when she was reflecting on what sort of
argument she expected students to generate in Feature three, she clarified that she wanted them
to identify the patterns of interaction between different types of molecules and different types of
electromagnetic radiation. However, she pointed out that “just identifying the interaction” was
not middle school level and she would add something to make it more appropriate for a middle
school grade level. This also served as an additional evidence that indicated the congruence
between her goal of teaching science and her goal of teaching a science topic using the 5-DIE
instructional methodology.
Her conceptions about learning science and teaching science were also highly congruent
with the way she designed her 5-DIE lesson plan. As her conceptions about science teaching and
learning indicated, Lucy positioned students as learners who construct their own knowledge
about the science content and herself as the scaffolder who structures activities so that students
show how their understanding changes over the course of the investigation and reach grade-level
understanding. Her 5-DIE lesson plan scaffolded student learning with descriptions about what
they were going to do in those Features, with explanations of what was coming in subsequent
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Features, and with specific explanations about each video or image and with how they were
going accomplish all tasks. Additionally, the 5-DIE lesson plan was scaffolded based on
students’ level of abilities. The tasks were differentiated with different levels of support and
different depth of learning based on the levels of students, regular and accelerated students.
Scaffolding to this degree was only present in Lucy and Carol’s 5-DIE lesson plan when
compared to other 5-DIE lesson plans.
Second, her conceptions about learning science and teaching science indicated that
students have an attention span of a fly and to keep them focused, they need to do hands-on
science. When reflecting on her 5-DIE lesson plan, she explained that she used the 5-DIE lesson
to help students get foundational ideas so that they would be successful in the other activities in
which they do a hands-on lab and an engineering project. She used the 5-DIE lesson as the
prequel for a hands-on lab. In addition, her conception about students’ best way of learning
science was to have them figure things out as they do hands-on activities. The influence of this
conception is apparent in her integration of a hands-on lab and an engineering project to her
lesson plan. Lucy wanted students to have a deeper understanding of the interaction of light and
matter through the hands-on lab and the Engineering Project.
Third, she tackled students’ misconceptions about the topic with the 5-DIE lesson plan,
which was consistent with her conceptions about how she taught science in her regular teaching.
Lucy’s one main goals of the 5-DIE lesson was to make students learn that the electromagnetic
spectrum has different types of electromagnetic radiation in addition to the visible spectrum,
which she pointed out as a common misconception related to the topic.
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How Did Lucy Modify the 5-DIE Format?
Lucy acknowledged some benefits and hindrances of the 5-DIE instructional
methodology for teaching science. The 5-DIE instructional methodology was highly consistent
with Lucy’s regular science teachings. The way she constructed her lesson plan was similar to
the intentions of the 5-DIE instructional methodology in terms of expecting students to create
claim, evidence, and reasoning. Students were familiar with its self-paced nature, and they could
work on it on their own. Therefore, as Lucy explained, “it was not a big jump” for her in terms
designing and implementing an instruction based on 5-DIE instructional methodology. However,
she changed the format of the Research Council from all online to a hybrid format in which
students gave each other feedback not only in the online platform, but also through a face-to-face
format. She explained that she made this change because scientific discourse skills were hard for
middle school students, and she wanted to verbally discuss and develop scientific discourse
skills.
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Chapter 9: Cross-Case Analysis
All five science teachers’ conceptions about the nature of science, the goals and purpose
of middle school science (GPMSS), the goals of teaching science (GTS), and science teaching
and learning were examined along with the relationship between these conceptions and their
planning of their 5-DIE lessons. The results that emerged from each case were discussed
previously. The analysis will continue with an examination and discussion of how the teachers’
core conceptions were manifested across all cases, with assertions (Stake, 2006).
Beliefs are regarded as a critical component in informing an individual’s decision-making
process (Kagan, 1990). Teacher beliefs, especially their core beliefs, have been found to
influence their teaching practice (Da-Silva et al., 2007; Tsai 2002a; Tsai, 2007). Here, I will
document teachers’ conceptions about the nature of science, the goals and purposes of middle
school science, the goals of teaching science, and science teaching and learning. Because I was
interested in examining any possible connections between and across the teachers’ conceptions, I
created a data table that would allow me to visualize all of the teachers’ conceptions at the same
time (Table 16).
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Table 16
Summary of Teachers’ Core Conceptions
Conceptions about
the NOS

Goals and Purposes of
Middle School Science

Goals of Teaching
Science

Conceptions about
Learning Science

Conceptions about
Teaching Science

Belief
Categories

Science content-focused

Science content-focused

•
••
•

••
•

Science content-focused

Learner-focusedb

Traditionalc
Instructivec
Transitional
Responsived
Reform-basedd
Traditional
Instructive
Transitional
Responsive
Reform-based
Traditional
Instructive
Transitional
Responsive
Reform-based
Traditional
Instructive
Transitional
Responsive
Reform-based
Traditional
Instructive
Transitional
Responsive
Reform-based

More Objectivist View
a

Linda

Pam

•
•
•••

••

•
Learner-focused

Carol

Learner-focused
•
••

Karen

Learner-focused

Lucy

Learner-focused

Learner-focused

•
•
••

•••

•••

Learner-focused
••
••

•••

More Subjectivist View
Note. a science content-focused goals mainly focus on the acquisition of science content and on the amassing of information b Learner-focused goals are the goals focusing on the learners,their conceptual
understanding, and their development of interest, skills, and abilities. c Traditional and Instructive dispositions are the teacher-focused beliefs, as described in the in the Teacher Belief Interview analysis.
d
Responsive and Reform-based dispositions are the student-focused beliefs, as described in the Teacher Belief Interview analysis (Luft & Roehrig, 2007).
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Overview of Table Contents
The first column of the Table 16 lists the names of the participants, in order of their
scores on the subjectivity and objectivity of the nature of science. Linda is placed in the first row
because she held the most objectivist view on the nature of science, and Lucy is placed in the
bottom row because she held the most subjectivist view on the nature of science. The next two
columns are the goals and purposes of middle school science and the goals of teaching science.
Here, all participants’ views on these conceptions were characterized by whether they are science
content-focused goals or learner-focused goals. The following two columns indicate teachers’
conceptions about learning science and conceptions about teaching science. In the Teacher Belief
Interview, there were four questions focused on teachers’ conceptions of science learning and
three questions focused on teachers’ conceptions of science teaching. Therefore, teachers’
responses to these questions were categorized as traditional, instructive, transitional, responsive,
or reform-based beliefs, following the analysis methods in Luft and Roehrig (2007). The result of
this analysis was presented as dots in the second to last column of Table 15, with each dot
representing a teacher’s response to an individual question from the TBI.
How Were the Entries in Table 15 Generated?
First, the following example provides a description of the method by which teacher
conceptions about the NOS (the first column in Table 16) were determined in the current study.
Linda’s average score of all of the items that focused on the objectivity of the NOS was 3.9 (the
average of 14 items). Her average score of all of the items that focused on the subjectivity of the
NOS was 2.4 (the average of 18 items). To calculate her grand objectivity score, her average
score on the items about the subjectivity of the NOS was reversed (i.e., for the actual average
score of 2.4, the reversed average score was 3.6). Then, this score was added to the average score
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of all of the items that focused on the objectivity of the NOS (3.6 added to 3.9) and the result was
divided by two to give the grand average of these two score as 3.75, which is the highest
objectivity score among the cases.
Second, teachers’ beliefs about the goals and purposes of middle school science and
goals of teaching science (the second and third columns of Table 16) were analyzed and
identified based on the two main overarching categories: science-content focused and learnerfocused goals (Lotter et al., 2007). Science content-focused goals mainly focus on the acquisition
of science content and on the amassing of information. On the other hand, learner-focused goals
are the goals focusing on the learners, and their development of interest, skills, and abilities. For
example, both of Linda’s goals (GPMSS and GTS) were science content-focused goals as
explained in the analysis of her conceptions (Chapter 5).
Third, the teachers’ conceptions about learning science and teaching science (columns 4
and 5 of Table 16) were determined using the analysis method provided by Luft and Roehrig
(2007) for the Teacher Belief Interview (see Appendix E). As mentioned earlier, there were four
questions that focused on teachers’ conceptions of science learning and three questions that
focused on teachers’ conceptions of science teaching. All teachers’ responses to these questions
were categorized as traditional, instructive, transitional, responsive, or reform-based beliefs
based on this analysis, and the result of the analysis was represented as dots. [Note that the belief
categories are listed in the 6th column of Table 16.] For example, Linda’s responses to the four
questions that were focused on teachers’ conceptions of science learning indicated one traditional
belief, two instructive beliefs, and one transitional belief. Her responses to the three questions
that were focused on teachers’ conceptions of science teaching indicated two traditional beliefs
and one instructive belief. Therefore, When Linda’s conceptions about science teaching and
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learning are evaluated holistically, her responses to six out of the seven TBI questions indicated
that she holds teacher-centered beliefs (traditional and instructive beliefs).
The results of each of the analyses described in this section are displayed in Table 16. In
the sections that follow, I will further explain and discuss the findings across all five cases as
assertions. It is important to mention that these assertions became “visible” through the
construction of Table 16 and the identification of patterns within the table.
Assertion 1: Middle School Science Teachers’ Core Conceptions Exhibited Coherence
Among Themselves
The cross-case analysis indicated that middle school science teachers’ core conceptions
were coherent and uniform in a way that teachers with subjectivist views about science also
mainly held learner-focused goals and student-centered, reform-based conceptions about science
teaching and learning (Table 16). On the other hand, a middle school science teacher with an
objectivist view about science only held science content-focused goals, and teacher-centered,
didactic conceptions about science teaching and learning.
I will begin with reporting the cases in order from most objective to most subjective
views on the nature of science. As explained earlier, Linda held the most objectivist view of
science based on her score about the subjectivity and objectivity of the NOS. Her goals and
purposes of middle school science and goals of teaching science mainly focused on introducing
science and laying foundations of science for students. Additionally, her conceptions about
science teaching and learning demonstrated didactic features: students’ role was to “receive” the
body of knowledge through the instruction she provided for them.
Pam had the second highest objectivity score after Linda, which indicates that she mainly
held views that science and scientists are objective. Her case is an interesting one because there
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was some inconsistency in her core conceptions: some were science-content focused while others
were learner/student-focused. Although her goals and purposes of middle school science were
mainly to expose students to science, which is a science content-focused goal, her goals of
teaching science targeted the learner and development of their inquiry skills and practices, a
learner-centered goal. In addition, her conceptions about science teaching and learning indicated
that students have different learning styles; and, thus, she is there to expose them to science in a
variety of formats so that they can create meaning for themselves. Therefore, Pam held the view
that subjectivity is involved in the nature of science coupled with science content-focused goals,
learner-focused goals and student-centered conceptions about science teaching and learning.
Carol held the third highest objectivity score after Pam, which indicates that she mainly
held views that science and scientists are objective. Both of her goals (GPMSS and GTS)
focused on students’ construction and exhibition of their knowledge about science. Her
conceptions about science teaching and learning indicated student-centered conceptions.
Therefore, Carol had the view that subjectivity is involved in the nature of science together with
learner-focused goals and student-centered, reform-based conceptions about science teaching and
learning.
Karen held the fourth highest objectivity score after Carol, which indicates that she
mainly held views that science and scientists are objective. Her GPMSS and GTS mainly
focused on the learner and motivating learners to continue their studies in science. Her
conceptions about science teaching and learning indicated that she held highly student-centered
conceptions such as students being independent in deciding what to learn, how to learn and how
to execute those decisions in her classroom. Therefore, she held views that subjectivity is
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involved in the nature of science together with learner-focused goals and student-centered
conceptions about science teaching and learning.
Lucy held the lowest objectivity score among the cases, indicating that she views that
science and scientists are subjective in nature. Her GPMMS and GTS centered on fostering
independent learners and having students think scientifically through any questions they
encounter. Her conceptions about science teaching and learning indicated that students were
independent learners who should figure things out on their own as they work through the
activities (mainly inquiry-based) she scaffolded for them so that they could reach a gradeappropriate level of understanding. Therefore, she held the views that subjectivity is involved in
the nature of science together with learner-focused goals and student-centered, reform-based
conceptions about science teaching and learning similar to Karen’s and Carol’s cases.
In summary, middle school science teacher beliefs about the NOS, GPMSS, GTS, and
science teaching and learning (core conceptions) have mainly exhibited coherency and
consistency among themselves. As the cross-case analysis indicated, a teacher who holds a
highly objectivist view of science exhibited science content-focused goals and teacher-centered
science teaching and learning conceptions, whereas teachers with the view that subjectivity is
involved in the nature of science only exhibited learner-centered goals and student-centered,
reform-based conceptions about science teaching and learning.
Pam was the only case that indicated some inconsistency, specifically between her
perceptions of the goals and purposes of middle school science and her perceptions of the goals
of teaching science. She perceived the goals and purposes of middle school science as being
science content-focused, whereas her beliefs about the goals of teaching science were learnerfocused. When her conceptions about the nature of science were analyzed, Pam ranked between
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Linda, whose goals were science content-centered (both GPMSS and GTS), and Karen, whose
goals were learner-centered (both GPMSS and GTS). Therefore, she might be a case presenting
transitory beliefs regarding core conceptions. The emergent result of this case indicated that the
conceptions about goals of teaching science seem to have more influence on teaching practice
when compared to the conceptions about goals and purposes of middle school science. However,
this is a topic that needs attention in a future study.
Assertion 2: Only the Teachers Who Held the Views That Subjectivity Is Involved in the
NOS, Held Learner-Centered Goals, and Held Student-Centered Conceptions About
Science Teaching and Learning Were Able Design a 5-DIE Lesson Plan That Was True to
Its Inquiry Nature
Teaching science true to the nature of inquiry teaching requires designing learning
experiences that address both the substantive and syntactic knowledge of science. Shulman
(1986) defined substantive knowledge of science as knowledge of the variety of ways in which
the basic concepts and principles are organized in disciplines. It is the body of knowledge
produced through and by science. The syntactic knowledge, Shulman added, is the set of ways in
which truth or falsehood, validity and invalidity are established in disciplines. This type of
knowledge represents the means and principles by which scientific knowledge develops and
becomes accepted (Anderson and Clark, 2012). A similar definition was conceived by the Next
Generation Science Standards to describe science and engineering practices. These practices,
which I am equating with Shulman’s syntactic knowledge, are characterized as “behaviors that
scientists engage in as they investigate and build models and theories about the natural world and
the key set of engineering practices that engineers use as they design and build models and
systems” (National Science Teaching Association [NSTA], 2014).
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Both substantive and syntactic knowledge are critical in science, as they embody the
scientific knowledge and how this knowledge is established. Inquiry teaching, in essence, helps
learners construct their own understanding of science by having them go through experiences
similar to the process of real science. Therefore, inquiry teaching requires that both types of
science knowledge are included in a lesson. In the following paragraphs, teachers’ 5-DIE lesson
plans are evaluated and presented as to whether or not they incorporated substantive and
syntactic knowledge of science. These are then compared with the teachers’ conceptions about
the nature of science, their goals, and science teaching and learning.
The cross-case analysis indicated that the teachers who were able to design the 5-DIE
lesson plan in an inquiry format, as was intended, were those that held informed views about the
involvement of subjectivity in the NOS, learner-centered goals, and student-centered conceptions
about science teaching and learning (Pam, Karen, Carol, Lucy). Therefore, they enabled students
to learn both substantive and syntactic knowledge of science.
The teacher (Linda) who held the conceptions that subjectivity is not involved in the
NOS, had science-content centered goals, and had teacher-centered conceptions about science
teaching and learning, only sought to teach substantive knowledge of science in the design of her
5-DIE lesson and, thus, through her design of the lesson, circumvented the inquiry nature that the
5-DIE format is meant to support.
Here, I present the teachers’ core conceptions, alongside the evaluation of the substantive
and syntactic knowledge expressed in their 5-DIE lesson plans. I will begin with the teachers
who designed their lessons in an inquiry-based format (Pam, Karen, Carol, and Lucy). Finally, I
will present Linda’s case, as the one teacher who did not design her 5-DIE lesson in the inquiry
format intended by the 5-DIE instructional method.
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Pam’s Coverage of Substantive and Syntactic Knowledge in Her 5-DIE Lesson
Pam believes that subjectivity is involved in the nature and processes of science. She also
holds one content-focused goal and one learner-focused goal as well as mostly reform-based
science teaching and learning beliefs. Her 5-DIE lesson plan was designed in the intended
inquiry format, which allows opportunities for students to learn both substantive and syntactic
knowledge.
Pam’s 5-DIE lesson plan provided opportunities for students to learn substantive
knowledge of science. Her 5-DIE lesson plan design, as well as her reflections on the 5-DIE
lesson plan design, indicated that she wanted students to learn the water cycle, the mechanism of
the water cycle, and the model of the water cycle. By experiencing evaporation, air pressure,
condensation, precipitation, percolation, and surface runoff as mini-labs, students were able to
develop a deeper understanding of different stages of the water cycle. Pam also sought to have
students see the connection between the previous topic, atmosphere, and the water cycle. She not
only expressed this expectation in her reflection, but also assessed students on it in Research
Council.
Pam’s 5-DIE lesson plan provided opportunities for students to learn syntactic
knowledge. Her Big Question of the 5-DIE lesson plan was, “What causes water to cycle through
Earth’s systems?” She began with activating students’ prior knowledge about the content. Then,
she created several mini-labs to expose students to the water cycle content in variety of ways
such as visualizations and drawings. She also had them collect observational and numerical data
that allowed for explanation building. The answer she expected students to reach at was, “Sun’s
heat evaporated water; Earth’s gravity pulled water back down” as she explained the sort of
argument she expected students to generate by the end of Feature three. As her 5-DIE lesson plan
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design and reflections on it indicated, she created several mini-labs that had students collect
observational and numerical data, and by using that data, she created the means for students to
come up with an answer to the Big Question. In addition, after having students compare their
explanations with the accepted scientific knowledge, she had students discuss and argue each
other’s claims and evidence statements in Research Council. In sum, students had the
opportunity to collect data, analyze and interpret data, construct explanations from evidence,
and engage in argumentation in her 5-DIE lesson plan. As a result, Pam’s 5-DIE lesson plan
provided students the opportunities to learn not only the scientific body of knowledge
(substantive), but also, ways in which this knowledge is generated (syntactic). Having both type
of knowledge of science, her 5-DIE lesson plan demonstrated the true nature of inquiry as
intended in 5-DIE instructional methodology.
Karen’s Coverage of Substantive and Syntactic Knowledge in Her 5-DIE Lesson
Similar to Pam, Karen’s 5-DIE lesson plan was true to the nature of inquiry teaching. The
evaluation of Karen’s conceptions indicated that she held one of the informed views on the
involvement of subjectivity in the NOS. She held only learner-focused goals and mostly studentcentered science teaching and learning beliefs. Like Pam, Karen’s 5-DIE lesson plan allowed
opportunities for students to learn both substantive and syntactic knowledge of science.
Karen’s 5-DIE lesson plan provided opportunities for students to learn substantive
knowledge of science. Her 5-DIE lesson plan design, as well as her reflections on the 5-DIE
lesson plan design, indicated that she wanted students to learn about different types of bridges,
optimum bridge types for a range of sites, materials used in bridges, and engineering principles
of bridge building. Although such information is given on a website, students were also informed
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to try models of such bridge so that they would have experience with them and understand the
forces acting on them.
Karen’s 5-DIE lesson plan also provided opportunities for students to learn syntactic
knowledge of science. The Big Questions of her 5-DIE lesson plan was, “How do engineers
determine what is the best way to build a bridge?” Her 5-DIE lesson plan began with activating
students’ prior knowledge about the content. When her Feature two and Feature three were
analyzed, she created the means for students to “get” the information and allowed them to decide
what constituted as evidence or not as they progressed through these Features. She also
incorporated design elements, such as making observations, collecting evidence, and evaluating
data to have students come up with their claims, evidence and reasonings in order to answer the
Big Question. Then, after having students compare their explanations with the accepted scientific
knowledge, as she pointed out in the interview, she expected that the mathematical and
engineering models would be different from each other, which allowed students to have multiple
ideas to discuss about at Research Council. In sum, students had the opportunity to collect data,
develop a mathematical model, analyze and interpret data, construct explanations from
evidence, and engage in argumentation in her 5-DIE lesson plan. As a result, Karen’s 5-DIE
lesson plan provided students the opportunities to learn both substantive and syntactic knowledge
of science.
Carol and Lucy’s Coverage of Substantive and Syntactic Knowledge in Their 5-DIE Lesson
Carol and Lucy designed their 5-DIE lesson plan true to the nature of inquiry teaching.
The evaluation of Carol’s and Lucy’s conceptions revealed that they both held the two informed
views on the involvement of subjectivity in the NOS. They also held only learner-focused goals
as well as mostly reform-based science teaching and learning beliefs. The analysis of their 5-DIE
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lesson plan indicated that it allowed opportunities for students to learn both substantive and
syntactic knowledge of science.
Carol and Lucy’s 5-DIE lesson plan provided opportunities for students to learn
substantive knowledge of science. They designed their 5-DIE in a way so that students could
develop an understanding of electromagnetic radiation; the electromagnetic spectrum; lightmatter interactions; absorption, reflection, and transmission; and ultimately, the greenhouse
effect. In addition, Carol and Lucy wanted students to see the pattern of interaction between
different molecules and electromagnetic radiation. Identifying the pattern of interaction was one
of the standards they aimed for in the Next Generation Science Standards.
Carol and Lucy’s 5-DIE lesson plan provided opportunities for students to learn syntactic
knowledge of science. The Big Question of Carol’s and Lucy’s 5-DIE lesson plan was, “What is
the relationship between light (EMR) and matter?” They began their 5-DIE lesson by activating
students’ prior knowledge about the content. Then they incorporated design elements that
required students to observe, collect data and explain the pattern of interaction between the type
of light and the type of molecule. In addition, they created the means so that students could come
up with their claims based on the evidence they collected from the PhET simulation explaining
the relationship between light and matter. The strength of students’ arguments was merely based
on the extent to which their claims explained the data they collected. The level of scaffold they
provided helped students progress through each Feature seamlessly. Moreover, when reflecting
on the Research Council, they both explained that they had students give feedback to one another
and evaluate each other’s argument statements. Students communicated and justified their
explanations with prompts and reflected on how their initial ideas changed as they went through
the 5-DIE lesson plan. In sum, students had the opportunity to collect data, analyze and interpret
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data, construct explanations from evidence, and engage in argumentation in their 5-DIE lesson
plan. As a result, students were not only learning the scientific knowledge this 5-DIE lesson was
designed for, but the ways in which this knowledge is generated.
Linda’s Coverage of Substantive and Syntactic Knowledge in Her 5-DIE Lesson
The analysis of Linda’s conceptions about the involvement of subjectivity in the NOS
indicated that she had two naïve conceptions about this NOS issue. Both of her goals were
primarily science content-focused and almost all of her conceptions were teacher-centered
science teaching and learning beliefs. The analysis of her 5-DIE lesson plan indicated that it
allowed opportunities for students to learn only substantive knowledge of science, but not
syntactic knowledge of science.
Linda’s 5-DIE lesson plan provided opportunities for students to learn substantive
knowledge of science. Her 5-DIE lesson plan design, as well as her reflections on the 5-DIE
lesson plan design, indicated that she wanted students to learn what causes the seasons.
Specifically, she wanted them to learn how the motion of the tilted Earth around the Sun causes
seasons. The angle of the light hitting the Earth’s surface, Earth’s spin, the shape of the Earth’s
orbit, and the distance between the Earth and the Sun at different times of the year all play a role
in how we experience seasons. As discussed earlier in her case, she had students skip past some
information just to focus only on the aforementioned substantive knowledge that explained what
causes the seasons.
Linda’s 5-DIE lesson plan did not provide opportunities for students to learn syntactic
knowledge of science. Her actual 5-DIE lesson plan and her reflections on her design
demonstrated that she wanted students to “receive” the scientific knowledge that was given to
them rather than allowing them to construct their own understanding about the content. The Big
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Question of her 5-DIE lesson plan was, “Why does Earth Experience Seasons?” In Feature one,
in which she was supposed to activate students’ initial understanding about why Earth
experience seasons, she preferred to direct students’ attention to “the correct answer,” that the
motion of the Earth around the Sun causes seasons. In Feature two, she directly provided “the
correct answer” to students and had them learn why the motion of the Earth around the Sun
causes seasons (in “Task 1: Simulation 1”). Despite the fact that she incorporated a claim,
evidence and reasoning section in Feature three, the way she designed her 5-DIE lesson,
especially Feature two in which she designed the tasks to have students reach “Yes” or “No”
answers through a set of questions, indicated that she wanted students to rule out certain
variables one by one and reach the “the right answer” given to them at the beginning of Feature
two. As this design indicated, she only expected students to learn that the motion of Earth around
the Sun, combined with the tilt of the Earth, causes the seasons; but she did not incorporate any
design elements that help students form this body of knowledge themselves.
When reflecting on what students learned in Research Council, Linda explained that
students understood why seasons happen before reaching this stage. In other words, she was
satisfied by the fact that students got “the right answer” once they finished Feature four and she
did not intend or design the 5-DIE lesson in a way that students could come up with different
explanations to argue about. In sum, students did not have the opportunity to collect data,
analyze and interpret data, construct explanations from evidence, or engage in argumentation in
her 5-DIE lesson plan. As a result, Linda only sought to teach the substantive knowledge of
science and omitted or ignored the syntactic knowledge of science in her 5-DIE lesson plan. This
lesson plan demonstrated a didactic nature of teaching instead of an inquiry.
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In summary, only the middle school science teachers who held views that subjectivity is
involved in the NOS and who held learner-centered goals and student-centered science teaching
and learning beliefs were able to design a 5-DIE lesson plan that taught both substantive and
syntactic knowledge of science. In other words, these teachers were able to implement the 5-DIE
instructional methodology in the inquiry-based nature as intended. On the other hand, one middle
school science teacher who rejected the involvement of subjectivity in the NOS and had science
content-focused goals and teacher-centered conceptions about science teaching and learning only
sought to teach substantive knowledge of science throughout her 5-DIE lesson.
Assertion 3: As Teachers Reflect and Elaborate on Their 5-DIE Lesson Plans, Their
Conceptions About the Goals and Purposes of Middle School Science (GPMMS), the Goals
of Teaching Science (GTS), and Science Teaching and Learning Appear to Directly
Influence Their 5-DIE Lesson Plan Design Decisions When Compared With Their Nature
of Science (NOS) Conceptions
Middle school science teachers’ conceptions about the nature of science, goals and
purposes of middle school science, the goals of teaching science, and science teaching and
learning all played certain roles in shaping teachers’ 5-DIE lesson plan designs. However, the
teachers referred less often and less directly to their conceptions of the NOS when talking about
how they designed their 5-DIE lesson plans than they referred to their conceptions of the goals
and purposes of middle school science, the goals of teaching science, and science teaching and
learning. The fact that the teachers did not often directly refer to their conceptions of the NOS
when discussing their 5-DIE lesson plans could have resulted from the limited number of
interview questions that addressed the NOS or the lack of follow-up questions about the NOS
during teachers’ reflections. Instead, as teachers reflected and elaborated on their 5-DIE design
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decisions, when asked about the reason(s) of such determinations, they mainly drew upon their
conceptions of the goals and purposes of middle school science, the goals of teaching science,
and science teaching and learning.
In the paragraphs that follow, I will discuss how the teachers’ (a) conceptions of the goals
and purposes of middle school science and goals of teaching science, and (b) conceptions of
science teaching and learning influenced the teachers’ 5-DIE lesson designs, across cases.
Finally, I will comment on the evidence, across cases, that teachers’ conceptions of the NOS
influenced their 5-DIE lesson designs, even though the teachers did not explicitly refer to these
NOS conceptions when discussing their 5-DIE lesson designs.
Influence of Teachers’ Conceptions of the Goals and Purposes of Middle School Science and
Goals of Teaching Science on Their 5-DIE Lesson Designs
Two dimensions of teachers’ conceptions about the goals and purposes of science
teaching were examined in the current study: the goals and purposes of middle school science
(GPMSS) and the goals of teaching science (GTS). Teachers’ goals in these dimensions ranged
from science-content-focused goals to learner-focused goals. The results of this study indicated
that both the teachers’ general GPMSS and their general GTS influenced the more specific goals
they pursued in their 5-DIE lesson planning. Overall and across the cases, the types of goals of
teachers sought to integrate into their 5-DIE lesson designs included having students amass
information, developing students’ inquiry skills, creating excitement in learning, having students
apply their learning through engineering, and fostering critical thinking skills. The teachers’
conceptions about the goals and purposes of middle school science and goals of teaching science
significantly shaped what goals they pursued when designing their 5-DIE lesson plans.
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Eventually, these goals influenced the learning outcome they expected students to obtain by the
end of their 5-DIE lesson plans.
Influence of Teachers’ Conceptions of Science Teaching and Learning on Their 5-DIE
Lesson Designs
The ways these teachers taught science were closely related to and deeply rooted in their
conceptions about the students’ role, how students learn science best, and their role as the
teacher. Accordingly, these conceptions shaped how the teachers designed their 5-DIE lesson
plans. For example, Linda’s role was that of a sense-maker; she was the one making the meaning
of what students experienced (hands-on or experiment) and giving it to students. Therefore, she
designed her 5-DIE in such a way that she gave the students the content knowledge beforehand
and expected them to “get” it with the 5-DIE lesson plan. On the other hand, Pam—whose
conceptions were highly tied to the idea that students learn science content differently, according
to the idea of multiple intelligences—differentiated her 5-DIE lesson plan design to meet
different learning styles by adding mini-labs, in which students visually “saw” the process of the
water cycle, kinesthetically performed mini-labs, and sketched the learned concepts.
Karen believed that students learn science best by doing, touching, feeling, and ultimately
experiencing science. Therefore, she typically teaches science with project-based instruction, in
which students are independent investigators and she is a supporter, guider and learner in the
learning process. Because she believed that the 5-DIE methodology limits students’ experiences
by having students complete all tasks on computers without “doing” science with actual
materials, she planned to have an actual “bridge building” activity to be carried out after students
completed the 5-DIE lesson plan.
Similar to Pam, Carol held the conceptions about students that they have different
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learning styles; and, thus, she designs her lessons in a way that accommodate these different
learning styles. In her 5-DIE lesson plan design, she wanted students to learn about the content
with the 5-DIE lesson and then kinesthetically do the lab and apply what they learned to a “Big
Project.” She also incorporated visual elements such as pictures, videos, etc. to accommodate
visual learners’ needs.
Lucy characterized herself as the scaffolder of student learning experiences in the
classroom and believed that students are in the classroom to construct their own knowledge of
science with the experience she provided for them. Therefore, the 5-DIE instructional
methodology (guided inquiry) was the perfect match with the conceptions she held about science
teaching and learning. Lucy’s conceptions about her role, students’ roles, how students learn
science, and how she taught science were the carbon copy of what the 5-DIE instructional design
assigned to them to be. Accordingly, she scaffolded student learning to allow them to reach a
grade-appropriate level of understanding based on their level of abilities: regular and accelerated
students.
The evidence from the cases and cross-case analysis indicated that teachers’ conceptions
about their role, students’ roles, how students learn science best, and the way they teach science
influenced the way they designed the 5-DIE lesson plans. However, if the teachers’ conceptions
did not align with the 5-DIE instructional methodology, the teachers expressed their discontent
with the specific dimension of the 5-DIE instructional methodology that did not match. For
example, Karen expressed her dissatisfaction with the 5-DIE instructional methodology as it
“completely removes” the teacher and “puts them [students] on a computer.” In addition to the
change of teacher and student role in this new context, she also expressed that 5-DIE
instructional methodology did not allow students to touch, feel and experience science as hands-
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on, but rather it situates students on an online environment instead of “trying things with actual
materials.” This is a clear indication that Karen’s conceptions about learning science—how
students learn science best—is different from the way students learn when they engage in a 5DIE lesson. She is also the only teacher who did not implement the 5-DIE lesson plan. Her
conceptions about science teaching and learning were incompatible with the nature of the 5-DIE
methodology to an extent that she did not implement it in her classroom.
Carol was also discontent with the 5-DIE instructional methodology. She did not like the
fact that students were “left alone” in carrying out everything by themselves (students’ role) or
the fact that her role as the teacher seemed diminished when teaching with the 5-DIE
instructional methodology when compared with her typically, more involved role in the students’
learning process. Instead of changing her 5-DIE lesson plan, she challenged her conceptions
about science teaching and learning to be in line with the 5-DIE instructional methodology. In
her reflection, she expressed that she was “holding students’ hand too much” and should do more
of this type of instruction by having students do more on their own. This reflection provides
additional evidence about the importance of the alignment of teacher conceptions about science
teaching and learning with the 5-DIE instructional methodology.
Influence of Teachers’ Conceptions of the Nature of Science on Their 5-DIE Lesson Designs
Although teachers did not explicitly mention their conceptions of the nature of science
when they reflected on how and why they designed their 5-DIE lessons, the influence of those
conceptions was evident. As discussed in the previous assertion, only the teachers with the
conceptions that subjectivity is involved in the nature of science (NOS) were able to design their
5-DIE lesson plans true to its inquiry format. On the other hand, the teacher who rejected the
influence of sociocultural values and personal beliefs on science and who held the view that
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scientists use a universal scientific method designed her 5-DIE lesson in a way that students were
given content knowledge and expected to receive the “right answer” instead of building their
own understandings of the content.
Summary
In summary, when teachers were reflecting on their 5-DIE designs, they heavily relied on
their conceptions about the goals and purposes of middle school science, the goals of teaching
science, science teaching and learning. Their conceptions about the nature of science were not
verbally disclosed by the participants or used to justify their 5-DIE lesson plan design decisions
when compared to the other conceptions; however, the influence of their conceptions about the
nature of science on their lesson designs was evident.
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Chapter 10: Discussion and Implications
The purpose of this study was to investigate middle school teachers’ core conceptions
(the nature of science, goals and purposes of middle school science, goals of teaching science,
science teaching and learning) that make up their science teaching orientations, and their
influence on the design of a lesson in the 5-DIE instructional format, a methodology meant to
support inquiry learning. This chapter includes: (a) a summary of research findings; (b) a
comparison of the findings to the literature discussed in Chapter Three and a discussion of how
this study contributes to the body of literature; (c) implications for teacher education and
professional development; (d) recommendations for future research; and (e) a discussion of the
limitations of the study.
Summary of Research Findings
Teachers’ Core Conceptions and Their Consistency
All five middle school science teachers’ nature of science conceptions were examined
through their beliefs and knowledge about tentativeness, the nature of observations, scientific
methods, the status of scientific theories and scientific laws, the use of imagination, the
validation of scientific knowledge, and subjectivity/objectivity. In addition, their goals and
purposes of middle school science and goals of teaching science were investigated. Finally,
teachers’ conceptions about science teaching and learning were examined by categorizing them
as traditional, instructive, transitional, responsive, or reform-based beliefs (See Table 16).
The first research question investigated middle school science teachers’ core conceptions.
Based on the analysis of the surveys and interviews, I assert that the results pointed out the
consistency of these knowledge and belief dimensions. All five middle school science teachers’
core conceptions were in congruence across the four knowledge and belief dimensions: the
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nature of science, the goals and purposes of middle school science, the goals of teaching science,
and the science teaching and learning. Therefore, teachers’ conceptions of the aforementioned
knowledge and belief dimensions indicated alignment and coherency such that the teacher
(Linda) holding objectivist views on science also had goals that are content-focused and science
teaching and learning conceptions that are mainly teacher-centered. Similarly, teachers (Pam,
Karen, Carol, Lucy) who believed that subjectivity is involved in the NOS had goals that were
learner-focused and science teaching and learning conceptions that were reform-based.
Core Conceptions’ Influence on the 5-DIE Lesson Plan Design
The second research question investigated how middle school science teachers’ core
conceptions influenced their 5-DIE lesson plan designs. Based on analysis of the surveys and
interviews as well as the actual 5-DIE lesson plans, I assert: (a) teachers with the views that
subjectivity is involved in science and who had learner-centered goals and student-centered
conceptions about science teaching and learning were able to design 5-DIE lessons in a manner
that was true to the inquiry nature of this methodology; and (b) teachers’ conceptions about the
goals and purposes of middle school science, the goals of teaching science, and science teaching
and learning influenced their 5-DIE design decisions more than their conceptions about the NOS.
Relevant to the first finding above, the teachers (Pam, Karen, Carol, Lucy) who held the
views that subjectivity is involved in the NOS and who had learner-centered goals and studentcentered conceptions about science teaching and learning were able to design a 5-DIE lesson
plan embodying both substantive and syntactic knowledge of science. On the other hand, a
teacher (Linda) who held a highly objective view of science, who rejected the idea of the
involvement of subjectivity in the NOS, and who had science content-focused goals and teacher-
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centered conceptions about science teaching and learning designed her 5-DIE lesson plan in a
way that it only focused on substantive knowledge of science.
Teachers’ conceptions about the goals and purposes of middle school science, the goals
of teaching science, and science teaching and learning clearly informed their 5-DIE lesson plan
design decisions. Specifically, the conceptions about the goals and purposes of middle school
science, the goals of teaching science, the role of teacher, students’ role, how students learn
science best, and how to teach science effectively were found to be highly important and
influential in shaping teachers’ design of a newly adopted, cyber-enabled, inquiry-based
instructional teachings (5-DIE lessons).
Discussion
This study investigated middle school science teachers’ core conceptions; the coherency
and consistency of these core conceptions, and how these core conceptions influenced their 5DIE lesson plan designs. Each teacher in this study held various core conceptions that
demonstrated coherency and consistency across the four knowledge and belief dimensions:
conceptions about the nature of science, about the goals and purposes of middle school science,
about the goals of teaching science, and about science teaching and learning. In addition, these
core conceptions informed how teachers designed their 5-DIE lesson plans. Therefore, the results
of this study, first, add to the literature by discussing the consistency among these four
knowledge and belief dimensions. Second, it discusses the potential influences of teachers’ core
conceptions on their practices in the context of their 5-DIE lesson designs. Third, it extends
Magnusson et al.’s (1999) conceptualization of the orientation construct by providing evidence
that demonstrates the relationship between teachers’ core conceptions and their practice.
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Research Question One
The first research question was, “What are middle school science teachers’ core
conceptions (conceptions about the nature of science, conceptions about goals and purposes of
middle school science and goals of teaching science, conceptions about learning science and
teaching science)?” To investigate this question, all cases were analyzed comprehensively. The
results emerged from all cases and the cross-case analysis indicated that teachers’ core
conceptions exhibited coherency to a large extent. Teachers holding the conception that
subjectivity is involved in science focused on learners and their learning process and exhibited
conceptions about science teaching and learning that were mainly student-centered and reformbased. On the other hand, the teacher who held the conception that subjectivity is not involved in
science focused mainly on goals that targeted the acquisition of science content knowledge and
exhibited conceptions about science teaching and learning that were teacher-centered and
practices that were didactic in nature. These results support and provide evidence to Friedrichsen
et al.’s (2011) reconceptualization of orientations as consisting of these specified core
conceptions. Similar conceptualizations of orientations were also proposed and used in other
studies (Anderson & Smith, 1987; Lotter et al., 2007; Smith & Neale, 1989).
Another study similar to this one was conducted to investigate the change of middle
school teachers’ conceptions about the goals and purposes of science teaching, the nature of
science, and science teaching and learning after a professional development design around
inquiry-based instructional model (Campbell et al., 2014). It was found that middle school
science teachers’ aforementioned conceptions were highly related and connected (Campbell et
al., 2014). This finding of Campbell et al.’s (2014) study is congruent with the findings in this
study that the aforementioned conceptions are related and congruent for a given teacher.
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Similarly, another study examined the relationship between epistemological beliefs
(defined as beliefs about the nature of science and science teaching and learning) and teachers’
instructional goals (Kang & Wallace, 2005). Kang and Wallace (2005) found that teachers’
epistemological beliefs are highly related and connected to their instructional goals. The results
of this study show similar connections between beliefs about the nature of science and
instructional goals. For example, Linda held an objectivist view of science, along with science
content-focused goals and conceptions about science teaching and learning that were didactic in
nature. The remaining four teachers held subjectivist views of science, along with learnerfocused goals and reform-based science teaching and learning conceptions. This finding is also
consistent with findings of Anderson (2015) that primary science teachers’ beliefs about the
purposes of science education, the nature of science, and science teaching and learning influence
teacher knowledge and practice, especially their beliefs about the purposes of science education.
Other studies investigated the relationship between NOS beliefs and science teaching and
learning beliefs (Da-Silva et al., 2007; Tsai, 2007). For example, it was found that a teacher’s
NOS beliefs are related to their conceptions about science teaching and learning (Da-Silva et al.,
2007; Tsai 2002a; Tsai, 2007), similar to the findings of the current study. On the relationship
between teachers’ scientific epistemological views (SEVs) and beliefs about science teaching
and learning, the results of Tsai’s (2007) study indicated that teachers with relatively positivist
SEVs expressed their tendencies to underscore students’ receiving correct knowledge and
attaining better grades for science learning. On the other hand, teachers with constructivist
oriented SEVs tended to elicit science teaching and learning beliefs that were also constructivist
oriented (Tsai, 2007). This finding is consistent with the results of the current study, which
indicate that a teacher with an objectivist view of science had teacher-centered science teaching
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and learning conceptions. On the other hand, teachers with subjectivist views on science held
student-centered science teaching and learning conceptions. In Da-Silva et al.’s 2007 study, the
relationship between beliefs about NOS and conceptions about science teaching and learning
were found to be highly related. In that longitudinal study, a science teacher’s beliefs about the
NOS changed only after the change of the conceptions about science teaching and learning.
Research Question Two
The second research question was, “How do middle school science teachers’ core
conceptions influence their 5-DIE lesson plan designs?” The cross-case analysis indicated that
teachers designed their 5-DIE lesson plans in a way that was consistent with their core
conceptions. In addition, teachers referenced their conceptions about the goals and purposes of
middle school science (GPMSS), the goals of teaching science (GTS), and science teaching and
learning more directly—compared to their conceptions about the nature of science—when
discussing factors that influenced their DIE lesson plan design decisions.
The Relationship Between the Goals and Purposes of Middle School Science and
Goals of Teaching Science With Classroom Practices. Teachers’ conceptions about the goals
and purposes of middle school science (GPMSS) and goals of teaching science (GTS) strongly
informed the student learning outcomes they wanted to address with their 5-DIE lesson plans.
These specific goals such as having students amass information, develop inquiry skills, become
excited about learning, apply their learning to another field, and growing critical thinking skills
shaped teachers’ 5-DIE lesson plan designs in a way that allowed facilitation of such goals.
These goals were sought by the teachers as they planned and designed specific components to
include in their 5-DIE lesson plans. For example, Karen’s stated on different occasions that
students get excited when actively building things. Therefore, she tried to help learners become
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excited by the content by having them conduct a hands-on activity, in which students would
build a bridge. On the other hand, Linda’s goal was for her students to amass content knowledge.
Consistent with this goal, she had her students complete a reading assignment to learn what
caused the seasons.
Although the actual implementations of the 5-DIE lesson plans were not observed or
videotaped for an analysis, teachers’ reflections on their 5-DIE lesson plans and implementation
of those 5-DIE lesson plans were collected and analyzed. Except Karen, the remaining four
teachers (Linda, Pam, Carol, Lucy) implemented their 5-DIE lesson plans in their classrooms.
Therefore, teachers’ reflections on the 5-DIE lesson plans along with their reflections on the
implementation of their 5-DIE lesson plans were used as proxies for their actual classroom
practices.
In this study, as in others reported in the literature, teachers’ classroom teaching practices
indicated consistencies with their goals of teaching science (Boesdorfer & Lorsbach, 2014; Davis
et al., 2011; Lotter et al., 2007), and their focus for students’ learning was influenced by the
teachers’ goals of teaching science (Anderson, 2015). In Anderson’s 2015 study, teachers’
beliefs about the purposes of science education, which were defined as being similar to the goals
of teaching science in this study, strongly influenced teacher knowledge and practice, as did
teachers’ view of the nature of science and their science teaching and learning beliefs. In another
study, Boesdorfer (2015) investigated the relationship between two secondary chemistry
teachers’ choice of the representations (a component of their practice) and their beliefs about
goals and purposes for teaching science and science teaching and learning. The result of this
study indicated that teachers’ selection and use of content representations for teaching the
periodic table and the electronic structure of the atom were aligned with their conceptions of
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science teaching and learning and goals and purposes for science teaching.
The Relationship Between Core Conceptions and Reform-based Practices. Some
studies have shown that beginning teachers’ beliefs are unstable and their beliefs and action may
be inconsistent (Simmons et al., 1999; Kinzer, 1988). However, as teachers gain experience
through teaching in a classroom context, their beliefs and actions become more congruent
(Brickhouse, 1990). Other studies found that the coherency between beliefs about the NOS and
beliefs about science teaching and learning increases with teaching experience (Da-Silva et al.,
2007; Tsai, 2002a). The results of this study support the findings of these studies because all of
the participating teachers had at least 10 years of teaching experience, and their conceptions and
practices (5-DIE lesson plans) were also congruent.
While Linda—who held an objective view of science, content-focused GPMSS and GTS,
and teacher-centered science teaching and learning conceptions—designed her 5-DIE lesson in a
way that students could only gain substantive knowledge of science, the rest of the four
teachers—who held subjectivist views of science, learner-centered GPMSS and GTS, and
student-centered science teaching and learning conceptions—designed their 5-DIE lessons in a
way that students are able to gain both substantive and syntactic knowledge of science. Being
able to address both knowledge types in a lesson makes that lesson an inquiry-based one. This
finding is consistent with Lotter et al.’s (2007) study, which found that teachers’ enactment of
inquiry in their classrooms is consistent with their conceptions of science, their students,
effective teaching practices, and the purpose of education.
Several other studies investigated the relationship between teacher conceptions and their
practice when implementing a reform-based instructional programs or inquiry-based curricula
(Cronin-Jones, 1991; Davis et al., 2011; Luft, 2001). Davis et al. (2011) found that when
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teachers are adapting inquiry-based curriculum materials, they rely heavily on their learning
goals and knowledge about students. In the Cronin-Jones (1991) study, teachers’ conceptions
about science teaching and learning—particularly those about how students learn, the teacher’s
role in the classroom, and students’ abilities—strongly influenced and inhibited the
implementation of a discovery-oriented curriculum.
The results of many studies show that teachers’ beliefs about science teaching and
learning enable or hinder the process of implementation of a proposed curriculum. The success
of implementing a proposed curriculum is found to depend on the consistency of a teacher’s
beliefs about science teaching and learning with the views of the proposed curriculum (CroninJones, 1991; Smith & Neale, 1989; Yerrick et al., 1997). The findings of this study indicated that
it is not only the teachers’ conceptions about science teaching and learning, but also their
conceptions about the nature of science, the goals and purposes of middle school science, and the
goals of teaching science that are all important in regarding implementation of an instructional
methodology or a proposed curriculum. Similar to the finding of Davis et al. (2011), the current
study found that a mismatch of a curriculum goal and a teacher’s learning goal might heavily
influence and hinder the process of adapting those inquiry-based curriculum and vice versa. For
example, of all the participants in the current study, Lucy held conceptions about science
teaching and learning that were the most in alignment with the 5-DIE instructional methodology.
She was also the participant who implemented the 5-DIE instructional model with the highest
degree of fidelity.
Implications
The findings of this study have several implications for teacher education, professional
development, and research in the field of science education. The current study found that
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teachers do not explicitly refer to their conceptions about the nature of science when justifying
their lesson design decisions. Although the reason(s) for this result is subject for a future study, it
is important to note that a more direct approach should be undertaken to better visualize the
influence of the nature of science conceptions on teaching practice. There are instruments
designed to capture teachers’ conceptions about the nature of science (e.g., VOSE, Views of
Nature of Science Questionnaire). However, the results of this study indicate that there is a need
for instruments that capture the interaction or the relationship between the conceptions about
nature of science and teaching practice instead of just capturing the views on the nature of
science or help teachers verbalize or explain how their views of NOS influence their design
decisions.
The findings of this study indicate that teachers’ core conceptions play a significant role
in shaping their instructional practices. Before undergoing any teacher training or professional
development, teachers’ core conceptions need to be investigated intensively for the purpose of
identifying and understanding their core conceptions, as well as the ways those conceptions
might hinder the implementation of any new pedagogy or reform-based curriculum. Any attempt
to train or educate teachers with certain orientations should be shaped in accordance with these
core knowledge and belief dimensions. Science methods courses and professional development
trainings may serve as invaluable resources as long as they are designed to identify, challenge
and confront teachers’ conception about the nature of science, the goals and purposes of science
education, the goals of teaching science, and science teaching and learning. This process cannot
be achieved merely by presenting informed views on the NOS (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman,
2000), goals that originated from educational reform documents, or reform-based views on
science teaching and learning (Duit & Treagust, 2003). Instead, teachers’ naïve conceptions of
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the nature of science and/or empiricist views of science teaching and learning may need to be
challenged in order that they might be replaced with coherent, evidence-based, theoretically
sound, and practically meaningful conceptions. If teachers’ initial core conceptions that make up
their orientations are not elicited and engaged, then experienced science teachers may fail to
develop a knowledge of reform-oriented instructional teaching and educational practices and,
more importantly, may fail to implement these practices in their classroom teaching.
Recommendations for Future Research
The current study adds to the literature by investigating teachers’ core conceptions and
their influence on 5-DIE lesson plans that were designed for online and hybrid settings. A
recommendation for future research is related to designing specific instruments for capturing
core conceptions. This study provided empirical evidence that supported Friedrichsen et al.’s
(2011) reconceptualization of orientations. However, there is much-needed research to design
specific instruments that allow researchers to identify and monitor each of these core conception
dimensions more effectively. To design such an instrument, Friedrichsen et al. (2011)
recommended:
The instrument should enable a systematic investigation of the various dimensions that
make up science teaching orientations. Typical patterns or profiles of these dimensions
need to be identified, in terms of interrelated beliefs about purposes of science teaching,
views about science, and beliefs about learning and teaching science. Patterns or profiles
that are found empirically should be interpreted from a theoretical point of view, leading
to the identification of labels or categories of distinctly different science teaching
orientations. (p. 372)
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A second area for future research should focus on the relationship between teachers’
orientations and students’ learning. Many studies have examined components of Magnusson et
al.’s (1999) PCK model—knowledge of science curriculum, knowledge of assessment,
knowledge of science instructional strategies, knowledge of students’ understanding of science—
and their relationship with the core conceptions that make up orientations (Anderson, 2014;
Campbell et al., 2014; Rozenszajn & Yarden, 2014; Park & Chen, 2012). However, researchers
should pay special attention to explain the relationship between teachers’ orientations and
students’ learning and achievement, which ultimately would provide insight into effective
instructional practices that could be enabled by certain orientations. Studies in this line of inquiry
could potentially inform prospective teacher preparation programs and professional
developments for in-service teachers.
Limitations
This study has a few key limitations that must be acknowledged. The first limitation is
related to the data collection portion of this research study. For the purpose of identifying the
participants’ views about the NOS, the only instrument used was the Views on Science and
Education (VOSE) survey. Although the VOSE survey is comprehensive in terms of capturing
participants’ views on various NOS issues and is a practical instrument for creating in-depth
NOS belief profiles of individuals, a think-aloud interview conducted right after the VOSE
survey was administered would have been highly beneficial in clarifying and exemplifying the
teachers’ NOS views. Absence of such verbal justifications jeopardizes the process of detecting
the empirical connection between teachers’ conceptions and their actions.
Second, the study of teacher beliefs is difficult because they are complex, often
contextualized, and can only be inferred from what teachers say and do (Pajares, 1992).
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Teachers’ core conceptions in this study were captured through surveys and three semistructured interviews. A follow-up classroom practice observation might have strengthened this
study by illustrating any inconsistencies between teachers’ espoused beliefs and their classroom
practice.
Third, teachers’ confidence in their subject matter knowledge might have also influenced
their 5-DIE lesson plan designs. The importance of teachers’ content knowledge and its impact
on teacher classroom practice was brought to the researchers’ and policy makers’ attention by
Shulman (1986). One of his doctoral students, Grossman (1985), found in her study that a
teacher’s instruction changed from student-centered and highly interactive to teacher-centered
and highly didactic when she was asked to teach a topic she did not understand. In my study,
teachers were given freedom to choose the topic they wanted to teach with the 5-DIE
instructional methodology, and they created their 5-DIE lessons about those topics. However, if
they were asked to design a 5-DIE on a topic they were not familiar with, it is possible that there
would have been less consistency between their beliefs and their 5-DIE lesson plan designs than
was seen in the current study. For example, a teacher who holds learner-centered beliefs might
design a very science-content focused 5-DIE lesson about an unfamiliar science topic.
Fourth, the researcher is expected to select criteria and a rationale for purposeful
sampling when doing case study. From the total of 18 CLASSP middle school science teachers,
only 12 of them finalized their 5-DIE lesson plans, and only 5 of these teachers agreed to be
participants of this study. Therefore, instead of purposeful sampling, a convenience sampling
was employed in this study. Although the participants had diverse backgrounds and were the
teachers of diverse student populations (e.g., ELL students, low-income area students, affluent
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area students), a purposeful sampling with an in-depth analysis of cases is more appropriate for
multiple case studies.
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Appendix A – Views on Science and Education
This is the edited version of the Views on Science and Education survey (Chen, 2006b).
In this edited version, questions 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 were omitted. Documentation of
permission to use this survey can be found in Appendix F.
Views on Science and Education Survey
Each question of this survey starts with a statement about the nature of science or science
education. Most statements adopt a certain radical stance. You may strongly agree with it,
strongly disagree with it, or have other thoughts about it. Each statement is followed by several
responses. Please read all of the responses first, then circle your opinion on the right side (SD,
D, U, A, SA) of each response according to your knowledge of scientific activities or scientists,
or what ought to be taught in science courses. There is no right or wrong answer. Thank you.
SD= Strongly Disagree
D = Disagree
U = Uncertain or No Comment
A = Agree
SA = Strongly Agree
1. When two different theories arise to explain the same phenomenon (e.g., fossils of
dinosaurs), will scientists accept the two theories at the same time?
A. Yes, because scientists still cannot objectively tell which one is
better; therefore, they will accept both tentatively.
B. Yes, because the two theories may provide explanations from
different perspectives, there is no right or wrong.
C. No, because scientists tend to accept the theory they are more
familiar with.
D. No, because scientists tend to accept the simpler theories and
avoid complex theories.
E. No, the academic status of each theory proposer will influence
scientists’ acceptance of the theory.
F. No, scientists tend to accept new theories which deviate less
from the contemporary core scientific theory.
G. No, scientists use intuition to make judgments.
H. No, because there is only one truth, scientists will not accept
any theory before distinguishing which is best.
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SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

2. Scientific investigations are influenced by socio-cultural values (e.g., current trends,
values).
A. Yes, socio-cultural values influence the direction and topics of
scientific investigations.
B. Yes, because scientists participating in scientific investigations
are influenced by socio-cultural values.
C. No, scientists with good training will remain value-free when
carrying out research.
D. No, because science requires objectivity, which is contrary to
the subjective socio-cultural values.

SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

3. When scientists are conducting scientific research, will they use their imagination?
A. Yes, imagination is the main source of innovation.
B. Yes, scientists use their imagination more or less in scientific
research.
C. No, imagination is not consistent with the logical principles of
science.
D. No, imagination may become a means for a scientist to prove
his point at all costs.
E. No, imagination lacks reliability.

SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

4. Even if the scientific investigations are carried out correctly, the theory proposed can
still be disproved in the future
A. Scientific research will face revolutionary change, and the old
theory will be replaced.
B. Scientific advances cannot be made in a short time. It is through
a cumulative process; therefore, the old theory is preserved.
C. With the accumulation of research data and information, the
theory will evolve more accurately and completely, not being
disproved.
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SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

5. Is scientific theory (e.g., natural selection, atomic theory) “discovered”or “invented”by
scientists from the natural world?
A. Discovered, because the idea was there all the time to be uncovered.
B. Discovered, because it is based on experimental facts.
C. Some scientists discover a theory accidentally, but other scientists
may invent a theory from their known facts.

SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

D. Invented, because a theory is an interpretation of experimental facts, and experimental
SD D U A SA
and experimental facts are discovered by scientists.
SD D U A SA
E. Invented, because a theory is created or worked out by scientists.
F. Invented, because a theory can be disproved.
SD D U A SA
6. Is scientific law (e.g., gravitational law) “discovered”or “invented”by scientists from the
natural world?
A. Discovered, because scientific laws are out there in nature, and
scientists just have to find them.
B. Discovered, because scientific laws are based on experimental
facts.
C. Some scientists discover a law accidentally, but other scientists
may invent a law from their SD known facts.
D. Invented, because scientists invent scientific laws to interpret
discovered experimental facts.
E. Invented, since there are no absolutes in nature, therefore, the
law is invented by scientists.

SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

7. In comparison to laws, theories have less evidence to support them.
A. Yes, theories are not as definite as laws.
B. Yes, if a theory stands up to many tests it will eventually
become a law, therefore, a law has more supporting evidence.
C. Not quite, some theories have more supporting evidence than
some laws.
D. No, theories and laws are different types of ideas. They cannot
be compared.
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SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

8. Scientists’ observations are influenced by personal beliefs (e.g., personal experiences,
presumptions); therefore, they may not make the same observations for the same
experiment.
A. Observations will be different, because different beliefs lead to
different expectations influencing the observation.
B. Observations will be the same, because the scientists trained in
the same field hold similar ideas.
C. Observations will be the same, because through scientific
training scientists can abandon personal values to conduct
objective observations.
D. Observations will be the same, because observations are exactly
what we see and nothing more. Facts are facts. Interpretations
may be different from one person to another, but observations
should be the same.
E. Observations will be the same. Although subjectivity cannot be
completely avoided in observation, scientists use different
methods to verify the results and improve objectivity.

SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

SD D U A SA

9. Most scientists follow the universal scientific method, step-by-step, to do their research
(i.e., state a hypothesis, design an experiment, collect data, and draw conclusions).
A. The scientific method ensures valid, clear, logical and accurate
results. Thus, most scientists follow the universal method in
research.
B. Most scientists use the scientific method because it is a logical
procedure.
C. The scientific method is useful in most instances, but it does not
ensure results; therefore, scientists invent new methods.
D. There is no so-called the scientific method. Scientists use any
methods to obtain results.
E. There is no fixed scientific method; scientific knowledge could
be accidentally discovered.
F. No matter how the results are obtained, scientists use the
scientific method to verify it.
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SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

Please read carefully the following story about two scientists before answering the last
two questions.
***************************************************************************
It is the year 2016. A and B are professors at a biotechnology center, and they are
researching the selection and transfer of organic genes. If their project succeeds, humans will
be free from congenital limitations. In addition to the total prevention of hereditary diseases,
people will be free to choose and transfer eugenic genes. The human world will never again
have congenital hereditary deficiencies. The research is already into the last step, but the
general public opposes it, and even the institution itself has the intention of cutting back the
budget. In fact A is already starting to question the continuation of the research. A is a
devoted Christian, believing that God will open doors for everyone. Thus, even if people are
born with various diseases and deficiencies, the diversity and unpredictability of humankind
are what has created history. A doesn’t believe that scientific development should change the
core essence of a human being. Therefore, when socio-cultural values and beliefs of science
are in conflict, choice should be made based on socio-cultural values because the ultimate
values of science rely upon the “person” him/herself.
However, B doesn’t think this way. B believes that the nature of science is absolutely
objective, and that socio-cultural values are just like the public preference, always changing
with the social environment, and are a very subjective representation of values. In other
words, research that is rejected by today’s socio-cultural values could become a aspiration of
tomorrow. Therefore, it is unworthy and foolish to abandon the constant objective nature of
science just for a fleeting subjective value. B and A start to fight over this matter. Finally, A
chooses to withdraw from the research, but B chooses to continue developing it. Since giving
up the well-developed research techniques would be very regrettable, A changes research
interest to genetic selection and transfer of plants, in an attempt to choose a topic accepted by
the dominant socio-cultural values. A eventually successfully transfers the anticancer genes
from Taxus mairei to rye, creating anticancer rye. Looking back, A does not regret
withdrawing from the project and believes that although the nature of science could be
objective, the manifestation of the values should eventually return to the fundamental
essence of “human beings.”
B, persisting in continuing the original project, has received success on animal live-forms
research, continuing on to do research on humans. B does not regret the choice either and even
works harder on the project because of the belief that this story does not end here. The entire
nature and value of the investigation will unfold in the future. It is left for history, rather than the
contemporary socio-cultural values, to judge.
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10. From the perspective of the nature of science, what aspects of A and B’s thinking do
you agree with?
A. A—scientists should have a conscience when doing research.
B. A—consider both scientific research and social values
simultaneously.
C. A—scientific research cannot be completely divorced from
socio-cultural values.
D. A—respect diversity in human beings.
E. B—scientific research should be completely detached from
personal belief.
F. B—scientific research should be completely detached from
subjective values.
G. B—persisting with the highest value of science—pursuing the
truth.
H. Both, since they both have scientific spirit though they are
influenced by personal values.
I. Neither, neither are objective enough since they are influenced
by their personal beliefs and values.
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SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA
SD D U A SA

Appendix B – Interview I
This interview collects information about teacher’s background, his/her school setting,
his/her purpose of teaching science at middle school, goals of teaching science, conceptions
about effective teaching, and conceptions about inquiry. This is a modified version of the
interview guide used in the Avraamidou and Zembal-Saul (2010) study. Documentation of
permission to use this interview can be found in Appendix F.
1. Please describe your teaching experience
a. Number of years taught
b. Number of schools taught at
c. Subjects and years each taught
2. What is your education background (undergraduate and graduate degrees)?
3. Please describe your science content background.
a. Previous work experience
b. Previous research experiences (in and out of college)
c. Previous professional developments
4. How would you describe your school setting and the student population?
5. What do you think are the reasons for studying science at the middle school?
6. What are the goals for your students for learning science in middle school?
7. What do you think are your greatest strengths and weaknesses as an instructor?
8. Describe an effective teaching lesson in your classroom and why you think it is effective.
9. How would you define inquiry science teaching?
10. Do you teach using the inquiry method?
Of yes, describe in your own words what a typical inquiry lesson looks like in your
classroom.
Include the following parts in your description:
a. What are you doing? [What is your role as the teacher?]
b. What are your students doing?
c. How are books and resources used?
d. How is math/science content taught?
If no, is there a particular reason why you do not use this method?
11. Do you think that inquiry teaching is a good way to teach science content? Why or why not.
12. Are there times or situations where inquiry teaching is not a useful method? Tell me about
these.
13. What constraints do you feel you have when using inquiry teaching? (teaching perspective,
student perspective, school, etc.)
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Appendix C – Teacher Belief Interview
This interview guide has been slightly modified from that in the Luft and Roehrig (2007)
article. Documentation of permission to use the questions from the original interview guide can
be found in Appendix F.
a. Informed Consent
i. Hello. My name is Mehmet Dulger. I want to thank you for meeting with
me today. Before we start, I wanted to ask if you received the Informed
Consent document that I emailed you earlier.
a. Did you have a chance to read it?
b. Do you have any questions for me about it?
c. Do you agree to participate in this interview? Do you agree to be
audio-taped during the interview? If so, could you please sign this
copy of the Informed Consent document for me? Thank you.
b. Demographics Questions
[The interview starts with teachers talking about their students’
accomplishments, well-developed lessons, or experiences that are conducive
to their growth as a teacher. It will allow the teacher to share his or her
experiences and develops a comfort level with the interviewer that allows for
a deeper discussion of thinking later in the interview process.]
i. Tell me a little about yourself
a. What degree(s) do you have?
b. How long have you been teaching here? Have you taught
anywhere else?
ii. Tell me about what made you decide to be a science teacher?
a. [Potential follow up questions: Where were you? Why did that
experience make you want to be a science teacher?]
b. As I think back to the time I graduated from university, I thought
that teaching was about delivery of science content. We all had
experiences that shaped our way of teaching science. Do you have
any experience that shaped the way you teach science?
c. Students play an important role in any teacher’s teaching. What do
you think about your students’ role in your science teachings?
• How many students do you have in each of your classes?
• Do they reach or exceed your expectations? What are some
of your student accomplishments?
c. Teacher Beliefs of Science Teaching and Learning
Teachers may mistakenly share their intentions to perform various actions.
Ask for examples and rich details that highlight the epistemological side of
each question.
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[Say to the participants: Thank you for telling me about yourself and thank
you for sharing a bit about your background as a science teacher. We are
educators and we all have different opinions about what works and what does
not work while teaching science. Now, I want to know more about your
science teaching and your view about the students you are teaching science
to.]
i.

Think about this question in general. Pretend you are in the classroom
and you are teaching science. How do you describe your role as a
teacher?
a. If you could use one word to describe your role as a teacher,
what would it be?
b. When you think about your role while teaching science, what
is/are your main purpose(s)?
c. What specific types of activities or tasks do you carry out in your
role as science teacher?

ii.

In the school setting, science teachers choose science topics they want to
teach. How do you decide what to teach and what not to teach?
a. What guides your decision of what to teach and what not to
teach?

iii.

Now, I want to think about student learning. Think about your
classroom. How do you know when your students are learning in your
classroom? What’s happening in that specific moment that you realize
your students are in the process of learning?
a. On what information/evidence are you basing your assessment?

iv.

Thank you for telling me how you recognize that students are learning
science in your classroom. Now, imagine that you have finished
teaching about a particular science topic. How do you know that your
students understand that topic?
a. What should students be able to do or know if they really
understand that topic?
b. What do you think they should be able to do with the
knowledge?
c. Can you give me an example?

v.

Next, I want you to think about the sort of things you consider while
moving on to a new topic. How do you decide when to move on to a
new topic in your classroom?
a. What triggers your decision to move on to another topic?
b. How do you understand that it`s time to move on to a new topic?
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vi.

Now, I want you to tell me about students’ best way of learning science.
How and when do you think your students learn science best?
a. Why do you think that works with your students?

vii.

As you know, all teachers create/design different classroom learning
environments because they have different views about maximizing
student learning in their classrooms. How do you maximize student
learning in your classroom?
a. As the teacher, what do you do to maximize student learning?
b. What sort of classroom environment do you create for this
purpose?

d. Closing
i. Are there any other comments you would like to make about yourself and
your science teachings?
ii. Do you have any final questions for me?
iii. Thank you for your time. We really appreciate your insights.
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Appendix D – 5-DIE Lesson Design Interview Guide
[The following interview will be conducted after teachers are given enough time to review their
5-DIE lesson plans. Teachers` 5-DIE lesson plans will be ready to view when needed throughout
the interview process.]
Informed Consent
i. Hello. My name is _________. I want to thank you for meeting with me today. I
will ask some questions about your 5-DIE lesson plan in this interview. I think
your insights will really help us understand teachers` thinking process while
designing 5-DIE lessons. Before we start, I wanted to ask if you received the
Informed Consent document that I emailed you earlier.
a. Did you have a chance to read it?
b. Do you have any questions for me about it?
c. Do you agree to participate in this interview? Do you agree to be
audio-taped during the interview? If so, could you please sign this
copy of the Informed Consent document for me? Thank you.
Opening Questions
Say to the participant: In this interview, I will be asking general questions related your 5-DIE
lesson planning. Then, I will have specific question about the design of each feature of your 5DIE lesson plan. Let`s start with general questions about your 5-DIE lesson planning.
a. You chose … topic to teach in your 5-DIE lesson plan. How did you come up
with this topic? Why do you want to teach this topic?
b. We all have goals and purposes in designing our lesson plans. What are your
overall goals and purposes of this lesson?
i.
Why did you decide to have these goals and purposes for this lesson
plan?
c. Let`s continue with your planning process. Can you tell me about your 5-DIE
lesson planning process?
i.
How did you start your planning?
a) Did you go through each feature and create them as you go or did
you plan it at once and created it as a whole?
ii.
What factors affected you the way you planned?
a) Science content knowledge you want to teach might have
influenced you the way you planned your 5-DIE. How did it
influence your 5-DIE lesson plan?
b) How about student learning? Did it have any influence on the way
you planned your 5-DIE? In what way?
c) How did your mentor influence your 5-DIE lesson planning?
d) Is there any other factor affected the way you plan?
[Teacher training? Online resources? Teacher peers?]
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Say to the participant: 5-DIE is a new way to think about teaching science topics in your
classroom. For this reason, it may be different from the way that you have taught science topics
in the past. It may also be very similar to how you have taught science topics in the past.
a. How is this style of teaching different than the way that you have typically taught
this topic in your classroom in the past?
b. How is this style of teaching similar to the way that you have typically taught this
topic in your classroom in the past?
c. What difficulties did you encounter while using 5-DIE to teach this topic?
d. How did you or your students benefit from using the 5-DIE teaching strategy?
e. Based on your experiences, would you use the 5-DIE strategy in the future to
teach science topics? Why or why not?
Feature 1 – Scientific Question
Say to the participant: Now let’s shift to talking about the specific features of a 5-DIE lesson
plan. One area that I am interested in is your big question for teaching this topic. In the
following, I will ask you questions to learn about what you designed for Feature one.
Your Big Question is …
a. How did you come up with the big question?
b. Why did you choose this big question?
c. Did you make any changes the big question? Why?
i.
What did you consider in phrasing the big question?
d. Now, I want you to look at your Feature one. Can you please tell me about what
you planned for your Feature one specifically? [Have them look at their design]
i.
I saw that you included a video of…why did you decide to include that
video?
ii.
How will this feature help students get ready for the later features of
the 5-DIE lesson?
e. Did you receive any feedback from your mentor about your big question? If yes,
in what ways did it change your design for Feature one?
Feature 2 – Collect Evidence
Say to the participant: Let`s move on to the next feature. The next set of questions will probe
the process you went through as you designed your Feature two. In this feature, students are
collecting evidence that can answer the big question.
a. What is your overall purpose in this section?
b. Can you please tell me about what you planned for your Feature two specifically?
[Have them look at their design]
i.
How do you make the transition from the Big Question to Collect
Evidence feature?
c. You have certain tasks (and investigations) in this feature.
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i.
ii.
iii.

What do you want your students learn from them?
What sort of evidence do your students collect?
Why did you choose this particular image(s), video(s) and/or
simulation(s) in this feature?
d. Did you receive any feedback from your mentor? If yes, in what ways did it
change your design?
Feature 3 – Create Explanations
Say to the participant: Now, we are moving on to Feature three. Students are finished with
collecting evidence and here, they will create their explanations (argument).
a. Can you please tell me about what you planned for your Feature three
specifically? [Have them look at their design]
i.
Why did you design the feature three in this way?
b. Students generate explanations that answer the big question in this feature. Were
students able to generate explanations at the end of this feature?
i.
What sort of explanations did you expect them to create? Can you give
an example?
c. Did you receive any feedback from your mentor for this section? If yes, in what
ways did it change your design?
Feature 4 – Compare Explanations to Scientific Knowledge
Say to the participant: Let`s move on to the next feature. I will ask upcoming questions to learn
about how you designed this feature and also what scientific knowledge you chose to compare
students’ explanations to.
a. Now that students have created their explanations, you designed this feature to
provide scientific knowledge they will compare those explanations to. Please tell
me about what you planned for your Feature four specifically? [Have them look at
their design]
i.
What did you consider in preparing the content knowledge for this
feature?
ii.
How did you decide the format for presenting this information?
iii.
How did you decide the order in which to present the information?
b. If they have a video,
i.
Why did you choose this specific video? Is it the ideal one? If no, what
is the ideal one?
c. What did you expect your students to achieve at the end of this feature?
d. Did you receive any feedback from your mentor for this section? If yes, in what
ways did it change your design?
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Feature 5 - Communicate and Justify Explanations at Research Council
Say to the participant: Let’s move on to the last feature of 5-DIE. Now, I will ask about your
thought processes in designing this feature and how your students will communicate and justify
their explanations. At this point, students are finished with their Research Briefs and they are
meeting at the Research Council.
a. What is/are the goal(s) of your Research Council?
b. Please tell me about what you planned for your Feature five specifically? [Have
them look at their design]
i.
Why did you design the feature five in this way?
ii.
How did this design help you achieve your goal(s)?
c. Can you describe how the Research Council will take place? Do your students
talk face-to-face or do they go through an online discussion?
i.
Why did you decide on this particular format?
ii.
What is your role in the Research Council?
iii.
What is a student’s role in Research Council?
iv.
How did you set up the Research Council for teacher – student
interaction and student – student interaction?
v. What sort of interaction do you expect to have among students?
Teacher and students?
d. Students are expected to revise their arguments (explanations) at the Research
Council. Tell me about how process of student revisions happens at this stage.
e. Did you plan to assess student learning? If you did, how did you plan to assess
student learning?
i.
Why did you decide to assess the students in this way?
ii.
What was your expected outcome related to student learning?
f. Did you receive any feedback from your mentor for this section? If yes, in what
ways did it change the design process?
Closing
a. Are there any other comments you would like to add about your 5-DIE design?
b. Do you have any final questions for me?
Thank you for your time. I really appreciate your insights.
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Appendix E – Science Teaching and Learning Analysis
Teacher Belief Interview Analysis
This is the Teacher Belief Interview (TBI) Analysis provided in the Luft and Roehrig
(2007) article. There are total of 7 questions in the Teacher Belief Interview. Through the
analysis pictured in the figures below, teachers’ responses to the interview questions can be
identified as corresponding to one of five belief categories (traditional, instructive, transitional,
responsive, and reform-based). For example, when a teacher is explaining their role as a teacher
in classroom, if that response portrays a role that only focuses on the scientific information to be
delivered to students, the response is categorized as belonging to the traditional category of
teacher beliefs and so on. Documentation of permission to use this interview analysis and to
present the figures below can be found in the Appendix F.
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Figure 30
Teacher Belief Interview First Question Analysis
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Figure 31
Teacher Belief Interview Second Question Analysis
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Figure 32
Teacher Belief Interview Third Question Analysis
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Figure 33
Teacher Belief Interview Fourth Question Analysis
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Figure 34
Teacher Belief Interview Fifth Question Analysis
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Figure 35
Teacher Belief Interview Sixth Question Analysis
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Figure 36
Teacher Belief Interview Seventh Question Analysis
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Appendix F – Permissions
The following shows that permission was granted to use Table 1 in the current
dissertation. The table was originally published in Kind (2009) (Figure 37).

Figure 37
The Permission to Use Table 1
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The following shows that permission was granted to use Figure 2 and Figure 3 in the
current dissertation. The figures were originally published in Magnusson et al. (1999) (Figure
38).

Figure 38
The Permission to Use Figure 2 and Figure 3
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The following shows that permission was granted to use Figure 4 in the current
dissertation. The figure was originally published in Kern et al. (2014) (Figure 39).

Figure 39
The Permission to Use Figure 4
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The following shows that permission was granted to use Views on Science and Education
(VOSE) survey in the current dissertation. The survey was originally published in is Chen
(2006a) (Figure 40).

Figure 40
The Permission to VOSE Survey
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The following shows that permission was granted to use the interview in the current
dissertation. The interview was originally published in Avraamidou and Zembal-Saul (2010)
(Figure 41).

Figure 41
The Permission to Use Avraamidou and Zembal-Saul Interview
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The following shows that permissions were granted to use the Teacher Belief Interview
(TBI) in the current dissertation. The TBI was originally published in Luft and Roehrig (2007)
(Figure 42).

Figure 42
The Permissions to Use Teacher Belief Interview
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325

The following shows that permission was granted to use the TBI analysis in the current
dissertation. The TBI analysis was originally published in Luft and Roehrig (2007) (Figure 43).

Figure 43
The Permissions to Use Teacher Belief Interview Analysis
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Appendix G – Figures Bigger Than One Page
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Figure 44
The Entire Design of Karen’s Feature Two
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Figure 44
(Continued
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Figure 45
The Entire Design of Carol and Lucy’s Feature Two
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Figure 45
(Continued)
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Figure 45
(Continued)
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Figure 46
The Entire Design of Carol and Lucy’s Feature Three
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Figure 46
(Continued)
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Figure 47
The Entire Design of Carol and Lucy’s Feature Four
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Figure 47
(Continued)
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Figure 47
(Continued)
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Figure 47
(Continued)
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